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Preface

Why another book on organizational change? This is a question that the potential
reader may ask him or herself – and with good reason. There is an abundance of
studies and textbooks on the topic. Perhaps most things have been said already?
In this book – based on a case-study – we investigate how people work with,
interpret and make sense of, and act in change processes. This book is aimed at
locating and drawing upon the experiences of living with organizational change
efforts among various groups of organizational members. We thus try to get close
to the people involved and illuminate their assumptions and reasoning. Arguably,
close-up studies of change efforts are necessary in order to understand what is
happening and to produce insights for much more thoughtful and realistic change
work than is common. We feel strongly that our study opens up unexpected and
novel insights and ideas. We hope and believe that this text gives additional depth
and richness to the understanding of why change is so difficult, what can go wrong
and what can be done in order to make change work more reflexive and productive.
The book combines rather profound critique of many common assumptions and
recommendations in the change literature and offers a rich case, new concepts and
some new ideas for thinking and acting in change work, partly focused on cultural
change, but also with relevance for all kinds of change projects in organizations.
We are very grateful to Julia Balogun, London, Patrick Dawson, Aberdeen,
Emmanuel Ogbonna, Cardiff, and Jens Rennstam and Nadja Sörgärde, both Lund,
for reading and commenting upon previous versions of the manuscript. We are also
grateful to the Jan Wallander and Tom Hedelius Research Foundation and the
Swedish Research Council for Working Life and Social Science for research grants
funding the research projects of which this study is a part.

Part 1

Perspectives on
organizational and
cultural change

1

Introduction

According to most present-day writings on change we live in a time of turbulence and radical change. We are frequently informed about how changes in
consumer and labour markets and in technologies, pressures of financial markets,
globalization and new values and orientations from employees all act as key drivers
for change. It is also often said that organizations must learn to adapt to changes or
otherwise risk failure. This risk is regularly emphasized by contemporary authors
of change. According to Beer and Nohria (2000: 133) modern societal conditions
are exceptional in terms of change: ‘Not since the Industrial revolution have the
stakes of dealing with change been so high. Most traditional industries have accepted,
in theory at least, that they must either change or die.’ Understanding and managing
change have developed into a virtual industry, encompassing consultancy firms,
management and leadership gurus, mass media, the business press, high-profile
corporate executives, politicians and business schools, as well as management
writings and management rhetoric and practice. In most writings, change is seen
as good or necessary or both, often however with limited critical reflection on the
subject matter (Sturdy and Grey 2003). Contemporary ideas of change stress that
managers must be adept in working with planned organizational change as well
as be responsive to changes in the environment. Efforts to change organizations
are numerous and take a large proportion of the time and energy of many managers,
staff and other employees. According to a British survey, 94 per cent of the investigated organizations experienced planned organizational change in 1997 (Ogbonna
and Wilkinson 2003).
Much of existing writings and of projects of organizational change involves
organizational culture in one sense or another. Culture is often seen as either the
key issue to be changed or something that is crucial to take seriously in order to make
change possible. Indeed, many authors of change suggest that a major reason for
why organizational change efforts usually fail to materialize as planned is the
frequent neglect of aspects of organizational culture (Balogun and Johnson 2004).
In line with that, one could argue that few if any organizational changes are ‘culturefree’ or can navigate around culture. One author argues that ‘organizational change
involves confronting the persistent pattern of behaviour that is blocking the
organization from higher performance, diagnosing its consequences, and identifying
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the underlying assumptions and values that have created it’ (Beer 2000: 373). At
minimum, culture may create problems and need to be considered. It is thus an
important aspect and something to carefully consider for any person trying to change
an organization.
Even twenty years after organizational culture was viewed as the ultimate way
of addressing organizational problems – combining efficiency and focus with
flexibility and engagement, through values and conviction – culture is still broadly
seen as a key aspect of organizational competitiveness. In terms of the possibility
of accomplishing change, Carl-Henrik Svanberg, CEO of Ericsson, has said that
‘culture always defeats strategy’. Lou Gerstner, former president of IBM, concluded
that ‘I came to see, in my time at IBM, that culture isn’t just one aspect of the
game, it is the game’ (cited in Palmer et al. 2006: 319). Accordingly, the belief
seems to be that, unless culture, at minimum, is seen as an integral part of change,
efforts at the latter will fail. Many organizations work with, plan or contemplate
organizational culture changes – often as an important element in other changes. In
the present book, we elaborate extensively on organizational change efforts where
culture was claimed as a key theme. More specifically the book offers an in-depth
investigation of a cultural change programme in a high-tech firm.
This means that we go beyond surface issues and look at the meanings, definitions
and identities of the people involved. How change work is organized (and disorganized), how people define themselves and others and what the entire project is
basically about emerge as key themes to explore, and for actors in change projects
to address and work with. Part of our case story is that key actors in many ways had
little knowledge of what was going on and produced a mismatch between their selfunderstandings and the expectations of others. Developing new metaphors for
change work is part of a suggested approach for how to deal with this in more
thoughtful ways than seem to be common.

Understanding organizational change
Organizational change is a very broad area. It addresses a variety of time spans,
interests in broad patterns (industrial/professional trends) or organization-specific
transformations, and types of changes (technological, mergers, downsizing, etc.).
There is a lot of variety concerning the theoretical perspective employed; some
emphasize agents of change, others environmental driving forces. Here we will
raise a few issues that are usually seen as important in understanding organizational
change and position our study.
Change typically, but not necessarily, implies an interest in time. Some say that
we cannot understand changes through a snapshot and instead emphasize a
longitudinal approach (Pettigrew et al. 2001). Different time spans can be focused,
however. At one extreme we have an interest in how changes take place over history,
and here a decade may be a fairly short unit of analysis. At the other extreme we
have a limited time period, where one may even study what is happening over a few
hours, e.g. when a work group develops a new idea or solution that subsequently
affects its work. But sometimes time is disregarded and there is no focus on what
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is happening during the change process. In many studies of change projects it is
actually common to focus on outcomes, e.g. on the difference between before and
after the change intervention or period, thus downplaying what actually happens
over time, i.e. the process. Many authors observe that, although there is some
recognition of the temporal (before and after changes) aspect, there is still a lack of
studies focusing upon the micro-processes of change at work (Tsoukas and Chia
2002). This is probably a consequence of the high demands on close access and
intensive ethnographic field work needed to follow change processes in depth.
Consequently, in many change studies the actual change work is put in the notorious
black box – before and after are studied, but not much is known about the actual
change at work. Interviewing people at a distance may not say that much about
what takes place.
We have been fortunate in terms of having very good opportunities of access to
carefully and deeply follow change efforts in real time and to interview a variety
of people involved and observe different events.
Another interesting dimension concerns the presumed ‘need’ for change,
including espoused or ‘real’ motives for change. As indicated above, it is frequently
assumed that an organization, in the face of changing contextual circumstances,
‘must’ adapt or face great problems. However, we can also study people’s
constructions of the ‘need’ for change or how rhetorical and other resources are
mobilized in change projects. Many academics emphasize the need to address how
contexts not only shape actions but also can be employed by individuals for pursuing
certain changes. Researchers sometimes draw attention to how people interpret and
make use of various logics and drivers behind changes. Ogbonna and Wilkinson
(2003) for example noted how management in one firm emphasized new forms
of competition and an increased need for customer orientation, while many of the
employees interpreted the motives of top management as being about cutting costs
in order to appeal to investors and analysts. Talk about new values was seen as a
smokescreen for less noble considerations.
In this book we encounter an interesting example where there was some
agreement that there were good reasons for change, but where initiative, action and
engagement around the change programme still faced problems of mobilization.
A third issue connects to the significance of context and levels of analysis. An
interest in organizational change may lead to an extension of contexts to broad
trends or macro- and business-level changes, e.g. changes in an industry and how
fashions affect an entire set of organizations at an aggregated level. At the other end,
there may be a focus on micro-level changes in a specific part of an organization,
e.g. on how a new manager or an emergent expression of discontent among a group
of employees or a customer triggers reactions within a department.
We take a primary interest in specific events and acts and follow the microprocesses of change efforts involving different groups as communicators, translators,
interpreters and receivers of change messages. An idea is to take the varieties of
people involved seriously. However, we also connect to broader trends in order to
make change processes intelligible. It is for example important to relate the content
of organizational change, such as customer orientation and quality programmes, to
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broader institutional and fashionable scripts and recipes. What is happening locally
is sometimes best seen as imitations of trends and recipes circulating more broadly
in business and amongst consultants.
Fourthly, a change typically involves a wide set of different phenomena and
aspects, sometimes understood as the content of change: these may be the means
and/or the outcomes of change projects. Candidates include everything from
meanings, emotions and values to behaviours, technologies, systems and structures,
as well as knowledge, objectives, strategies, vocabularies, systems, identities, social
relations, networks and power relations. Many of these themes go together, and
changes often involve several of these, but they may be given different emphasis –
by the actors involved and by researchers trying to study what is happening.
This book mainly focuses on the cultural level, which means that we emphasize
informal meanings, beliefs and understandings. We also consider values, but more
in terms of how people relate to – and often become confused by – talk about
(managerially invented) values, than what kind of values people in organizations
‘really’ have.
A fifth theme regards the possible interest in actors of change. Which actors are
being focused in the study? Are these institutions, such as the state, large companies
initiating pressures on for example partners or suppliers to modify their operations,
or industrial or professional bodies, or are local actors, e.g. a new top manager, of
key interest? Or are we less interested in a centralized agent and want to know
more about what is happening amongst those supposed to be targeted for change,
of their values, identifications or ways of working? There are many options. It is,
of course, possible not to take any closer look at specific actors and their ways of
initiating change or making sense of what managers try to encourage them to do.
One may look at the operations of structural forces of change and their possible
effects on behaviours and performances as if these worked in a ‘mechanical way’,
thus black-boxing those supposed to create these new outcomes through modified
practices.
Most research on organizational change tends to be management-centric, i.e.
focused on the management or the change agent’s point of view and actions
(Bartunek et al. 2006), although there are some notable exceptions discussed in
later chapters. Our approach is that it is very important to carefully consider the
experiences, meanings and actions of all involved. It is not just those communicating
objectives, messages and instructions who are of interest, but also those supposed
to be affected by these and how they interpret and accept, reject or downplay
the goals, values and behaviours they are encouraged to take on board. Not only the
managerial and subordinate, but also the intermediary, levels are worth taking
seriously. We thus give some space to the sandwiched person’s, i.e. senior and
junior middle-manager’s, point of view.
Finally, we have the matter of theoretical perspective. This of course is closely
interrelated with many of the other issues: a population ecologist is typically
interested in the overall outcomes of developments of large samples of organizations
over long time periods and doesn’t care about actors and their meanings. A sensemaking theorist takes the opposite stance, and pays attention to how people
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reason and act based on their identity and perception of the situation. But many
theoretical approaches can be aligned with a span of different empirical foci.
Concentrating on a particular kind of empirical theme does not in detail determine
the theoretical perspective used: one can study a change process in a specific
organization at close range and use for example a functionalist, an interpretative, a
critical or a post-structural approach. Studying how people interpret and respond
to a change programme can, within an interpretative approach, emphasize sensemaking, psychodynamic or culture theory. The study of organization is a field with
many theoretical options – not so suitable for the researcher with severe decision
anxiety.
We are proceeding from an interpretative perspective, in which the meaningcreating activities and the cultural background of such activities are focused. As will
be made clear in the next section, anthropological culture theory is significant here.

Studying change in depth
There are thus many options within an interest in change and we will take one
specific route. Our study focuses on what is happening in, rather than with, a specific
organization. Geertz (1973) suggests that anthropologists do not study villages, but
in villages, and we see this as inspirational also for organization researchers. As said
above, we are interested in process issues, not so much in before and after scores
on various variables (attitudes, behaviours, performances). We are not neglecting
the latter, but are mainly interested in following an entire organizational change
process in real time. We are perhaps not so much interested in organizational
changes as change efforts and what these consist of. As the case that is the focus of
this book indicates, change efforts and change are hardly the same.
The concentrated approach we take means that a number of organizational
actors are targeted. We pay secondary attention to structural forces, fashions or
institutional changes, and focus on how people try to improve their organization in
what they perceive to be some key respects. We note that our research subjects
construct a certain organizational context in which they motivate change efforts,
but we do not try to make any objective assessment of this construction. We study
what people do when they engage in change work and what this seems to lead to
in an organization. A possible strength of the study is that we have studied a
broad spectrum of people involved in or exposed to, and more or less successfully
called upon by the initiators of, the change efforts: in the text we will encounter
top- and middle-managers, HRM people, consultants and low-level employees. We
have had direct access to change activities and have listened to the thoughts,
intentions, sense making and responses of people involved in and/or targeted by the
change project.
The change project focused on culture or, rather, what those involved defined as
‘culture’; values and ‘drivers’ behind success were targeted for change and improvement. This means that we tried to follow this project and the people more or less
involved in it: looking at meanings, ideas, lines of reasoning, emotional responses,
identities, etc. But we also looked at change design issues: how management
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operates and how managerial ideas inform and perhaps misinform actors in
organizations.
In terms of theoretical framework we draw upon cultural thinking focusing on
meanings and symbolism (Alvesson 2002a; Geertz 1973; Martin 2002; Smircich
1983a). This is a broad and varied field, which still allows sufficient focus and
support in in-depth inquiries and readings to allow for direction and the production
of research results well beyond that of finding results emerging inductively out of
data and thus only ‘surface patterns’. We are also inspired by Latour’s (1986, 2005)
idea of change and influence as translation, emphasizing how social institutions
and interactions are contingent upon how various actors pick up and reinterpret the
elements presumably linking people and social elements together. We focus on
what the people involved tried to do, the micro-processes as indicated above. We
raise questions such as ‘What is going on here?’ and ‘What do these people think
they are up to?’ In addition we draw upon the organizational change literature, with
an emphasis on process and the dynamics of change.
The organization studied here was formed as an independent company
(subsidiary), having previously been a large R&D unit within a very large, internationally leading firm. The challenge as seen by management and consultants is
a classical one: to make the company more market-oriented and also to make the
organization work better internally, through better leadership and teamwork. The
cultural change programme was conceived of and designed by top management
together with consultants. Besides planning and design we follow the implementation
phase and also uncover how various people related to and made sense of the
programme as well as its outcomes. We have followed the change programme in
detail and in real time.
We think that this makes the study quite original – there are enormous amounts
of texts on organizational change. Some researchers report in-depth studies of
cultural change projects (e.g. Helms Mills 2003; Ogbonna and Wilkinson 2003),
but few, if any, follow the entire process of cultural change from intentions and
aspirations to the outcomes via change practices and the responses to these in real
time. It is much more common for studies to look at the output of a process. It is
probably even more common with consultancy or here-is-how-to-accomplish-greatresults kinds of texts. These are seldom based on thorough studies and tend to report
superficial and partly misleading examples as ‘proofs’ or illustrations. They make
their readers happy and optimistic when reading the text, but often an imperfect
world less inclined to respond quickly to recipes for change projects lies ahead.
For some readers, looking at one single change project may appear limited. In
line with a long and increasingly popular case-study tradition, we argue that getting
a rich and detailed picture, sensitive to local context and the meanings of the people
involved, is necessary in order to understand the phenomenon – and to learn
something that can encourage more reflective and realistic change work.
It is important to study several different groups within an organization, as one
can’t assume that people relate to the change project and the outcomes in similar
ways. As we need to know the context, the actors, their interactions and practices,
how processes unfold and how people make sense of what is happening, we realize
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that a single case can be sufficient for learning a lot. As mentioned above, this case
is part of a large, internationally leading firm. The consultancy firm mostly involved
is also one of the internationally most high-profile ones. The case should be of some
general interest. It may in some respects appear as rather idiosyncratic and deviating
from what is generally presented as organizational changes in management textbooks and pop-management writings full of positive examples with happy endings,
but we think that it exhibits many common themes and offers very good learning
opportunities.

The purpose of the book
This book is directed at undergraduate as well as postgraduate students, academics
and practitioners interested in organizational change, management consultancy,
leadership and organizational culture. The purpose of the book is to investigate and
discuss a range of questions such as:
•

•

•

•

How do managers, consultants and HRM people work with cultural change
projects? How do they design and execute such projects? How do they think,
get information and follow up their work? Is there a set of shared meanings
making coordinated work possible or are there varieties of interpretations and
meanings among those engaged in the change work producing difficulties?
What is happening in terms of processes? Are the intentions of the design of
change projects realized in the implementation events? Are instruments
of change used as intended? How do those involved in these processes, e.g. the
managers and employees seen as the recipients and carriers of change
initiatives, make sense of this and what do they do?
What are the outcomes in terms of responses and consequences? Do the change
projects lead to changes in values, meanings, beliefs, identities and sentiments
and, if so, which? Do they lead to changes in practices? Are the possible
changes those initially intended or are the consequences unforeseen? If there
are no changes, how can this be understood?
What can be learned about culture change projects and other forms of
organizational changes? What are the traps and problems? What do managers,
consultants, HRM people and other people involved need to consider in
planning, designing, executing and learning from such projects? We have
in mind here the need to consider complexities and difficulties rather than come
up with a blueprint for success. The ability to navigate and act in an interactive
and responsive way in the process is perhaps at least as important as to engage
in careful planning and then implement the plan.

Apart from addressing questions such as these, we find it important to investigate
the organization of change work, e.g. how people position themselves in terms
of being central in or moderately participating in, as opposed to distancing
themselves from, the change project. We thus address questions such as: how do
people connect themselves to and disconnect themselves from change objectives
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and change work? We note in the study that people move in and out of change work
– not only in terms of behaviour but also in terms of identification. We also note
that the division of labour between the persons involved seems to create some
peculiar consequences. Change work needs to be better organized, calling also for
attention to the more implicit aspects of this, including the assumptions, images and
identities of those involved.
We find the area of association with, commitment to or identification with themes
and projects a) of great significance in organization studies more broadly and b) of
clear interest for change projects. People relate to projects in terms of showing
commitment to and sympathy with the ideas and ambitions, but also in terms of
distancing themselves from projects. This is in some cases a matter of taking fairly
stable positions, but often people switch between positions.
This book then aims to make contributions in the following areas of, or related
to, organizational culture and organizational change:
•
•

•
•
•
•

managing culture: management thinking and action in relation to the
engineering or influencing of values and beliefs;
organizational change project work: the workings and problems of cultural
change programmes, including connections to and disconnections from various
phases and elements of change work;
the ambiguity, fragmentation and disconnectedness of much organizational
life;
cultural meaning creation in organizations: the subtleties of meaning creation,
and breakdowns and difficulties in understanding values;
paradoxes of change: elements in change work that, ironically, reinforce what
the work is supposed to change;
identities and identification in organizations: how people define themselves in
relationship to potential tasks and lines of action.

The structure of the book
The purpose of this introductory chapter has been to try to position the book in
terms of some common and significant issues in organizational change and on that
basis to raise some questions that we aim to discuss in detail throughout the book.
The chapters of the book are organized in four parts.
In the first part, ‘Perspectives on organizational and cultural change’, we set the
stage for the study in terms of elaborating on important issues in organizational and
cultural change that need to be investigated, for example the emphasis on the
experiences and sense making of those involved in the change process. We also
review the concepts and frameworks within organizational and cultural change in
order to bring some clarity and to position our study in the fields under investigation.
Chapter 1 offers a variety of questions that are commonly raised in connection
with organizational change. In Chapters 2 and 3 we review some of the concepts,
key issues and frameworks in the field of organizational and cultural change. In
Chapter 2 we identify the why, what and how of change by primarily discussing the
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planning and process approaches respectively to organizational change. We relate
this to cultural change in Chapter 2, but extend that discussion in Chapter 3. There
we connect the discussion to some of the central perspectives and key debates in
writings on culture. We elaborate on the debate about whether organizational culture
can be managed and discuss two perspectives on organizational cultural change, the
grand technocratic and the local emergent.
In Part 2 the object is to present the reader with an account of the conduct of the
study as well as a detailed, rich and intimate narrative of organizational change
work in practice – a close-up study. In Chapter 4 we detail the organization in focus
and how the study of it was conducted. We also outline an investigative model of
change that guided us in our attempts to organize the collected data. This model
involves a few stages, such as background and context, intentions and strategy,
design, practices (implementation and interaction), reception (interpretation) and
outcomes. The model is intended to show how we tried to capture the change
processes as they evolved in the studied case.
Chapters 5 and 6 follow the organizational change efforts over time. In Chapter
5 we investigate how managers perceived the situation prior to the conception of a
change programme and what they wanted to achieve with the programme. We also
investigate how they worked with issues of design and interaction with the rest of
the company in preparing for implementation. In Chapter 6 we explore in detail what
happened with the carefully designed programme as it met the managers and
employees it was supposed to target. We look at how the targeted people addressed
the programme and its outcomes or effects.
Part 3 consists of three chapters on what ‘really’ happened in the process. The
part offers deeper interpretations of the major problems and challenges that were
raised throughout the change work. We listen to a variety of participants involved
in the change process and how they experienced this in terms of some, for them,
crucial issues. In this part we come close to the change work from the actors’ point
of view.
In Chapter 7 we begin to more thoroughly report and analyse the change efforts
based on interpretations from those experiencing it. We address why things
went wrong in the process and here we focus on the absence of strong emotional
engagement and lack of high-powered commitment or expressiveness from those
in charge of the process.
Chapter 8 focuses on the organization of the change work. It does so through
an account and analysis of how the change programme unfolded in terms of
collaboration, interaction and division of labour between the participants involved
in the change process – the top managers, consultants, HR people, middle managers
and other employees. In the chapter we consider problems of integration between
these individuals, partly based on diversity of understanding of the cultural change
work, something that made the change efforts disconnected and fragmented.
In Chapter 9 we proceed to reporting on how the participants looked at the change
process by investigating culture as what we call ‘hyperculture’. In the chapter
we discuss the culture programme as a package, as something manufactured,
as ceremonial talk and as an ideal fantasy creation. We treat these aspects as
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contributing to making the formulated and designed culture more real than the
reality, ideal or existing, it was supposed to mirror. We discuss this hyperculture as
something used in the marketing and image building of the organization.
In Part 4, we get into the substance of organizational culture and change. We set
out to investigate more in depth what assumptions and values govern people in their
change efforts and change work. The idea here is not primarily to focus on how the
activities of those involved produce a new culture but rather how the activities
express a culture in terms of more deeply held beliefs and assumptions.
Chapter 10 provides an analysis of the organizational culture informing the
cultural work in the studied organization. The idea in the chapter is to move beyond
what the individuals talk about as culture and interpret their activities as expressing
deeper, non-realized cultural assumptions and meanings. We confront cultural
values being talked about with meanings and ideas informing action. In doing this
we suggest that many of the cultural change activities in fact reproduced and
strengthened existing organizational culture.
In Chapter 11 we proceed from the analysis made in Chapter 10 and discuss
specific problems and possibilities in working with cultural change. In particular
we discuss problems involved in working with change efforts based on a technocratic approach to organizational culture. In this chapter we also deepen the analysis
of the meaning constructions made by various involved participants and connect
these to identity issues. We also view the analysis of the cultural programme as a
relay race and introduce an alternative metaphor of the change work as a football
game. The latter challenges some conventional notions of managerial work in
organizational change.
Chapter 12 addresses issues of practical relevance for those interested in change
management. The chapter is based on our case but extends the discussion and
offers a discussion of common traps in organizational change, and the need for
and possibility of creating a shared language, and also directs attention to some
lessons that can be drawn from the case analysis. The aim of the chapter is not to
list a collection of how-to-do-it recommendations but rather to point to some
considerations of practical value that broaden awareness and insights into the
complexities of organizational and cultural change.

2

Organizational change

The expansion of the field of organizational change has led to a large amount of
concepts, labels and models. There are writings on the content such as structure,
culture and strategy, the process whereby change is accomplished, the various
internal and external forces that presumably trigger, accelerate and obstruct change,
the scope and magnitude of change, implementation problems, etc. In the last fifteen
years there has been a barrage of three-letter-acronym improvement programmes,
such as BPR (Business Process Re-engineering), BSC (Balanced Score Card),
JIT (Just-In-Time) and TQM (Total Quality Management), and various models
of organizational cultural change, organizational learning and leadership. It is
interesting to note that while we see more and more models of how to accomplish
organizational change effectively studies also show that a majority of change
programmes score high in failure rates.
In this chapter we will make an overview and assessment of research on and
recommendations for organizational change programmes.1 We will focus upon
concepts and theoretical reasoning of change that put a single organization and its
formulated change ambitions in focus. We will thus not or only very marginally
draw upon life-cycle, evolutionary or institutional theories of change (Van de Ven
and Poole 1995). Even with these limitations the research on change is vast and
varied. This is not surprising given the pluralistic nature of both academically
oriented research and more practitioner-oriented studies of organizational change
in terms of perspectives, methodologies and epistemological and various philosophic
and moral commitments.
We start the chapter with the forces behind change and discuss conventional
ways of classifying change. We then discuss what is usually understood as planned
change and relate the discussion to why so many planned change efforts seemingly
fail. This is followed by a discussion of change as an on-going process. Here we
connect to employees’, managers’ and other people’s experience and interpretations
of change that are not seldom marginalized in discussions of planned change.
Linked to that we continue with a discussion of the politics of change and resistance.

14 Perspectives on change

Forces of organizational change
External and internal triggers for change
In many cases organizational change is seen as a direct result of external changes.
Among these external forces we often see the following (based on Child 2005):
•
•
•
•
•
•

political;
technological;
cultural;
demographic;
economic;
market.

Political forces can for example refer to deregulations or liberalization on legislation
in international trade of consumer products and services. This is often characterized
as how competition has developed from being local to becoming more global.
Globalization is often mentioned as a key aspect of the contemporary development,
usually referring to the intensity with which companies engage in an international
presence. There are frequently demands following this internationalization on
organizations to centralize and standardize and make their operations more
transparent, partly through the use of management control systems such as balanced
scorecards and quality management systems. Technology influences organizations
in a variety of ways. The development of more sophisticated information and
communication technology facilitates new working practices (working at home or
distance work) that also could push globalization further (Child 2005). The
development of the internet facilitates new products and services such as when
people are no longer obliged to go to the bank in order to pay their bills (reducing
the need for bank offices). Societal and cultural norms about what is politically and
morally appropriate pressure organizations in certain directions. Of course, many
companies pay lip-service to many of these issues in order to appear more legitimate,
but some changes may still be triggered. Organizations follow fashionable trends
and change according to what seems popular at the moment, often by benchmarking
and imitating what they perceive to be significant for success in other organizations,
e.g. outsourcing. Demographic forces can impact on an organization’s recruitment
possibilities and the competence profile of the labour force. All organizations are
sensitive to events in the wider economy. Economic factors include the causes and
effects of business cycles and what in an international world leads to growth and
stagnation. Changes in GDP lead to changes in the rate of growth of sales and output
for organizations. All these forces mix with market forces consisting of existing and
potential customers. For example, deregulation is often said to lead to the emergence
of new markets and opportunities for organizations to expand to new territories
through local alliances or acquisitions (Child 2005).
There are also internal triggers to change (from Dawson 2003, based on Leavitt
1964), related to new technology, the revision of the primary task following from
new products and services, new people in key positions (or people getting new
ideas, interests or ambitions) or pressure to modify administrative structures.
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Rapid expansion might lead to demands on organizational changes such as when
organizations divisionalize as a consequence of diversification. It can also be a
matter of leading individuals trying to realize personal interests and agendas.
It is often difficult to make a clear distinction between external and internal
drivers for change. They tend to mix and overlap in shaping the orientation of
change, although some conditions tend to dominate more than others. As we
shall see later we had, in our particular case, a situation where a few internal
circumstances – perceptions and reports about low confidence in management and
a technologically biased organization – produced the motivation to try to change
the organizational culture. As a consequence of the organization being transformed
from an internal unit to a (quasi-independent) firm (subsidiary), the sudden presence
of an external market and demanding customers on the company doorstep led to an
objective of improving relations with customers and thus avoiding an unfavourable
technological orientation. This new external situation also offered an opportunity
to address internal problems.
Making sense of drivers of change
Contextual drivers do not unequivocally determine change in a particular direction.
There is always room for action based on how people interpret and make sense of
what is happening around them (Pettigrew 1985). External and internal drivers are
interpreted by people, creating a certain variation in terms of change between
organizations. The way managers make sense of the organizational context is related
to personal interests, educational background, organizational culture, history and
how one perceives that managers in other organizations engage in change. Some
authors suggest that organizations should strive for originality in interpreting their
contexts in order to sustain creative problem solving and innovation. However, it
seems more common for organizational changes to follow fashions and trends. The
eagerness among managers to benchmark towards what they perceive others do
might explain the common trend among organizations to adopt whatever change
programme is advanced by business schools, consultants or pop-management
writers. Helms Mills (2003) refers to these as ‘serial change companies’. Since
fashion changes all the time there are never-ending possibilities for managers
and others to identify gaps between fashionable ideals and current practices and thus
for the need to accomplish change. Unfortunately, however, these fashions, and
thus change ambitions, are not always very well grounded or motivated (Collins
1998). They often make lofty promises for the recipes of change being followed.
However, it is seldom possible to manage and control the real life complexities
of organizations with recipes for success. Indeed, this is clearly shown by our casestudy.

Views on organizational change
As briefly introduced in Chapter 1 there is a variety of different ways of looking at
change. Key dimensions include the scale of change, the sources of change, its
content and the political aspect (based on Dawson 2003).

16 Perspectives on change
The scale of change
A change is normally characterized in terms of two extremes as revolutionary or
evolutionary. Revolutionary refers to changes that affect several organizational
dimensions simultaneously. These involve large-scale changes that radically affect
organizational culture, management control systems, organizational structure,
reward systems, and leadership. These are strategic changes such as the result of
product development or mergers and acquisitions triggered by external forces like
technological development, internationalization or changes in industry competition.
It is not uncommon to have mergers between organizations as markets mature and
pressure on cost cutting and efficiency increases. Evolutionary changes refer to
what is understood as operational changes that affect part of the organization. These
changes takes place within existing strategy and organizational culture and involve
modification of products such as design or distribution, recruitment of additional
personnel or improvements of service quality. The scale of change is sometimes
related to the rhythm or tempo of changes. Revolutionary changes are usually seen
occurring during relatively distinct and delimited periods of change activity,
sometimes called discontinuous change, while evolutionary changes are seen as
occurring gradually and incrementally during a longer and less distinct period of
time, also referred to as continuous change. Burke (2002) mentions some concepts
used in order to distinguish the scale of change:
•
•
•
•
•
•

revolutionary vs evolutionary;
discontinuous vs continuous;
episodic vs continuing flow;
transformational vs transactional;
strategic vs operational;
total system vs local option.

These labels and distinctions often mean roughly the same.
The sources of change
It is also common to make a distinction between planned and emergent change.
These terms indicate that the sources of change vary. When talking about planned
change, managerial ambitions and plans are central, while emergent changes
emphasize the significance of organizational members outside management and
acknowledge the contextual and messy character of change. Among planned
changes we find the grand change programmes designed by managers, usually
with the help of HR staff and external consultants, as in the case this book is
based upon. Here we also find many of the contemporary change programmes
of re-engineering, downsizing, restructuring, quality programmes, mergers and
acquisitions, outsourcing and networking. These are change programmes that
have received enormous attention. However, it is not unusual to talk of successful
changes emerging from the bottom up in the organization. Among emergent
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changes we find continuous improvement projects, and spontaneous experimenting
and development from lower-level managers and employees ‘on the floor’ that are
often seen as characterizing learning organizations.
The politics of change
Depending on their political intensity, change efforts may take different forms in
terms of participation, negotiation and resistance. Organizational strategies are the
result of a political process where bargaining, negotiating, persuasion, convincing
and the pushing of personal interests are key factors (Pettigrew 1985). The pushing
of interests is usually facilitated by the use of power means such as expertise, formal
position and reward as well as manipulation of symbols, language, ideologies and
organizational culture. A central political dimension is the opportunity to advance
interests as legitimate in the eyes of significant others. This involves framing
personal interests in terms of more rational and analytically accepted terms, which
is more important when the change is challenged. A change initiative that is
challenged calls for forceful change work. In change projects broadly viewed as
acceptable by those concerned, extensive participation is possible (Buchanan and
Badham 1999).
The content of change
This dimension refers to the ‘what’ of change such as strategies, organizational
cultures, rationalization, re-engineering, reward systems, management control or
new production systems. Often many aspects of change are related to each other and
it may be difficult to target one area of change as distinct from another. For example,
changing corporate culture is usually regarded as affecting more or less the whole
organization and many of its constituting elements. It is difficult to imagine a
cultural change as a separate and distinct activity without any effect on strategy,
structure and other management control systems. Next we turn to a classification
of changes that to some extent integrates some of the discussion above.
Four change metaphors
It is possible to distinguish between organizational changes in terms of four
metaphors (Marshak 2002) that refer to how radical a change is and whether it can
be seen as planned or emerging:
1
2
3
4

Fix and maintain.
Build and develop.
Move and relocate.
Liberate and re-create.

1

Fix and maintain may not sound like a change but refers to adjusting existing
organizational conditions in order to avoid larger-scale change. Modifying
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2

3

4

refers to smaller-scale, so called operative, changes within existing strategies
and supporting systems and structures.
Build and develop is a question of a somewhat more advanced change that
involves building on the existing, adding to existing strategies, structures and
systems in contrast to just repairing these. This can amount to recruitment of
new competence or expansion of market share through the use of advertising
campaigns. This form of change concerns achieving what is sometimes labelled
single-loop learning (Child 2005).
Move and relocate means changing the systems per se. This form of change
involves questions about whether an organization should outsource an internal
function, change the organizational structure such as adopting a network
structure or consolidate organizations in connection with an acquisition. This
refers to planned changes initiated and formulated by top management levels.
Liberate and re-create is the most advanced form of change and is seen as a
transformation of an all-encompassing kind. Transformations are the renewal
of an entire organization and connect to several organizational sub-systems
(strategy, structure, culture, management control systems, etc.) simultaneously.
This occurs through experiment, radical and innovative thinking, creativity
and fantasy, commonly among the employees. This is change not necessarily
planned beforehand or seen as implementation of formulated goals or
objectives (Child 2005). These changes usually challenge many of the existing
systems and lead to political game playing.

Although these metaphors (and the concepts of what change is generally) offer
some understanding to organizational change activities there are problems of
categorizing these.
Images of organizational change
As indicated, organizational change activities are not unambiguously captured in
neat and well-ordered conceptualizations. Changes look different depending on
whose perspective they are seen from. Changes viewed as minor and incremental
from someone’s perspective might be construed as radical and revolutionary by
someone else (Palmer et al. 2006; Sörgärde 2006). The concepts and metaphors
above help us make sense of organizations but this is never done independently from
personal interests, background, education, hierarchical position, etc. Constructions
of how radical or significant a change is are part of the bargaining, negotiating,
persuading and political game playing that is inherent in organizational processes
in general and in organizational changes in particular. We will return to the variety
of ways in which people construct images of organizational change in the
subsequent case.
Whether a change is revolutionary or evolutionary is also a matter of levels of
analysis. At a macro level and distance, it might look like a change is revolutionary
and episodic but at a closer micro level the same course of action could be seen as
evolutionary and continuous. A common assumption among writers on change is
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that stability is the norm and that change occurs in successive states, as a result of
managerially initiated and planned change programmes. Organizations are
constructed as stable entities which on specific occasions undergo change as
movements from A to B. Organizational change is here seen as occurring discontinuously. However, many suggest that organizations change continuously (such as
fix/maintain, build/develop and liberate/re-create, for example) and that change
rather than stability is the natural state. After all, people enter, mature and leave
organizations, customers and suppliers change, new products and technologies are
developed and used, etc. Based on such a perspective the idea that organizations
are stable is merely an illusion; seen at a distance most organizations seem stable
but, looked at more closely and with regard to events such as fixing, building and
re-creating, organizations can be seen as constantly changing.

The planning approach
A major topic in organizational change and certainly in our case revolves around
the possibility of accomplishing planned change. There is a substantial amount
of (more normatively informed) writings on the possibility of accomplishing
managerially planned organizational change programmes. These are commonly
designed in terms of successive stages and occur at specific instances, a view of
change Weick and Quinn (1999) term as ‘episodic’ (sometimes also referred to as
‘revolutionary’, ‘discontinuous’, ‘transformational’, etc., as seen above).
It is common to elaborate on two approaches to planned organizational change
depending on levels of analysis. One is the Group Dynamics school, with its
origin in the writings of Lewin and its focus on the work group level and later
development into Organizational Development (OD). The other is the Open
Systems school, with its origin in organizations as open and living systems and its
focus on the organizational level. First, a short review of Human Relations as
background.
Background in Human Relations
Human Relations emerged as a response to widespread discontent with working
conditions, alienation and general worry among employees in many organizations,
especially in connection to changes in the US in the 1930s. Organizational changes,
especially technological ones changing working conditions, frequently lead to
resistance and even sabotage. The so-called Hawthorne studies and other research
projects suggested that the social dimension of work was not taken into sufficient
account in understanding the dynamics behind changes and the prospect of
achieving change without also creating discontent, resistance and sabotage. The
authors suggested that the problems with employees’ discontent and resistance did
not involve the technical content of the changes but rather the social and personal
significance. Researchers suggested that managers should listen to and appreciate
the experience and knowledge of employees in change projects. In this context
Roethlisberger and Dickson (1950) also developed the advantages of what they
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called a democratic and more participative leadership, which was later further
refined by Lewin (1951) in his establishing of the Group Dynamics school and OD.
The Group Dynamics school and OD
The Group Dynamics school targeted change at the group level, based on the idea
that most employees are engaged in smaller work groups within organizations.
Individuals’ behaviour is largely assumed to be governed by group norms, roles and
values. Lewin proposed a three-step model in order to target group norms and values
in change projects:
1
2
3

unfreezing;
change;
refreezing.

The first step is a preparatory and planning stage where employees can be
included, partly in order to reduce friction and resistance. Unfreezing means
destabilizing the status quo of group norms and values and can include activities
such as projects, education or inspiring talk from significant persons. Unfreezing
involves making those concerned of the change convinced of its necessity. The
second step is about moving the organization to a new and, for organizational
members, acceptable state. The last stage involves stabilizing the new state and
preventing it from regressing into previous behaviour. A central theme is that
through knowledge, commitment and learning it is possible to reduce resistance to
change and create a need or will to change among employees: ‘Managing change
through reducing forces that prevent change, rather than through increasing forces
that are pushing for change’ (Dawson 2003: 30). Organizations are seen here
as containing forces of change and stabilization. Change is accomplished by
continuously undermining the stabilizing forces. Unfreezing should create a
disequilibrium that facilitates the implementation of change activities that re-create
equilibrium in the direction perceived as healthy and effective for the organization.
The collaborative, humanistic and democratic view of change that Lewin proposed
means that managers work together with employees and consultants and jointly
diagnose the state of the organization. Many of these ideas were developed by the
OD movement and also were in various forms of action research.
The initiative to embark on change is, however, usually taken by top managerial
levels. When an initiative has been taken, change efforts are usually thought to
be implemented first at the higher hierarchical levels and then progressively
involving lower levels. Considering the progressive involvement of employees,
OD implies that changes are to be seen as long-term rather than a quick fix. OD also
suggests that organizational change should be facilitated by an external change
agent that continuously applies scientific behavioural knowledge in the process.
Change in this tradition involves an explicit ambition to integrate theory and
practice, an idea that has contributed to the development of professional change
consultants and action research as a bridge between theory and practice. This view
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of change is generally linear and evolutionary, and changes occur incrementally in
order to continuously review improvement and progression. Values underpinning
OD are (from Hurley et al. 1992):
1
2
3
4
5

empowering employees to act;
creating openness in communications;
facilitating ownership of the change process and its outcomes;
the promotion of a culture of collaboration;
the promotion of continuous learning.

Much of Lewin’s and the early OD model’s focus on group-level, evolutionary and participative change has developed into more organization-wide
change approaches that use more integrative and managerially oriented views of
change. Focus has also shifted more towards cultural, strategic and revolutionary
changes. This development has also laid the ground for many of the popular
practitioner-oriented n-step models towards change that have been developed in the
last fifteen to twenty years and made OD more similar to the Opens Systems school.
The Open Systems school
This school emphasize the importance of having an organization-wide view of
organizational change. It is thus important to see the organization in its entirety
rather than just in groups, as was the case in the Group Dynamics school and early
OD. Open Systems thinking views organizations as being composed of a set of
various interconnected sub-systems that together constitute the whole organization.
From this it follows that in a well-functioning organization there is fit and harmony
between these various sub-systems. The sub-systems are open to each other in terms
of impact but the organization in its entirety is also to be seen as an open system in
constant interaction with the larger system of which it is a part, the multifaceted
macro environment. The idea is to align the sub-systems together so that they create
a harmonious whole rather than optimizing certain distinct sub-systems.
The idea among many writers is to try to acknowledge that change work needs
to appreciate a variety of different aspects in order to succeed. Much focus has
recently been directed towards strategy, structure and organizational culture, besides
the traditional focus on leadership and individuals. It is argued that the change
process should be systemic and that an alignment between the ‘softer’ elements of
people, leaders and values and the ‘harder’ elements of technology, strategy and
structure is necessary (Beer and Eisenstat 1996).
An early and influential system framework is the TPC theory by Tichy (1982).
The theory suggests that organizations can be seen as consisting of three mutually
dependent systems: the technological (production), political (allocation of power
and resources) and cultural (normative glue). It is argued that an organization is
effective to the extent that there is alignment within and across the sub-systems. As
suggested, these system models usually regard both the harder and the softer
systems and have as their aim the facilitation of the change work, both the diagnosis
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and the implementation. Another popular model is McKinsey’s ‘7 S’, which
characterizes the organization on the basis of seven systems. These include the
‘hard’ sub-systems of strategy, structure and systems and the ‘soft’ ones of shared
values, skills, staff and style. Johnson (1992) developed a metaphor called a ‘cultural
web’ that portrays organizations as consisting of nine sub-systems, including a
central paradigm (the web) that functions as a set of integrative and coordinating
taken-for-granted assumptions for the various sub-systems. These assumptions are
expressed in reward systems, control systems, communication, rites and routines,
histories and myths, symbols and power structures (see p. 24 for further discussion).
A similar kind of reasoning can be found in Normann’s (1977) concept of a business
idea that contains a variety of supporting systems such as the company’s idea
system, organization structure, reward system, resources, leader style and product
system. It should be emphasized that a central idea is that a change in any of these
systems always affects other systems since they are interdependent. Any change
effort is thus necessarily a complex, long-term, politically messy and arduous
change task that requires a broad understanding of the interdependence of subsystems. These are changes that develop incrementally as new ideas and thoughts
are aligned and ‘muddled through’ within existing organizational sub-systems
(Lindblom 1959).
In most of these models, culture is often treated as something an organization has
along with other organizational dimensions, usually understood as a ‘variable view’
of culture (Smircich 1983a). Culture is thus treated as a variable that needs to be
managerially aligned with other organizational variables (structure, strategy,
technology, etc.) in order to implement organizational change effectively. There
are some variations within the field, however, and in some recent studies of
Organizational Development the view of culture has developed in terms of the
metaphoric view that sees organizations as cultures (compare to the systems view
of organizations as organisms or systems). See more about this in Chapter 3.
Change as a sequential process
The sub-systems as described above are supposedly managed through a sequential
and linear process usually consisting of the following elements: analysis and
diagnosis, planning, implementation and evaluation. Although there are some
variations, the rationalistic assumption underpins them all. Dawson (2003: 32)
summarizes these processes in five steps:
1
2
3
4
5

identifying a need for change;
selecting an intervention technique;
gaining top management support;
overcoming resistance to change;
evaluating the change process.

This kind of model, a heritage from Lewin and early OD, is used broadly within
clinically oriented action research and popular practitioner-oriented writings on
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organizational change. Kotter (1996) suggests an eight-step model that aims to
establish employee commitment and reduce scepticism:

1
2
3
4

5

6

7

8

Establishing a sense of urgency:
examining the market and competitive realities;
identifying crises, potential crises or major opportunities.
Creating a guiding coalition:
putting together a group with the power to lead the change effort;
getting the group to work as a team.
Developing a vision and strategy:
creating a vision to help direct the change effort;
developing strategies for achieving that vision.
Communicating the change vision:
using every vehicle possible to communicate the new vision and
strategy;
having the guiding coalition as role model for the behaviour expected of
employees.
Empowering broad-based action:
getting rid of obstacles;
changing systems or structures that undermine the change vision;
encouraging risk taking and non-traditional ideas, activities and actions.
Generating short-term wins:
planning for visible improvements in performance, or wins;
creating those wins;
visibly recognizing and rewarding people who make the wins possible.
Consolidating gains and producing more change:
using increased credibility to change all systems, structures and policies
that don’t fit together and don’t fit the vision;
hiring, promoting and developing people who can implement the vision;
reinvigorating the process with new projects, themes and change
agents.
Anchoring new approaches in the culture:
creating better performance through customer- and productivityoriented behaviour, more and better leadership, and more effective
management;
articulating the connections between new behaviours and organizational
success;
developing the means to ensure leadership development and
succession.

Figure 2.1. Eight-step process for major change (from Kotter, 1996: 21).
Successful organizational change draws upon these steps in one way or another
according to Kotter, who emphasizes that change takes time and that skipping any
of the mentioned steps never produces change.
In a slightly different approach, the significance of organizational culture is
stressed (Heracleous 2001; Heracleous and Langham 1996). Based on the cultural
web model (Johnson 1992) and the idea that culture can be seen as deeply held
assumptions related to espoused beliefs and concrete artefacts (Schein 1985),
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Heracleous argues that change is difficult because of existing cultural assumptions.
The taken-for-granted nature of these often precludes them from being problematized
and part of the planned change agenda, frequently making change superficial and
not lasting. In order to produce lasting change it is necessary to bring the assumptions to the surface and recognize their expressions and legitimacy in organizational
artefacts (or sub-systems) such as symbols, power structures, organizational
structures, incentives, control systems, communications, rites/routines and stories/
myths. The cultural web is suggested as a diagnostic tool for this task (see
Figure 2.2).
The cultural web should be employed in a process of five steps (from Heracleous
2001):
•

•

•
•
•

Situation analysis: where are we now?– The cultural web should facilitate
understanding of the basic assumptions and beliefs of core business (often
historically anchored).
Policy and strategy making: where do we want to go? This is to clarify how
assumptions and beliefs govern existing strategy when contemplating strategic
reorientation or organizational change triggered by some internal or external
incident.
Organizational implications: which values need to be changed in accordance
with new strategy and which do not?
Change management: focusing the organizational dimensions that should be
changed in order to accomplish strategic change.
Monitoring and evaluation: tracking the progression of ongoing organizational
change.

Rituals
and
routines

Symbols

Stories and
myths
The
paradigm

Control
systems

Figure 2.2 A cultural web
Source: Johnson (1992)
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These steps are employed in one study of organizational change in a consultancy
firm (Heracleous 2001; Heracleous and Langham 1996). Based on changes in the
market the firm perceived a need to change strategically and organizationally.
To understand their existing culture they made a situation analysis that showed
perceptions of a strong professional culture based on six assumptions: 1) that the
core business was ‘job evaluation’; 2) a strong client orientation; 3) individualism
and high autonomy among the consultants; 4) that change is incremental and mainly
institutionalized routine without any deeper organizational effects; 5) that generalist
expertise among consultants is significant; and 6) that managers take no real
decisions nor effect any real changes. These beliefs reinforced each other. The
strong belief in individualism and autonomy of consultants meant that managerially
proposed changes were seldom followed in practice, but just seen as rhetorical
decisions without deeper organizational effect.
However, the cultural web also suggested that, in order to transform the company,
most of these assumptions, except for the strong client orientation, had to change.
The company needed to: 1) pursue an understanding of how to work with integrated
human resource services rather than just job evaluation; 2) maintain ideas of its
client orientation; 3) complement the idea of high autonomy of consultants with an
idea of the productivity of team orientation; 4) establish beliefs that change can be
transformational with significant effects on strategy and organization (changes can
be substantial); 5) replace the idea of having generalists with an idea of expert
consultants in certain areas; and 6) install an idea that managers make real decisions
with significant organizational effects.
The use of the web for understanding the implications of the proposed changes
suggested that these challenged the existing assumptions, beliefs and interconnected
artefacts. One issue was the idea that the consultants worked more effectively
individually rather than in teams. This idea rested on an assumption that human
beings are self-motivated and self-governing and prefer to work individually. This
assumption was expressed in the behaviour of the consultants and routines such as
the incentive system (individually based), communication (informal), myths (hero
consultants and legends who always worked individually) and organization
structure (decentralized). Work methodology, recruitment processes, organization
structure and incentives were all aligned to the assumption of the significance of
individualism, thus strengthening and legitimating these. The cultural web thus
showed how assumptions and practices mutually reinforced each other, creating a
very tight web that was very difficult to change.
Based on the change management in the case four themes are suggested by
Heracleous (2201) as important:
•

Visible, active and clear leadership of the change process. Leaders’ actions are
highly symbolic and it is suggested in the case that leaders took visible steps
towards the new culture by frequent and clear communication, meetings, and
personal and group interviews with employees about their attitudes towards the
proposed changes.
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•

•

•

Making it possible for those targeted by the changes to participate in the
planning of changes. It is suggested from the case that many participated in
internal projects aimed at improvements of processes and systems. Attention
was also paid to integrating small-scale initiatives into the strategic change
efforts.
Communication facilitating a clear understanding of the change efforts. The
rationale for change was clearly communicated in the case. Employees
reportedly understood why they had to change. It is also suggested that
communication in meetings and groups addressed the employees’ potential
concern over the changes in order to motivate participation.
Developing new skills. The most important new role in the case was that of the
‘regional team manager’, who was responsible for allocation of work,
consultant development, coaching, etc.

In particular the authors emphasize clear managerial communication and encouragement of managers to become role models for wished behaviour. They also
emphasize the need to change many practices in order to support the new culture,
e.g. ceasing practices that symbolized individualistic behaviour such as praising
individual ‘billing achievers’ at Christmas parties.
In terms of following change processes closely in order to gain deeper understanding, the case goes beyond many of the pop-management stories based primarily
on anecdotal secondary data. But even in ambitious cases there are problems. Even
though the authors present a variety of tools for working with change it is difficult
to judge whether these contributed to actual cultural change in terms of changing
deeper assumptions. The authors claim they saw signs of the unfreezing of the
existing culture but we don’t know whether this refers to people really loosening up
in their traditional sense making about how they work. Even if people comply with
certain behaviour such as working in teams we don’t know whether this has any
thorough impact on how they think and make sense of their work. It is the deeper
meanings rather than surface behaviour that are important. This is a general problem
in studies of cultural change. Even when cultural aspects are addressed they are
typically played down in terms of fine-tuned meanings. People’s sense making,
feelings and experiences are typically not stressed enough since we don’t come close
to the actual change process. In the case discussed, it is not clear how the changes
were communicated and how the consultants involved thought about the suggested
changes or how they responded in terms of meaning and significance. Although
there is acknowledgement of the cultural issues the actual change process remains
rather elusive regarding the thinking, feeling and acting of those targeted for change.

The planning approach – a critique
Many change models assume that it is possible to control the change process. The
process and outcomes of changes are then seen as predictable and susceptible to
detailed planning. If a sufficient amount of information is collected and applied in
a sequential, stepwise manner, changes will follow. While this logic might explain
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the popularity of the models it says relatively little about how changes emerge in
real life organizational settings and how people interpret change efforts and relate
to these based on their various interests, backgrounds and work tasks.
Many change models imply a simplistic view of organizations and claim that
their models apply for any organization, independent of industry, business, products
and organizational culture. Some models however suggest that context should be
regarded (see Heracleous and Langham 1996; Tichy 1983), but this is usually
reduced to instrumental management tools such as organization structure or
management control systems.
Clichés are abundant, as pop-management authors use them frequently in
simplified recipes for communication, leadership, participation, etc. (Collins 1998).
Many of the suggestions may intuitively appear adequate but might not say more
than that one should do what seems positive and avoid what seems negative. If one
takes Kotter’s model (see p. 23), for example, it suggests that one should get rid of
obstacles for change and have good leadership, but this should be obvious to anyone.
Moreover, the empirical material in the many practitioner-oriented texts is often of
anecdotal character and usually disregards the variety of persons involved in the
change process, how relations develop or how people make sense of change efforts.
Real life complexities that are connected to change processes are reduced to banal
recommendations that hardly help us understand the complexities and depth in
change processes.
A difficult circumstance with planned programmes is of course the high failure
rate. According to Beer and Nohria (2000), ‘the brutal fact is that about 70% of
all change initiatives fail’. Beer and Eisenstat (1996) report that most change
programmes fail to yield benefits proportional to the various resources put into
them and that the majority of companies report that neither TQM nor re-engineering
efforts live up to the promises made at the outset of the change efforts. These
disappointing outcomes are often seen as related to poor implementation. In order
to defeat implementation problems and better understand organizational change
many writers suggest a rethinking of change as being a continuous process rather
than episodic.

The process approach
Partly based on reports that organizational change has a tendency to produce failure
there is a growing interest in trying to rethink change as emergent, processual and
local (Weick and Quinn 1999).
It has become more common to talk about organizational change as an open,
continuous and unpredictable process, without any clear beginning or ending. Based
on this, organizational change is seen as a result of a variety of operational and
administrative decisions and actions taken daily by organizational members. These
decisions and actions involve the aim of adapting the organization to changes in the
environment, or political struggles between departments over what needs to be
prioritized in the development of new products, or the advancing of an alternative
view of how to work by some organizational members. The process approach takes
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seriously managerial ambitions to accomplish planned change but acknowledges
that executed plans are always modified, reinterpreted and altered in unpredictable
ways. As plans are set in motion they blend with many other organizational
circumstances (if they take hold at all, that is) rather than operate like mechanical
clockwork according to which a complex organization is governed.
Organizational change seen as processual involves applying an understanding of
a complex and chaotic organizational reality. Unforeseen consequences of planned
organizational change, resistance, political processes, negotiations, ambiguities,
diverse interpretations and misunderstandings are part of this (Balogun 2006;
Dawson 2003; Pettigrew et al. 2001). Consequently, organizational change is not
mainly a matter of carrying out a sequential list of steps.
Sense making, translation and identity
A processual perspective has emerged because of the difficulties in executing
ideas according to previously made plans. A central dimension here involves the
experiences, feelings and sense making of those mobilized in change processes,
something less considered in much of the popular writing on change. Balogun
(2006: 43) suggests that ‘We need to move away from reifying change as something
done to and placed on individuals, and instead acknowledge the role that change
recipients play in creating and shaping change outcomes.’ By acknowledging local
and emergent interpretations, experiences and sense making, a more thorough
understanding of the politics, context and substance of change might be gained.
This is illustrated in a study of the introduction of TQM in various organizations
(Dawson 2003). In one company there was strong support for TQM as a programme
for increasing shop floor worker participation and involvement in solving
production problems. In order to implement TQM, employees were educated in the
use of the highly statistical quality techniques of formal TQM design. Interestingly,
however, the employees, instead of using sophisticated statistical techniques of
which they understood little, invented their own simple numeric measures and
group-oriented problem-solving methods such as brainstorming. The quality
training programme with its focus on the statistical aspects was thus reinterpreted
and largely redesigned and replaced by interpersonal skills, communications and
group relations. The case emphasizes contextual features in order to understand
how the content of changes emerges. It has also been suggested that what happens
with change initiatives is largely a matter of the sense making that occurs laterally
(rather than vertically) between middle managers informally through everyday
conversations, storytelling and gossip (Balogun 2006).
In subsequent chapters we investigate how a change programme, both content
and process, was locally interpreted and made sense of by a variety of individuals.
Interpretation here means taking seriously how people ascribe meaning to a
particular phenomenon and find ways of defining and aligning their interests and
themselves (identities) with others. A way of studying this process is suggested by
Latour (1986, 1988, 2005) in talking about movements of ideas and objects as
translation.
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In explaining a spread or move in time and space of an idea or object, such as
a planned change programme, Latour (1986) contrasts a diffusion model with a
translation model. In the diffusion model it is generally assumed that an object, such
as change plan or command, order, wish or claim, is bestowed with an inner force.
An object will spread and move according to its initial force, which triggers the
move and ‘constitute[s] its only energy’. The power of the initial force may lessen
because of friction, such as bad communication, or resistance, such as opposition,
which can deflect or slow down the initial force (see ‘Resistance’, p. 31). This model
fits with and shares the assumptions governing the planned approach to change.
Formulate a plan, mobilize resources and switch the button and the plan will start
to execute according to its commands. The focus here is on the initial force behind
the movement. A manager makes a decision and subordinates’ actions follow like
billiard balls that are pushed in irreversible directions. It is typically assumed that
the managerial rule is sovereign and shared by subordinates. The latter are seen as
passive receivers of their roles and identities (interests) by following the sovereign
rule (Callon and Latour 1981). Subordinates’ interaction and involvement with a
change process are thus seen as a mechanical execution of predefined tasks. People
are here expected to behave as what Latour (2005) calls intermediaries, i.e. people
(or things) transporting a force and meaning according to its initial definition. An
intermediary is a black box, and ‘defining its inputs is enough to define its outputs’
(Latour 2005: 39): hence the emphasis on the design and disregard of implementation in the planning approach, although of course considerable initial force
(resources, instructions, persuasion, rewards and sanctions) is needed to produce
the wanted outputs.
This model is contrasted with a translation model. In this model an object, order,
command or change programme will move according to how people actively align
with and make sense of the order and command. The move of an object or an
element is seen as residing in the hands of individuals, or actors, and their sense
making, interest and identity projects. People (or things) are here seen as mediators
that ‘transform, translate, distort, and modify the meaning or the elements they are
supposed to carry’ (Latour 2005: 39). A movement of an idea or object is contingent
upon how people work with it, how they appropriate and invoke it and modify and
adjust it, and generally how they make sense of it according to their own interests
and ambitions, the latter contingent upon sense making (Weick 1995) and identity
constructions (Alvesson and Willmott 2002). The idea in this model is that people
do something actively with ideas, claims and plans; the chain of individuals is made
of actors who shape the ideas, claims and plans according to their different projects
such as identity. Translation thus emphasizes the active transformation of ideas
rather than passive transmission as is suggested in the diffusion model. Following
the model of translation in our particular case we think it becomes important to
understand local interpretation, sense making and active identity positioning in
order to understand the dynamics of organizational change. Here inputs – strategies,
messages, instructions – are not seen as forces but as inspiration for a kind of series
of restarts of the process. What happens with a planned change programme is
according to this not primarily a result of the initial force given to the programme
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but rather the constant renewed energy given to the planned programme by people
who do something with it: ‘as in the case of rugby players and a rugby ball. The
initial force of the first in the chain is no more important than that of the second, or
the fortieth’ (Latour 1986: 267). Interaction and involvement with a change project
are thus contingent upon how one associates and identifies with for example a
change programme and its content.
This view of course leads to an interest in following change processes at close
range and takes seriously the views of those who somehow become involved in
them, something rarely done (Bartunek et al. 2006).
Organizational change work
Given the importance of sense making, interpretation and translation, many suggest
securing organizational change by having organizational members take the initiative
(cf. experimentation and improvisation), a form of engagement that can be triggered
by changes in the environment but also be an outcome of internal changes such
as product development, innovations or unexpected developments such as key
personnel leaving the organization. The ideal is engaged, motivated and knowledgeable employees who have the confidence to act:
a bottom-up approach requires a major change in the role of senior managers.
Instead of controlling employees, they have to empower people. Instead of
controlling and directing change, they have to ensure that the organisation’s
members are receptive to, and have the necessary skills, motivation and power
to take charge of, the change process.
(Burnes 2004: 296)
Palmer et al. (2006) identify a number of possible positions or images of
managers engaged in change work. They proceed from two key dimensions: way
of managing and the outcome of change. The former can either be about controlling,
i.e. the manager through top-down acts putting a strong imprint on the change work,
or be about shaping, which is more about managers trying to involve people,
influence opportunities and provide encouragement. Shaping is close to what many
authors refer to as leadership. Change outcomes may be intended, i.e. there is a
strong similarity between goal or ideal and actual outcome, partially intended,
where aims are reasonably well realized, or unintended, i.e. the outcome differs
from the original goal or image (if there was one). Unintended outcomes may mean
failure, but new ideas or initiatives or adaptations to new conditions may lead to
positive although unplanned or unimagined results.
Combining the two dimensions means that we get six positions, which Palmer
et al. (2006, Ch. 2) label in metaphorical terms, as shown in Table 2.1.
The framework is not unproblematic. A change manager wanting and believing
in control may be better described as a failed director or navigator with a flawed map
or compass than as a caretaker. This seems to be an unwanted kind of position. One
could also argue that most people active in change work mix controlling and shaping
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Table 2.1 The six positions
Ways of managing

Image of
change
outcomes

Intended
Partially intended
Unintended

Controlling

Shaping

DIRECTOR
NAVIGATOR
CARETAKER

COACH
INTERPRETER
NURTURER

elements and that there is a combination of intended and unintended outcomes. As
intentions shift over time, this distinction is difficult to maintain. In addition, one
can discuss whose image is of interest – particularly as various people involved
may have different views of the change manager. But on the whole this framework has its value and we will use it in parts of our discussion. In particular we will
draw attention less to the view of the single change manager him or herself, and
more to the variety and incoherence of various images held by actors in change
projects.
Another view of roles or types argues that different phases of (continuous) change
call for different types of managers (or champions) of change during the various
phases: evangelists (using influence to sell ideas), autocrats (using authority to
change and direct practices), architects (establishing routines and embedding change
in technology) and educators (shaping intuition and fuelling the cycle of change in
subtle ways on an on-going basis) (Lawrence et al. 2006). The last category is
arguably often overlooked:
The work of educators is perhaps the most overlooked. Evangelists, autocrats
and architects all tend to attract significant attention as highly visible proponents
of change. In contrast educators often depend on subtlety, leading others to
work in ways that indirectly shift their perceptions and understandings.
(Lawrence et al. 2006: 64)
A problem here of course is how to recruit and mobilize such a wide spectrum of
people/skills and create a change process involving such disjointed competences,
behaviours and personalities. As our own case-study will show, the involvement
of diverse people is not without its problems.

Resistance
Based on seeing organizational change in terms of the diffusion model it is common
to point out forms of friction that may slow down and obstruct the natural
progression of plans and ideas. The focus here is on how people might disobey
or deviate from planned change and managerial sovereignty. This is seen as a
distortion, or resistance, according to the diffusion model (Callon and Latour 1981;
Latour 1986). Resistance is often seen as a result of (Dawson 2003):
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•
•
•
•
•

substantive change in the job (changes in competence and skill demands);
reduction in economic security or loss of work (loss of employment);
psychological threat (real or perceived);
disruption of social arrangements (new working conditions);
lowering of status (redefinitions of working relations).

Resistance may also follow from actors having another opinion about what is in
the best interest of the organization and what the nature and ideals of it are that are
worth pursuing. According to Sennett (1998) older employees are often more loyal
to the firm than to their superiors and may resist the plans of the latter if not seen as
serving the firm. It is thus important to avoid treating employees as a group
expressing similar interests. Dawson (2003) displays how a group of celebrated
and respected workers who resisted a specific change initiative not only were
pressed by managers to comply but also isolated by other workers, eventually
leading to separation and seclusion. Those resisting the changes were labelled
outsiders and their former celebrated behaviour was reinterpreted as deviant and oldfashioned, a process that created conflicts and controversies. A better understanding
of how these employees interpreted and made sense of the change efforts based on
their perceived interests and their work might have been more productive.
Techniques used in order to reduce resistance include involving organizational
members in the planning of change, generally being open to participation, trying to
reduce uncertainty through information and also encouraging experimentation.
A problem in much popularly oriented writings is that those in favour of changes
are usually portrayed in a positive light while those less convinced are usually
portrayed negatively. Change authors take sides with the corporate elite, often
implicitly so. Even if changes are presented as important and necessary there are
often reasons to be sceptical. There is a myth about the inherent good in changes
just because they are changes. As Wallander (2002) remarks, changes often destroy
the intricate network of relations that form an organization and it may take a long
time before it is re-created. We discussed earlier how many companies change
because others seem to do so but often these changes, or talk about changes, remain
at a highly symbolic level without any real or substantial effects. Wishful thinking
about what can be accomplished and exaggeration of the need for and possibilities
of change are common. So are failed attempts. There are thus good reasons to remain
sceptical about the talk of the need for organizational change and be cautious about
embarking on all the change trends that regularly crop up. There is a serious risk of
producing cynicism and frustration among organizational members if one fails to
create something more substantive, sustainable and meaningful.
Resistance is however not only or mainly about being directly oppositional to a
change initiative. Often people have mixed feelings about new ideas and objectives.
They may accept some transformation but resist too drastic changes. They may
favour the goals and new proposed arrangements in principle, but in practice find
it difficult to implement or work according to these and at various stages in the
implementation process prevent the change initiative from materializing or modify
it considerably. One interesting example of change efforts concerned the BBC. The
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objective of top management and external consultants, after pressure from the
government, was to restructure this large organization substantively, but only fairly
marginal changes were accomplished.
The restructuring projects had been adopted and paid lip service to, but the
goals and interests of top and middle managers, their cultural values and
situated practices were too deeply embedded within the BBC not to influence
the outcome of the transformation.
(Magala 2005: 44)
Resistance here does not come through as such, but as an ingredient in bending
the change project into accommodation with previous values, practices and
arrangements.

Conclusions
Organizational change is driven by a variety of external and internal conditions
and actors. These do not automatically force change in a particular direction but
are always interpreted by organizational members based on, for example, personal
interests, educational background and perceptions of what is fashionable.
Hence, managers often imitate various organizational trends promising a lot but
unfortunately neglecting real life complexities. The latter tend to complicate efforts
to use many fashionable ideas.
However, in spite of many change initiatives failing, much writing on change
suggests that it is possible to control change through various forms of planning and
design. The idea of planning organizational change has its roots in ideas of
participative and incremental change central in Organizational Development (OD).
The idea developed into more comprehensive Open Systems models depicting
organizations as consisting of a variety of sub-systems that need to be carefully
aligned in order to implement organizational change successfully. These models
constitute the basis for many of the n-step guides for change developed in the last
twenty years. These rational models are representative of a social engineering that
thrives as long as the models remain where they are conceived: on the drawing
board. If they leave the drawing board and get set in motion in an organizational
setting, a variety of problems occur that make planned change problematic. A highly
significant, but commonly ignored, circumstance is that people tend to interpret
and make sense of change efforts in quite diverse ways (sometimes this is explained
as forms of resistance). Based on this circumstance it is very difficult to plan and
execute change by assuming managerial sovereignty independently of how
elaborate the change initiative might seem for those involved in its design. Those
targeted for change often see things differently, and cynicism is not an uncommon
reaction (Reichers et al. 1997). Change is thus not quite the neat, apolitical and
linear process suggested by the rationalistic orientation and expressed in the various
recommendations to follow a number of predefined steps as a guide to successful
change (‘n-step’ thinking).
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As an alternative, the process approach provides a general framework for
understanding the messy and disordered character of organizational change.
Broadly speaking, this approach emphasizes the significance of studying and
practising change from a micro perspective, making it possible to focus in depth on
local interpretation and identity positioning among those participating in change
processes. In this approach changes are treated as more or less continuous. Most
research on this approach takes an interest in not only change initiatives formulated
by a managerial elite but also how change is accomplished by all organizational
members on a daily basis. This focuses on the complexity and dynamics of
organizational change as well as on the political and cultural context within which
it takes place.
In the process approach the ideal is to follow individual and collective sense
making by those involved as it happens, and how people translate, react to and feel
about change initiatives. Uncertainties, confusion, anxieties and feelings of
inadequacy surround change work. An important element here is how people relate
to change initiatives in terms of their identity positioning, i.e. how they understand
themselves and their interests as related to the change programme. This focus on
identity constructions and sense making constitutes a micro perspective on change
that is central to this study, where we follow change processes in depth and in detail.

3

Organizational culture and
change

The term ‘organizational culture’ was introduced more systematically in organizational analysis at the end of the 1970s and beginning of the 1980s. During the 1980s
and 1990s, in particular, organizational culture was by many perceived as perhaps
the single most important element in organizational success. This exaggerated view
of organizational culture has since been revised substantially although there is
agreement that organizational culture remains a central aspect behind a range of
organizational topics such as commitment and motivation, prioritization and
resource allocation, competitive advantage and organizational change. It is often
understood that organizational culture can either facilitate or obstruct the possibility
of implementing strategy and accomplishing change. As seen from the previous
chapter, organizational culture is often seen as one, sometimes the most significant,
element in organizational change efforts, including in those cases where culture is
not directly targeted for change.
A problem in much of the literature on organizational culture is that the potential
value of the culture concept easily disappears behind rather thin and superficial
descriptions. Organizational cultural characterizations are often used as slogans,
wishful thinking and fantasies rather than as a way of gaining a deeper understanding of organizational life. It is very common among managers and others to
characterize the organization as unique and special but then to characterize it in
simple and standardized terms such as ‘We are customer- [or market-] oriented’;
‘We are quality leaders’; ‘We treat employees with respect and see them as our
most valuable asset’; ‘We provide excellent service’; ‘We are in favour of change’;
and ‘We support sustainable development.’ These are vague and sweeping
expressions. Sometimes they mean something; often they don’t. Organizational
culture can be difficult to get a grip on; it doesn’t lend itself to measurement.
Understanding also requires a certain degree of imagination and creativity.
Dimensions of cultural analysis focus on lived experiences, implying a focus on
people, relations, meaning and emotions, while things like systems and structures
are seen as secondary.
In this chapter we initially elaborate briefly on organizational culture and relate
this to some ideas and problems of organizational change as discussed in the
previous chapter. We then review specifically some ideas on organizational change
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and, in relation to that, discuss two views of how organizational culture change is
accomplished. Finally, we discuss how culture change is related to substantive
changes.

What is organizational culture?
When talking about culture we usually think of people sharing something, whether
this sharing refers to traditions of doing and thinking in particular ways or systems
of meanings or basic assumptions governing people in certain directions. In the
variety of culture studies conducted in the last thirty years in organizational research
a broad array of definitions of organizational culture have been produced and most
of these definitions connect to some form of shared meaning, interpretations, values
and norms. It is common to talk of the following seven characteristics when
referring to culture (Hofstede et al. 1990):
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Culture is holistic and refers to phenomena that cannot be reduced to single
individuals; culture involves a larger group of individuals.
Culture is historically related; it is an emergent phenomenon and is conveyed
through traditions and customs.
Culture is inert and difficult to change; people tend to hold on to their ideas,
values and traditions.
Culture is a socially constructed phenomenon; culture is a human product and
is shared by people belonging to various groups. Different groups create
different cultures, so it is not human nature that dictates culture.
Culture is soft, vague and difficult to catch; it is genuinely qualitative and does
not lend itself to easy measurement and classification.
Terms such as ‘myth’, ‘ritual’, ‘symbols’ and similar anthropological terms are
commonly used to characterize culture.
Culture most commonly refers to ways of thinking, values and ideas of things
rather than the concrete, objective and more visible part of an organization.

Accordingly, culture does not refer to social structures and behaviour but in contrast
to mental phenomena such as how individuals within a particular group think about
and value the reality in similar ways and how this thinking and valuing is different
from that of people in different groups (occupations, tribes, etc.). Culture refers to
what stands behind and guides behaviour rather than the behaviour as such.
Smircich (1983a) organized the cultural research in two broad directions, one
drawing upon culture as a variable and the other drawing upon culture as a root
metaphor. Research treating culture as a variable sees organizational culture as
something the organization has, while the root metaphor refers to culture as
something the organization is. Here organizations are cultures (as well as systems,
machines, organisms, etc.): ‘Organizations exist as systems of meanings which are
shared to various degrees. A sense of commonality, or taken for grantedness is
necessary for continuing organized activity so that interaction can take place without
constant interpretation and re-interpretation of meaning’ (Smircich 1985: 64).
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A slightly different view from this is taken by Schein (1985), who developed a
fairly influential model of organizational culture consisting of three interrelated
levels.
The governing assumptions constitute the core of the organizational culture
and consist of taken-for-granted beliefs about the nature of reality, the nature of the
organization and its relations to the environment, the nature of human nature,
the nature of time and the nature of people’s relations to each other. The governing
assumptions are the beliefs that guide everyday thinking and action in organizations.
On a more conscious level are what Schein refers to as the values and norms that
prescribe how the organization should work. This refers to principles, objectives
and codes that the organization values as significant. Norms and values that guide
behaviour effectively can over time become taken for granted and an aspect of the
less visible governing assumptions. At the most concrete levels are the expressions
for the governing assumption, what Schein terms artefacts, such as physical,
behavioural and verbal manifestations. In Schein’s cultural model the various levels
influence each other mutually. While governing assumptions expressed in norms,
for example, influence behaviour Schein also suggests that new forms of behaviour
and new norms could change the governing assumptions over time. Schein’s model
thus opens up the possibility of analysing how deeper assumptions and beliefs are
interconnected to espoused values and organizational symbolic and material
artefacts, as was discussed in Chapter 2 in regard to Heracleous and Langham’s
(1996) analysis of change in a consultancy firm. As was suggested, cultural change
is difficult to accomplish since it usually requires, at minimum, that the normally
hidden assumptions are made explicit and targeted. Basic assumptions are here
seen as governing behaviour and organizational practices through more visible
values and norms that are expressed in various organizational sub-systems as rituals,
organization structure, leadership, and management control systems.
While Schein’s model is inclusive and broad in terms of the various levels of
analysis, we will apply a perhaps somewhat stricter view of organizational culture
involving construction of meaning and sense making. This way of looking at culture
also includes how organizational culture is expressed in terms of language, stories
and rituals.
Language, stories and rituals
It is often understood that people ascribe a subjective meaning to everything nontrivial they meet. Feelings, fantasy, emotions and expressions of beliefs that affect
people are central elements in this. Culture can be seen as that which is created and
sustained through shared experiences by the use of shared symbols. In economics
it is common to talk about Homo economicus, but the culture theorist would rather
talk about Homo symbolicus. The latter points towards topics such as beliefs, values
and symbols rather than rational economic calculation. If we take high salaries, for
example, one can say that those who adhere to the idea of Homo economicus would
suggest that this is a matter of buying power, while culture researchers would point
to its symbolic value. The symbolic value is here connected to how one looks at
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oneself in terms of status and self-esteem. Culture is expressed in behaviour and can
be seen in actions, events and other material aspects but does not refer to these
exterior elements per se but to the meaning and beliefs these have for people. Culture
is thus behind and beneath behaviour.
Culture is expressed in language, stories and myths as well as in rituals and
ceremonies and in physical expressions such as architecture and actions. In terms
of language one can say that different vocabularies used in organizations express
and shape different organizational cultures. Even slogans can be important to the
extent that they can signal what the company stands for, if they are shared among
the organizational members. A computer consultancy company, for example, had
a slogan that said ‘fun and profit’, signalling that the result, as well as having a
positive workplace climate and experiencing enjoyment at work, was seen as
important in the firm (Alvesson 1995).
Stories can also be important in that they can convey values, ideas and beliefs.
They commonly circulate in organizations and can give clues about how to think
and act in various circumstances. Another form of cultural expression is rituals,
carefully staged and executed in order to create a certain atmosphere and to express
the right values and ideas. Meetings can often be quite ritualistic. Beyond the
instrumental aspects, meetings contain several important cultural elements. Sculley
(1987) has described the meetings at Pepsi where people never, no matter how
pressed the situation was, took off their jacket. The entrance to the meeting seemed
as ceremonial as a religious activity. People entered in reverse order in relation to
their hierarchical status. The marketing analysts were first to arrive, then the junior
managers, then senior managers, then the vice-president and lastly the president.
When everyone was there the VP went to get the chairman. Meetings contain a
variety of symbolism, such as the physical framing, hierarchical character, clothing,
style, examination and variety of conformity that all contribute to the ritualistic
character that marks the reproduction of beliefs and meanings among those
involved. Even if figures, market shares and profits are on the agenda, the pure
economic aspect of such issues is only a part of the entire picture.

Sub-cultures and identity
We have discussed culture as something that provides coherence of meaning among
a group of individuals. However, it is also important to take cultural variety,
differentiation and fragmentation seriously.
Cultural variety and differentiation
It is not unusual among writers on culture to assume coherent organizations
where all organizational members share a similar kind of unique values. This is a
rather fragile assumption, however, since different groups in organizations usually
express different values. People hardly interpret everything in organizations
similarly, partly because organizations are characterized by a rather complex
differentiation of work tasks, divisions, departments and hierarchical levels that
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potentially also fosters strong differences in terms of meanings, values and symbols.
In addition, organizations inhabit a variety of generations, genders, classes,
departments and occupational groups that produce and sustain cultural variety and
fragmentation rather than overall organizational cultural unity and coherence
(Martin 2002; Martin and Meyerson 1988; Van Maanen and Barley 1984).
Thus, there are good reasons to be a bit sceptical towards the idea of an overall
and uniting organizational culture. Indeed, the concept of culture is often used to
refer to top management beliefs of organizational culture (ideas of a specific culture
can often be seen as a senior management sub-culture) that marginalize the
(sometimes contrasting) meaning creation of other groups in an organization. It is
possible of course that management, more than others, influences meaning making
and the formation of values and ideas in an organization but much of what managers
do and say might also be left unnoticed in many cases, not least in circumstances
of planned change, as was seen in Chapter 2.
Organizational culture and identity
The extent to which organizational members identify with the organization is
important for whether a more distinct organizational culture emerges. What
is important here is whether the organization is experienced as being distinct or not
and whether it stands for anything unique in terms of style, orientation, history,
etc., i.e. whether the organization is perceived as having a salient and significant
identity. Conditions that affect the degree to which organizational members identify
with an organization include (Ashforth and Mael 1989):
•
•
•
•

how distinct the values of a particular group are: more distinct values may
potentially provide for a more distinct identity;
the status that is connected to a particular group: higher status offers more
attraction;
how salient other groups are: a more salient ‘other’ provides for the construction
of a more salient ‘we’;
the presence of social processes that sustain the creation of groups: more
interpersonal interaction, experienced similarity, and common goals or history
offer a more distinct identity.

Hence, an organization that is distinct in terms of material practices (production,
localization), symbolic expressions (architecture, slogans, logotypes) and values
and that is also experienced as successful, unique and distinct from its environment,
and sustains interpersonal interaction, provides a specific social identity for its
members. A requirement here is that the organization is seen in a positive light. To
the extent that an organization (as identity) is a significant source for identity work,
people tend to view themselves as part of an overall ‘we’ and experience unity and
closeness with the whole organization. If the organizational identity is ambiguous
and less pronounced people tend to look for (in relation to the whole organization)
alternative sources of identity, such as a department, project, specific work tasks or
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professional affiliation. It is not uncommon to identify oneself with hierarchical
status (top, middle or bottom) or department (production or marketing) rather than
the whole organization, the latter often being a more abstract and ambiguous entity.
This sustains the emergence of sub-cultures and further fragmentation of an
organization.
Organizational identity is thus closely related to organizational culture. Some
suggest that culture is more of a context, implicit and emergent, while identity, as
related to culture, is more language oriented, explicit and more directly emphasized
(Hatch and Schultz 2002). Perceptions among organizational members that an
organization stands for something unique and positive in terms of identity can
increase the inclination to appropriate common organizational values. One can
also say, however, that a common organizational culture can sustain a distinct
organizational identity. Distinct values, ideas and symbols can provide for a
common identity even if the orientation of the business is more blended and lacks
uniqueness.

Organizational cultural change
A large part of research and writings on organizational culture has addressed
organizational change. Some people seem to think that organizational culture is of
interest to the extent that it is possible to intentionally and systematically change
it. Quite a lot of energy has been put into answering the question: can organizational
culture be managed and changed?
Three views
There is a wide spectrum of positions around the possibilities of managing culture,
i.e. for management being able to have a strong, systematic, intended influence on
the values, beliefs, ideas and meanings of the subordinates, including being able to
change culture. Broadly, three positions on the manageability of organizational
culture can be identified. One is that organizational culture, at least under certain
conditions and with the use of sufficient skills and resources, can be changed by top
management. (This corresponds with what Palmer et al. (2006) see as the director,
navigator and coach images, as presented in Chapter 2.) A second is that this is very
difficult. As indicated above, there is a multitude of various values and meaninginfluencing groups, and ‘depth’ structures are not easily accessible for influencing.
People do not respond predictably to efforts to change their orientations. Still,
change takes place and management is one resourceful group exercising influence.
One could therefore assume that senior managers exercise a moderate influence on
some values and meanings under certain circumstances. (This would resemble the
interpreter image of the change manager.) A third view emphasizes that culture is
beyond control. How people create meaning in their work experiences is related to
local culture, contingent upon educational background, work tasks, group belonging
and interpersonal interactions, etc. This means that senior actors’ efforts to exercise
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influence will often have limited impact and will typically be reinterpreted, so that
intended and received meanings may not overlap (Ogbonna and Wilkinson 2003:
1154). (This would push managers to positions corresponding to the caretaker and
nurturer images, as reviewed in Chapter 2.)
So far there are different views on the questions of whether organizational culture
can be changed and whether top management can change organizational culture.
One may say that this a matter of going out and investigating change efforts and their
consequences. However, there is no easy answer to the question for a variety of
reasons.
One is that the answer is in the question, in the sense that what a person means
by culture will give quite different possible answers. If one views organizational
culture as a matter of ‘deep structures’, associated with basic assumptions (Schein
1985) or sacred values and beliefs (Gagliardi 1986), then it is very tricky indeed to
change culture in a predictable way. This is also the case if culture is viewed as a
rich, holistic and integrated net of meanings and symbolism (Geertz 1973; Smircich
1983a, 1983b). But if one defines culture somewhat more superficially and
narrowly, then it becomes a more open matter what will happen if top management
or another powerful group tries to affect the values, norms and understandings of
organizational members.1
Another problem concerns the difficulties of studying cultural changes in organizations. Culture is a phenomenon difficult to grasp and study – it calls for in-depth
interpretations which typically take a long time. Studying the effects of change
programmes is not easy, as it would, in principle, call for two in-depth studies at
different periods. Another difficulty is that, as indicated above, it is frequently
difficult to sort out cultural change from material and behavioural changes. Often
cultural change is part of a set of changes: in organizational structure, new ways of
enforcing and monitoring behaviour, lay-offs or changes of people in key positions.
Behavioural changes may reflect heightened surveillance and instrumental
compliance rather than changes in values and meanings (Ogbonna and Wilkinson
2003). In Heracleous and Langham’s (1996) study of change, as discussed in
Chapter 2, it was difficult to judge whether the changed norms and behaviour also
reflected an actual change in basic assumptions and beliefs. Frequently it is difficult
to sort out what is revised talk – perhaps reflecting a desire to look good as a loyal
employee or a kind of surface adaptation – from revised values and beliefs.
Cases of cultural change in very large organizations are spectacular and receive
a lot of attention, but are often especially problematic. Illuminating top management
efforts to manage or change an organization of several thousand people, belonging
to a large number of different groups, calls for a rather broad-brush approach. It
is very difficult to say anything about what actually happens and how meanings
are transformed, as this takes place in a variety of different specific contexts that
tend to form various sub-cultures. There is sometimes a tendency for organizations
to be treated more or less as unitary wholes and almost exclusively from a top
management perspective. Simple stimulus–response thinking, in line with the
diffusion model discussed in Chapter 2, is common: management makes an intervention and the organization responds.
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An illustration is given by Brown (1995), who reports a mini-case of ‘culture
change at Nissan’. Nissan, one of the world’s largest manufacturers of cars, ran
into problems at the beginning of the 1980s, mainly owing to economic causes, but
to some extent also owing to deteriorating labour–management relations. A new
CEO put forward the motto that ‘Management and the labour union should both
discharge their duties properly.’ He encouraged a downplaying of hierarchical
relations and a stronger focus on the marketplace. He made attempts to improve
communication and encouraged all employees to address each other as ‘Mr’
or ‘Ms’, regardless of rank, which was a break with an earlier practice of using
titles in communication. He also removed pattern-maintaining symbols such as
the wearing of uniforms by female employees and introduced flexible working
hours.
The interesting thing is however how people reacted – how they interpreted the
changes – and whether the changes led to anything other than behavioural
compliance. The case does not address this. A cultural change is not that management tries to impose new behaviours (or talk), but a change of the ideas, values and
meanings of large groups of people. Whether addressing other people as ‘Mr’ or
‘Ms’ led to a softening-up of rank-related interactions and understandings, or not,
is impossible to say without carefully listening to various people encouraged – or
forced – to adopt this new habit. Part of the problem is that trying to grasp cultural
change in a heterogeneous company with 100,000 employees is difficult. The sheer
size and heterogeneity of the object of study make it difficult to avoid trivializing
organizational culture.
There are, however, some studies looking at outcomes of cultural change projects.
The possibility of intended cultural change
Although cultures are always, at least in contemporary ‘late capitalistic society’, in
motion, intentional and systematic organizational cultural change is a difficult
project. In pop-management writings, there is much optimism, but most reflective
writers treating this topic downplay the chances of intended large-scale cultural
change (Brown 1995; Fitzgerald 1988; Lundberg 1985; Ogbonna and Wilkinson
2003). Cultural manifestations shared by a larger collective constitute a very
heavy counterweight to the possibilities of a top figure exercising influence on
people’s thinking and feelings. Such a task is of course severely constrained by
the rich variety of work conditions, group identifications and commitments producing cultural differentiation and fragmentation in most organizations (Van
Maanen and Barley 1985). There are also cultural constraints, held not only by a
large number of the employees, but also by many top executives themselves,
especially those promoted from within. Much reasoning on cultural changes takes
the position of how to change ‘it’ (the organizational culture) or ‘them’ (the masses),
but rarely asks the question of how we should change ‘us’, i.e. top management
and staff.
There are a number of studies of cultural change initiatives. Siehl (1985) found
that a new manager’s efforts to change values in the organization studied had no
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major effects that could be registered, although they did influence the expression
of values. Such an impact on the level of the espoused rather than on the ‘deeper’
level is probably the most common.
Ogbonna and Wilkinson (2003) noted that most studies focused on low-level
workers, especially shop floor workers. Their study focused on middle managers,
viewed as central both as a group whose values and convictions are crucial for what
is happening in an organization and also as a key group, as they are expected to
persuade others. Important questions are then how do middle managers respond
to cultural change programmes and how do they act and communicate to their
subordinates based on their reception of the change messages? In the change
programme studied, the intention was to introduce a new management style and
organizational culture characterized by openness, delegation, learning, cooperation,
trust and mutual exchange. The findings suggested that the studied managers
were at best ambiguous about the culture change programme. They were positive
to the new values, such as openness in communication and greater involvement of
subordinates, but also expressed fear about increased policing from headquarters.
Changes in action seemed at times to be a reflection of changed convictions, but
probably even more often the result of heightened surveillance. It is concluded that
the presence of a variety of different beliefs about the intentions behind change
initiatives can result in ‘attempts to impose top management derived values on
employees are fraught with difficulties and unintended consequences’ (Ogbonna
and Wilkinson 2003: 1171).
Ogbonna and Harris (1998) found in their study of an organizational culture
change project in a large UK food retail firm ‘considerable and significant variance’
amongst organizational members who reinterpreted and reinvented the espoused
values communicated by top management. While top management emphasized
that the change was about developing ‘a more customer-focused organization’,
store managers thought it was mainly about reducing their numbers and power, and
many shop floor workers believed the new conditions and practices were introduced
in order to increase their exploitation. Whilst the various views were not in direct
conflict, ‘it seems inherently logical that there is serious potential for unintended
consequences hampering change efforts’ (Ogbonna and Harris 1998: 286).
According to these researchers, efforts to change culture ‘frequently degenerate
into changes to behaviour, commonly leaving higher levels of culture untouched’
(Ogbonna and Harris p. 274). People often respond in an ambiguous way to a
cultural change programme – accepting to some extent new messages, but also
being suspicious about the relationship between new espoused values and various
intentions not fully in line with or even deviating from these.
A senior middle manager in a large high-tech company, interviewed by us in
another context than the one reported in this book, expressed her experiences of the
possibilities of radical change as follows:
I believe that change must come from both directions, i.e. there must be an
organization that is mature; there must be people who are affirmative and open
in their organization; there must be a clear will amongst managers. A will
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amongst the employees alone, or the affirmation of the organization and a
will amongst managers, is not sufficient.
This makes sense. Cultural change calls for receptiveness amongst the collective
for new ideas, values and meanings. Without such openness – which may be
facilitated by cultural changes in the society, business or occupation or by a growing
awareness of fundamental problems in the organization – cultural change is very
difficult. Some shared notion of problems and feelings of significance and urgency
is probably necessary for radical change.

Views of organizational culture change
It is common to talk of accomplishing organizational culture change in terms of
either a grand plan according to which the changes are engineered or a locally
grounded more emergent process.
Change as a grand technocratic project
The most popular view in the literature, and probably what most people have in mind
when thinking about cultural change, is the view of change as a grand technocratic
project (Alvesson 2002a), akin to the rationalistic versions of planned organizational
change as seen in Chapter 2. Most descriptive and even more normative models
of large-scale cultural change are of this type (see reviews in, for example, Brown
1995). It portrays or promises the possibility of an intentional large-scale transformation from a particular cultural situation to another, more superior and
profitable one, although it is recognized that this is not easy and often takes place
slowly. It is this way of looking at cultural change that those investigated in this book
embarked upon.
The overall plan for accomplishing this is often a version of the following general
scheme:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Step 1: evaluating the situation of the organization and determining the goals
and strategic direction;
Step 2: analysing the existing culture and sketching a desired culture;
Step 3: analysing the gap between what exists and what is desired;
Step 4: developing a plan for developing the culture;
Step 5: implementing the plan;
Step 6: evaluating the changes and new efforts to go further and/or engaging
in measures to sustain the cultural change.

The common means for accomplishing cultural change seem to be a combination
of the following ingredients:
•

new recruitment and selection procedures so that people supportive of a desired
culture will be hired, sometimes combined with laying off and/or replacing
people;
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•
•
•
•

•

new forms of socialization and training programmes to signal the desired values
and beliefs;
performance appraisal systems in which the culturally correct ways of being
and behaving are rewarded and encouraged;
promotion of people expressing and symbolizing the desired culture;
leadership which communicates cultural values in talk, actions and material
arrangements, e.g. vision talk and for-public-consumption acts by the top
manager;
the use of organizational symbols – language (slogans, expressions, stories),
actions (use of meetings in a ritual way, the visible use of managers’ time to
signal what is important) and material objects (corporate architecture, logotype,
dress code).

A more process-oriented view is expressed by Beer (2000), who advocates ‘seven
sub-principles for organizational change’:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Mobilize energy for change.
Develop a new compelling direction.
Identify organizational barriers to implementing the new direction.
Develop a task-aligned vision.
Communicate and involve people in implementation.
Support behaviour change.
Monitor progress and make further changes.

According to this view culture change is a project emerging from and run from
above. It is assumed that top management is the agent from which superior
insight about the needed change emerges and also the chief architect behind the plan
for change. Apart from planning and allocation of resources to change projects and
making decisions in line with the wanted change, the dramaturgical acts of senior
executives – public speeches and highly visible acts drawing attention to the ideals
– also symbolize the reframing of how people should think, feel and act in
accordance with the new ideals and values. Consultants are frequently used to back
up senior managers in this kind of change project.
These kinds of recipes can be described as n-step models, as the models are similar
but differ in the number of steps the successful change manager is supposed to take.
Limitations with the grand technocratic project – a critique
Connecting to the discussion on organizational change one can say that these models
of culture change try to compensate for the undersocialized n-step guides to the
extent that they acknowledge that people’s thinking and mental programming are
important in order to accomplish change more effectively. Change management
must accordingly include the problem of changing people’s beings in addition to
their behaviour. But as discussed above this might require a more sophisticated
understanding of the existing culture (and sub-cultures) and how people see
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themselves in organizations. The latter often produce variety since there are
significant organizationally internal differences in terms of values, beliefs and
symbolism based on the diversity of groups associated with organizational
differentiation between divisions, departments, occupations, and hierarchical levels
that often produce and sustain cultural differentiation rather than integration.
Research has also shown that the cultural patterns in organizations are often
fluctuating, inconsistent and ambiguous rather than clear, consistent and unambiguous, partly as a result of the interplay between various sub-cultures. Authors
talk about a fragmentation or ambiguity view on culture (Martin 2002). This
suggests caution in addressing culture as a homogeneous object which can be
changed through the employment of a homogeneous set of messages and practices.
It is likely that these will trigger unexpected and diverse responses, in particular in
complex organizations with a diversity of occupations.
Considering these features it is clear that managers and other change agents do
not easily impose their ideas of how to think and what to accomplish on others. As
framed by Ackroyd and Crowdy (in Collins 1998: 126): ‘The findings of a good deal
of case-study work in industry, and particularly that with an ethnographic or an
anthropological focus, have suggested that cultures are highly distinctive, resilient
and resistant to change.’
But, as said earlier, this does not mean that managers have no influence over
organizations. Organizations do change and there are good reasons to believe that
managers, as a resource-strong group, do have an impact on the direction of changes,
although in a more complex and multifaceted way than suggested above.
Cultural change as the reframing of everyday life
Another view of cultural change is everyday reframing (Alvesson 2002a). This
connects to the view of leadership as the management of meaning (Smircich and
Morgan 1982). This is more about local initiative than a big, grand project in which
what is perceived as an inferior state is transformed to a superior one through the
heroic acts of top management, assisted by consultants and other managers.
Everyday reframing tends to be driven by one or a few senior actors, frequently
a manager, but informal authorities and small groups of people may also be central.
It is most typically mainly incremental and informal, e.g. not clearly espoused or
signalled as a project or a campaign with a set of distinct activities which are
supposed to accomplish a predefined ideal. It is a matter of local cultural change.
The actors engaged in everyday reframing regularly influence the people they
directly interact with, although this may create wider effects as these people in the
next instance may affect those they interact with. Everyday reframing is mainly
an informal, on-going, culture-shaping agenda, involving pedagogical leadership in which an actor exercises a subtle influence through the renegotiation of
meaning.
Local initiatives are also frequently constrained by broader organizational culture
as well as by relations of power. Everyday reframing is, on the other hand, strongly
anchored in interactions and ‘natural’ communication. It is also better adapted to the
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material work situations of people and has thus stronger action implications. It
means that there is analytic depth in terms of making clear the meanings and interpretations involved. Compared with the frequently rather lofty and managerially
idealistic ambitions of efforts to transform a whole large organization, everyday
reframing has a potential ‘realism’ and a better connectedness to the level of
meaning. For the large majority of managers not at the top of large organizations,
everyday reframing is often a more relevant mode of cultural change than being
mobilized as implementers of grand projects. It calls for creativity, stamina, insights
into one’s own beliefs, values and ideas, communicative skills and some courage
in making sacrifices, as drawing attention to and underscoring certain ideas may
call for paying less attention to others, e.g. if one wants creativity and learning then
one cannot emphasize quality and short-term efficiency consistently and strongly,
as new ideas and experimentations usually will involve some errors and additional
resources.
Combining the grand and the local
In order to understand organizational-level, planned cultural change efforts it is
probably necessary to address both designed programmes and the overall change
practices, on the one hand, and the local (in)actions and influencing processes that
guide the meaning making that ultimately determines the belief in the communicated
values, ideals and understandings. One can imagine a top management initiative that
inspires, legitimizes and supports local initiatives and change work. This would
call for tolerance for local discretion rather than top management insisting on a
carefully defined content or form of working with culture. One could also imagine
a local initiative being picked up by top management, trying to use this as an
exemplar for a broader programme, in which the diffusion of the local initiative
would be a key source of inspiration.
One may of course not totally rule out the option of a broad, organizational-level
project being pushed on the organization with fairly limited local variation, as
assumed in the grand projects idea. People may broadly buy the message – interpret
this is in similar ways – and fairly uniformly let this affect thinking and acting. One
may also imagine local initiatives not necessarily coming into contact with senior
levels or large segments of an organization. Units and groups may be loosely
connected to other parts and may develop local cultures. But we believe that in
most cases there is an interaction, and in order to understand grand-scale change
programmes, which is the focus of this book, it is typically important to consider
what is happening at the local level and what kind, if any, of everyday reframing
takes place. Without local initiative (and thus some variation within the organization),
top manager-initiated cultural change is probably difficult.
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Cultural change: preceding, following from or intertwined
with ‘substantive changes’?
One important aspect of cultural change concerns whether this is a matter of
primarily involving the level of values, ideas and beliefs or if it also, and perhaps
mainly, involves more substantive matters, such as structural and material arrangements directly implying behavioural changes. One line of thought suggests that we
must change people’s ideas and values in order to make any ‘real’ change possible,
thus giving priority to a cultural level. Another is that making people behave
differently is what matters; cultural changes will follow from this. Reallocation of
resources and rewarding different behaviour would then be sufficient. Most authors
on organizational culture single out the cultural level as having the main interest
(e.g. Lundberg 1985; Schein 1985). (This was also the case with the cultural change
project that forms the main body of this book.) Here, it is mainly idealistic means
– articulation of visions, creating organizational rites, initiating training programmes,
what leaders pay attention to, control, reward and teach – that are relied upon,
although more substantive changes also clearly matter. Occasionally, the more
material and substantive side of organizations is emphasized more strongly.
Anthony (1994), for example, argues that ‘cultural change that is not reinforced by
material change in structure, reward systems, precept and policy is likely to be seen
as unreal and any adjustment to be temporary’ (p. 60).
Ogbonna and Wilkinson (2003) showed that, although top management
emphasized planned organizational culture change, middle managers saw this in
relation to other structural and material changes and responded in relation to the
combined impacts of cultural processes and organizational restructuring. Some
elements of the latter undermined the autonomy of local units, centralized power
and increased close monitoring and corrective discipline over middle managers.
The researcher observed mixed reactions to the cultural change messages; many
accepted these, but with a strong element of ‘instrumental compliance’ (see also
Willmott 1993). Ogbonna and Wilkinson (2003) are therefore somewhat sceptical
about cultural change really transforming values and thereby maximizing human
asset utilization in the form of a positive and genuine belief in and a desire to
‘voluntarily’ act in accordance with promoted cultural values.
This is partly a matter of the question concerned. If it is a matter of core business
with direct perceived links to production, performances and performance measures,
then a ‘pure’ cultural change appears unrealistic. But if we talk about something like
greater openness in the company or new ways of dealing with customers then the
situation is different. If senior managers strongly favour this value, their personal
example seems to have an effect on broader patterns in organizations (Hofstede
et al. 1990).
We think it is fair to recognize the variety of different issues and the possibility
of cultural change involving mainly a change of meaning and values without directly
presupposing substantive changes. However, interplay between the level of meaning
and the level of behaviour and material and structural arrangement must often be
considered in organizational change work. In order for behavioural change, unless
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referring to simple and technically easily controlled behaviours (such as mechanical
smiling in service work), to be possible, it most be preceded by and accompanied
by cultural reorientations. Cultural change efforts often call for anchoring in labour
processes and work conditions in order to communicate effectively. Efforts to
accomplish change in meanings and values incoherent with substantive arrangements exercising behavioural control are difficult.
On the whole, working with organizational change in a culturally sensitive way
calls for interpreting and acting in specific unique contexts. Following recipes, as
we shall see in later chapters, is seldom productive. Examples should be used to
inspire learning and insight, rather than be copied.

Conclusions
Arguably, the concept of organizational culture is significant for understanding
deeper meaning and assumptions in organizations, which lie behind and guide
behaviour. Organizational culture is commonly expressed in language, stories,
myths and other forms of artefacts that are suggestive of deeply held meaning and
beliefs. Changing organizational culture is seen as very difficult; in some instances
culture is even seen as beyond managerial control. Studies of organizational cultural
change seem to confirm that culture is, at the least, very difficult to change. Based
on these studies it is generally believed that openness and receptiveness to new
ideas, values and meanings are central to accomplishing cultural change. When it
comes to views on how to accomplish change it makes sense to distinguish between
cultural change as a grand technocratic project and as everyday reframing.
The grand technocratic project portrays cultural change as a more or less schemeregulated stepwise activity. This is similar to the (undersocialized) n-step guides
discussed in Chapter 2, although the primary target for change is people’s thinking
rather than behaviour. The (oversocialized) models focus on changing people’s
thinking and feeling, a kind of cognitive approach. By changing cognitions,
behavioural change will follow. These ideas also characterized the cultural change
programme in the present study to a certain extent. It was designed in order to create
a new way of thinking, thus facilitating a kind of attitude change. It was based on
an analysis of the existing organizational cultural situation and a (contrasting)
desired future, thus producing a gap that managers wanted to close: hence a design
and plan for the future.
However, the grand design more or less assumes organizational cultural homogeneity, something that rarely is the case. In contrast, many organizations exhibit
cultural heterogeneity based on divisions, hierarchical levels, departments and other
features. Such cultural heterogeneity is often underestimated in change models but
it is important to take it seriously. Of course, a purpose may be to counteract various
parts pulling in different directions, but sometimes there are unrealistic aims, and
the communication of the same message may lead to diverse responses and thus fuel
differentiation and fragmentation. The tendency in many managerially governed
projects is to trivialize the deeper levels and neglect the differentiated character of
organizational culture, something likely to make much change activity remain at a
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surface level, unable to target people’s thinking and feeling. It is important here, as
also elaborated upon in Chapter 2, to acknowledge the local character of meaning
and interpretation and appreciate how identity positioning and construction often
follow such local meaning and sense making. Sometimes cultural change projects
may benefit from a more targeted approach, focusing a group with a nuanced set
of ideas rather than addressing the entire company with very broad and vague
value talk.
In this study we take cultural heterogeneity, differentiation and local interpretation and sense making seriously. People’s sense making cannot be assumed
to follow managerially espoused organizational beliefs and values. The idea with
a cultural analysis is to move beyond not only the behavioural level but also the
espoused level and dig deeper into the meaning construction among organizational
members. This meaning construction is sometimes governed by assumptions that
are not easily reached but are nevertheless important for how people act in
organizations. Something clearly exhibited in the cultural change efforts that we
shall explore in the chapters that follow.

Part 2

Change work in practice –
a close-up study

4

The case – and how we
studied it

The company and its story
The company, Technocom (TC),1 was formally created as a separate legal entity as
a result of an extensive restructuring of the parent firm, a global high-tech, Global
Tech (GT). Global Tech was founded at the beginning of the 1930s and established
itself rather successfully in the international markets during the 1970s and 1980s.
In order to exploit what it believed to be a core competence within a particular
product and technology development unit it decided to separate out that competence
to an independent company, Technocom (with Global Tech as the owner). TC
produces technically very sophisticated and highly developed systems and applications for the high-tech industry. Technocom could thus potentially exploit this
core competence and market it to other companies. The high-tech companies using
software from Technocom would thus gain access to cutting-edge technology with
limited investments in R&D. The CTO explains the background to the creation of
the firm:
The GT internal unit that became TC started in 1989–90 with the purpose of
ensuring technical progression for product development. The unit was thus
very research oriented. It had a project culture that was research oriented and
which focused more on technical advancement rather than being finished at
certain times and at certain costs. In the new environment that we now have as
a business it is much more important (not only) to have the right quality, but
also to be finished in time to the right cost. These are new rules for us and we
concluded that the culture or the mindset, the attitudes to enable us to achieve
this, were not right. So when we created TC we took the technical organization
and added things one needs as an independent organization: finance, personnel,
sales and marketing. These functions were new and got a fresh start; they were
easy to fit in the new organization, while the technical development function
was stuck in the old beliefs. From that came the initiative to start a culture
programme. The purpose was to make people look in the mirror. It didn’t
concern shifting people’s ways of thinking, which you don’t do overnight. The
strongest driving force is rather if you can make it obvious for people what is
wrong and what we lack.
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Technocom (for example, when we did the study) consists of more than 2,500
people (globally) of which about half are part of the project organization. While
headquarters and the main research site, Titan, are located in Scandinavia, the
company has a few research sites in Europe and Asia.
The formal structure of Technocom is a matrix organization; vertically it consists
of the various key functions, and horizontally there is a project organization crossing
these. TC has a cultural heritage from its days as an internal unit, with a strong
focus on technological advancement and sophistication. Most people are occupied
with rather advanced technological development tasks which influence broader
cultural orientations. People in the project organization are mainly engineers
with academic degrees, a few with Ph.D.s. They are typically engaged in complex
and difficult knowledge work. As a consequence, managing the engineers strictly
through a focus on behaviour is difficult. The nature of the advanced work implies
a high degree of self-organization (Rennstam 2007). Of course, and TC is no
exception, there are significant elements of bureaucracy – although in a fairly
loosely structured form – in most larger knowledge-intensive firms (kifs) (Kärreman
et al. 2002). Still, the difficulties of employing valid and reliable rules and
performance measures on a detailed level has led many authors of kifs to emphasize
cultural-ideological or clan control instead of – or in addition to – bureaucratic or
market-like (output) forms of internal control (Kanter 1983; Mintzberg 1998;
Newell et al. 2002; Wilkins and Ouchi 1983). Organizations like TC then typically
form a mix of overall bureaucratic structural and cultural patterns as well as
adhocratic project work and self-organization.
Although the talk was framed in other terms than forms of control (as the authors
formulate it), the CTO similarly points towards the significance of creating a new
‘culture’ parallel to the creation of Technocom. The CTO talks of this as important
in order to change the ‘mindset’ of the narrowly focused internal unit, to change
cognitions through making it possible for people to ‘look into the mirror’ and
reconsider what they are doing in the new organizational context. The ‘mindset’ of
the former internal unit is here implied as being inadequate considering the new
business situation that now purportedly emerges. The CTO implies that they now
have to start doing the ‘right’ technology rather than the best, signalling a departure
from always doing the technologically superior and most advanced things. The
way to accomplish this is to make the existing insufficiencies obvious to people
and to make them change the way they think, feel and act according to a larger
‘cultural programme’, implying they have to try to install a new form of cultural or
ideological control.
This kind of talk and the underlying image of wrong values, beliefs and
orientations are common in contemporary organizations. The measures to fix the
situation employed in TC are also similar to what is suggested in the organizational
and cultural change literature, as discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. What we can learn
from the case is therefore of broad relevance and warrants a detailed study of the
change efforts. To focus on the entire process and its complexities is important
here. We have argued that reducing and simplifying complex change processes to
a few steps or simple recommendations fails to elaborate many of the critical issues
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involved in the launch and trajectories of change programmes. We aim to go deeper
than the many n-step manuals based on anecdotal material of ‘successful’
organizational change. Especially important is to take the experiences and view of
those involved in the change processes more seriously than is common in many of
the popular books on the subject.
In Chapters 5 and 6 we try to follow the entire process and the complexities by
which this cultural programme was initiated, formulated, designed, implemented
and interpreted by those involved and targeted by it. Before that we will briefly
discuss the method used in the field work and a presentation of the model or
framework guiding us in the study of the cultural change programme. The process
is structured and broadly understood in terms of a particular investigative model of
management process. This is used in order to grasp how the process evolved and
how various participants took part in it. Next we present this investigative model.

Investigative model of management and cultural work
In this book we try to uncover the trajectory of a cultural change project from
an empirically close reading and to thematize the process through deeper interpretations. We use an investigative model of management that captures the content
of the cultural programme and the organizational context in which it took place. This
model consists of six elements or phases:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Background and context: here we elaborate upon the perceived contextual
background and problem definition that motivated the change efforts. The overall situation, as seen by the actors who were central in the change programme,
is described.
Strategy and intended line of action: in this section we investigate ambitions,
objectives and solutions as advanced by the managers and others in order to
manage the problems discussed in the previous section.
Design: here we emphasize the overall design of a management change
programme, e.g. its major components and the relationship between them, as
well as the specific acts and arrangements, technologies and instruments (e.g.
formal talks, workshops, documents, assessment instruments, etc.) forming
the ingredients of a specific cultural programme.
Implementation and interaction: in this section we elaborate on how the
designed practice is put into action in social contexts. The designed practice
then gets a particular twist as those targeted to carry out the management change
efforts, e.g. the change agents and/or their subordinates, are activated – or not
activated – in change initiatives. Different actors may act according to plan,
improvise and put their own imprints on what is happening or more or less
strongly deviate from what is intended. Subjects can here, for example,
a) validate and support the designed practice, b) try to influence, change or
even oppose or resist the designed practice or c) show indifference, confusion
or ignorance.
Reception and interpretation: here we focus on the interpretations and the
responses of the subordinates on the management initiative (practices and/or
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6.

the strategy). How do they ascribe meaning or meaninglessness to specific
elements? There are two elements here: one is about meaning (how do they
understand it?); the other is about attitudinal or affective response. This aspect
is less about overt behaviour or visible interactions – as in the previous theme
– and more about acts of sense making and interpretation, which may not be
expressed in espoused opinions, at least not in the semi-public situations in
which the change programme is being carried out.
Results and outcomes: in this final section we elaborate on indications of the
possible effects of the management initiative, e.g. on behaviour, turnover,
productivity, climate, feelings and thinking. While reception and interpretation
are best captured fairly close in time to specific events and change practices,
results and outcomes a) are somewhat more long-term and b) relate more to
possible changes in thinking, valuing and acting in various work situations
than to interpretation and making sense of change programme activities and
messages. We admit that this aspect is hard to investigate, but it should be
possible to detect clues about whether people can notice any differences around
them or feel that new inputs have influenced their own thinking or values. An
alternative is, of course, measurements before and after a programme, but it is
difficult to separate the programme’s impact from the myriad of other events
that take place at the same time, in the organization and outside it. More
importantly, it can be argued that one can’t measure culture (Alvesson 2002a;
Schein 1985). Culture is about meaning, not frequencies. Based on our study,
we will raise serious doubts about the value of trying to measure culture. We
therefore rely more on qualitative indicators of consequences of the change
programme.

Each of the elements in our model is interpreted in some depth and so of course
is the relationship between them. A practice – as materialized – may for example
be in line with, moderately deviate from, give a specific twist to or contradict the
intention. The intended and the picked-up meaning may cohere or diverge. There
may, of course, also be ambiguity and inconsistencies (rather than clear divergence).
It is important here to be open to the crucial role of the reception of the change
programme by the large groups of people supposed to be affected.
The model does not indicate a linear line of reasoning – we do not assume
a process involving a fixed set of separate steps that follow a particular logical order.
We are just, at the moment, saying that, in order to understand organizational change
projects, it is vital to seriously consider (perceived) background and context,
intentions and strategy, design, practices (implementation and interaction),
reception (interpretation) and outcomes. Empirical material referring to these
elements can then be interpreted in different ways: intentions and context may for
example be investigated in terms of being reinterpreted during the process and in
retrospect by the people involved (cf. the idea of sense making, e.g. Weick 1995).
Early strategy talk may differ markedly from later references to the initial strategy.
Various elements may be loosely connected or even contradictory. We suggest that
the investigative model of management represents a useful way of addressing the
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challenge of analysing extensive and complex empirical material since it is
constructed around the activities and tasks of the organizational change efforts in
this study. As discussed in Chapter 2, we think that there may be very good reasons
to interpret elements or stages in processual terms rather than in terms of stages as
indicated in the model (Dawson 2003). We are interested in the on-going
constructions and reconstructions of what is happening in a particular phase, but also
of the ‘inputs’ to the change project (perceived context, strategy, design, previous
activities). But having some empirical material on the stated intentions before the
change efforts are put into action is of considerable interest in understanding change
work. Are original intentions important or not? Do these more or less clearly
expressed intentions have a strong effect on what happens at later stages? Are
intentions fixed or flexible? Are they coherent or not? Do they drift – consciously
or unconsciously – or are they rethought in retrospect, so that initially expressed
intentions are constructed in quite different ways at later stages? Considering
questions like these is, arguably, of key significance for understanding organizational change projects. They encourage us to go beyond considering only
retrospective constructions of intentions, even though we of course do not reject the
importance of the latter.
The model is also relevant for understanding a much broader set of management
and organizational themes than just organizational change. Arguably, any serious
effort to understand what is happening when management initiatives or structures
are put into operation – going beyond the black box that bypasses what is between
input and output (independent and dependent variables) – calls for consideration
of the six elements covered. For example, a leadership act, reward system or
specific organizational (re)design is not understood properly without considering
the ideas and intentions behind or preceding the act or arrangement, how it is
implemented and received and what kind of outcomes, if any, seem to have been
accomplished. We are not developing this theme of broader relevance here, but just
pointing out the need for serious process studies to take into account a number of
key elements and, optimally, to follow these closely in real time. We realize that
time and access problems will make ‘easier’ types of studies – relying solely on
measurements or retrospective interviews – more popular.

Method
The material for this study is the result of an extended and broad field study at
Technocom. We initially approached the company after its creation as a subsidiary
in autumn of Year 1 in order to gain access to study a variety of organizational
issues in knowledge-intensive companies. We soon learned that Technocom was
due to launch a cultural programme that aimed at facilitating its expansion as an
independent company.
The transformation from being an internal software product development unit to
becoming an independent subsidiary was considered by the new management
to require substantial developments in many areas, of which one was the change
from being perceived as an extremely technologically oriented unit to a company
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focused on business, customers and markets. In order to accomplish that transformation, management, together with external consultants, created a specific
‘cultural change programme’. We thought that we were facing a rather unique
opportunity to study a culture change programme more or less from its conception
to its implementation and reception among employees.
In order to capture the change project as it progressed during the almost eighteen
months, we had regular access to the company more or less all the time and could
proceed with interviews and observations in parallel. This made it possible for us
to collect in-depth longitudinal data as the change efforts unfolded rather than
relying on snapshots or only retrospective accounts. Guided by the model, we did
a large number of interviews with managers at several levels in both the (vertical)
line and the (horizontal) project organizations. Senior executives, managerial staff
from the support functions HR and Operations Department, and other employees,
managers and subordinates were interviewed about a) background and intentions,
b) ideas about specific change strategies and tactics, c) how change actors and
others worked practically with these, d) perception of subordinates’ responses, and
finally e) long-term effects. We interviewed some of the most centrally involved
managers and HR management on several occasions during the change process. All
in all we interviewed twenty-five managers and thirty-five subordinates about their
interpretations and responses, but also about how they perceived top management’s
intentions and generally assessed management initiatives based on the specific
material. Interviews usually lasted for approximately an hour, or occasionally
longer if the interviewee had more intimate contact with the culture change
project. Interviews were all done predominantly at the headquarters, which also
accommodated the main site, Titan in Scandinavia, but they were also carried out
at Satellite in the UK. All interviews were taped and then mostly transcribed;
in some cases the latter was done thematically based on the investigative model of
management.
The observations were done at the company sites and consisted of us, the
researchers, participating in a variety of different work meetings. The meetings
were (a) smaller group meetings where primarily junior middle managers discussed
work issues with their immediate group, usually consisting of ten to fifteen people,
(b) several project meetings where employees (middle managers and project
leaders) discussed project progression, (c) a few so-called ‘employee-seminars’
where senior middle managers reported the status of various projects to larger
groups of employees, (d) a ‘kick-off’ meeting at Titan symbolically marking the
start of Technocom as an independent company, (e) a management meeting where
the culture change programme was first introduced to the majority of middle
managers, (f) a workshop held by one middle manager in order to implement the
cultural change, and finally (g) a management meeting at Satellite where the culture
change was to be implemented among managers. We thus covered the trajectory of
the cultural programme, from the planning and designing stages to the implementation and reception stages. We were also invited to a meeting to discuss the
results of the cultural change efforts a year after the implementation efforts. The
observation at Satellite was of a preparatory workshop for managers aimed at
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establishing a common understanding that formed the basis for implementation
among subordinates at that site. All in all we attended thirty meetings and workshops. All meetings and workshops were taped, and parts of them have also been
transcribed.
We also collected and analysed a variety of company documents relevant to the
cultural change process. Several consultancy reports as well as formal and informal
documentation from meetings with consultants and between key actors in the design
of the cultural change were useful in order to understand the rationale and arguments
behind the cultural change programme. These reports and documentation also gave
us an understanding of the chronology of key events. We had access to some of the
formal correspondence between key individuals involved in the change process,
which gave us further understanding of the progression of the cultural change
efforts. Then we also gathered all the usual company information, such as company
reports, annual reports, company newspapers and articles, and items in the mass
media, in order to familiarize ourselves with the organization.
Our approach to the case is interpretative. We are interested in what is going on
here, but even more so in addressing the question: what do people think they are up
to? We explore issues around the dynamics of change – and the lack of it – through
addressing not the ‘objective’ logic but the meanings, values, thinking and lines
of action guided by these cognitive and emotional elements characterizing the
organization and various groups in it. We approach these issues with a strong
interest in how people construct and frequently make a mess of their realities.
Compared to most interpretative researchers having a strong positive and neutral
orientation, we recognize some ironies in the practices and misfortunes of
management and organizational change projects. Some slight inspiration from
post-structuralism matters here (Alvesson 2002b; Alvesson and Sköldberg 2000),
meaning that a somewhat playful attitude to an often messy and irrational world
seems called for and that incoherencies and paradoxes should be taken seriously
(without being exaggerated).

5

A cultural change project I
Background, objectives and
design

In this and the following chapter we aim to elaborate on the cultural change
programme according to the model of study presented in Chapter 4. The structure
of the two chapters will thus largely describe various steps in the cultural change
dynamic in order to, at least loosely, describe the emergence and formulation of the
ideas and frameworks of those managers initiating the cultural programme as a
planned change. We thus investigate how the managers (and others) perceived the
situation prior to the conception and initiatives of the cultural change programme,
what (if anything) management wanted to achieve by initiating such work, and
how they worked with issues of design, implementation and interaction with the
rest of the company. We also aim to show how the programme was received by
those supposedly targeted by it as well as whether the programme may have resulted
in any significant imprints on the organization. In the story below the design
and implementation will be covered to a larger extent than the other aspects of
the process, since we will return more frequently and extensively to the latter in the
thematic chapters following the account of the trajectory. The two chapters are thus
organized in the following sections, following our model for investigations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

I Background;
II Objectives: strategy formulation;
III Design;
IV Implementation and interaction;
V Reception and interpretation – immediate responses and thoughts about the
messages and the process;
VI Results and outcomes – more long-term responses (change of values/
practices, picking up new concepts, observing changes that may be related to
the cultural programme).

As said, this is not an n-step model, in the sense of showing the linear progress or
clearly phase-divided nature of what is happening. It simply shows our observation
points used to capture ‘reality in flight’. We don’t assume or expect there to be
any logical steps or directive force following from what is captured in the earlier
elements to the later. Actually what ‘goes on’ in ‘implementation’ may be very
loosely related to strategy. But in order to understand what is happening, paying
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Table 5.1 The cultural change process and how we have tried to capture it
Spring
Year 1
TC is
conceived

Summer
Year 1
Excellence
contacted

September
Year 1
TC starts

(objectives)

(objectives)

January
Year 2
TC kick-off
Titan

February
Year 2
Management
club Titan

Spring
Year 2
Workshops
Titan

(implemention)

(implemention)

(implemention)

Autumn
Year 1
Management
workshops
Titan
(design)

December
Year 1
Final
Excellence
draft
(design)

December
Year 1
HR people
take charge

June
Year 2
Management
workshop
Satellite
(implemention/interaction)

Autumn
Year 2
Follow-up

Spring
Year 3
Reflections in
hindsight

(implemention/interaction)

(results)

(design)

close attention to all the six elements seems appropriate. Covering all these aspects
in depth is very rare in studies of change.
We followed the project in real time between autumn Year 1 and autumn Year
2, relying on observations and interviews. We tried to access the background and
first phase of the development of the firm and the programme through interviews
and also did follow-up interviews where we tried to cover retrospectively what had
unfolded.
In this chapter we will set out the intention, ideas and frameworks of the cultural
change. In the next chapter we will show how these were put into operation
in change-stimulating activities and how they were received by a number of
individuals at the company.

Some key actors in our story
A number of individuals will appear throughout the story and give their views on
some or a spectrum of the various issues around the change programme. Many
of these people will surface only once or twice, while some will appear more
frequently. In order to give a somewhat richer view of the key persons, we will
briefly present them before embarking on the story. The most significant and
frequently appearing persons, apart from the consultant employed by Global Tech,
from the various departments, are:
•

John Howard, newly appointed CEO and a former director within GT. Howard
is a middle-aged former engineer, considered by many of the other engineers
in the organization to be ‘one of their own’. Howard knows and is a close friend
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•

of many of those participating in the formation of TC. He is also known for
being interested in marketing and what some have described as the ‘softer’
sides of management, i.e. culture and personnel. At meetings Howard not
infrequently comments about how people are late and that they will have to
become more disciplined in terms of schedules and time.
Richard Allen, newly appointed CTO and a former technical director within
GT. Like John, Richard has a long history within GT and seems to know most
of the people about to embark on the new venture. He is in his forties and
describes himself as a person with a ‘high profile’ in the company, something
that contributes to him getting a central role in the cultural change process.
Compared to John, Richard gives a more ‘business-like’ impression, being
fairly certain and seemingly clear in various performances and interviews. As
will be seen later, Richard initially became intimately related with the cultural
change project but then as it moved throughout the company became more
distant and detached.

While John Howard and Richard Allen are top managers, the rest of our cast from
the company are middle managers or HR professionals:
•

•

•

•

Tom Aldridge is manager of the Operations Department (OT) and, in terms of
age and history in GT, the most senior person among those involved. His long
background in GT, including a few years abroad, perhaps gives him a distanced
and mature view of the cultural change process. Tom was approached by John
and Richard as a speaking partner in the design and planning of the cultural
change, partly because of his experience of and background in the corporate
culture and being a close ally of the two top managers.
Mary Duncan, manager within the Human Resource Department (HR), in her
early thirties, gives a very positive and highly energetic impression, at least
when it comes to issues of culture, leadership and similar HR topics. Perhaps
partly owing to her extrovert (and inspirational) style John approached her
when the cultural change project was about to be launched to the whole
organization, perhaps hoping that she would act as an inspiration to others.
Judy Hamilton works in HR with Mary Duncan. Judy is not in a managerial
position and also gives a more junior impression in relationship to the others.
Working with Mary Duncan she became involved in the cultural change
programme just prior to its launch to the organization in its entirety. Although
she claims a great interest in this work, she does not feel very self-confident
about it.
Tom Neville, middle manager within a Technical Department (TD), is one of
the managers targeted by the cultural programme. We picked him and his unit
for careful study in the project and this is the reason why he is presented here.
As an engineer he is regarded as being very skilled within his areas of
competence, to the degree that he describes himself as being the ‘technology
guy’ among some of his superiors. But he feels that this label no longer fits very
well, as he strives for more senior middle manager roles within the company,
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•

roles he feels he now deserves. Compared with some of his colleagues he
appears to be positive about and interested in culture issues.
Clara Ridge is the consultant from Excellence, the consultancy company that
helped GT’s top management with the cultural change project. Clara is a
relatively young consultant interested in cultural issues. Her assignment to
work with the cultural change programme can be regarded as a slight deviation
from the regular work of Excellence, which is more oriented towards strategy
and IT and the implementation of large projects, typically occupying a group
of consultants over time.

Having introduced some of the key persons in the story we next turn to the culture
change process. We begin with how people talk about the existing culture being part
of the reason for embarking on a cultural change programme in the first place. This
talk of culture seems to be the result of TC being a formerly internal unit required
to serve other company departments.

I Background – talk of an existing culture
When talking about the reasons for embarking on the cultural change programme
both managers and HR professionals and to some extent engineers emphasize three
aspects that could be seen as internal drivers for change: a too strong or narrow
technological orientation, a socially introvert organization, and a low confidence
in managerial leadership. These internal drivers are clearly related to external
drivers, since they, and the two first aspects in particular, have been seen as barriers
to the likelihood of accomplishing what they talk about as customer orientation,
such as being able to deliver at the right time and at the right cost, as mentioned in
Chapter 4.
A too strong technological orientation
Firstly and most commonly, when employees talk about the existing culture they
elevate the type of education and professional background people have by referring
to them as engineers and technicians, presumably forming a technologically
oriented culture. There’s both a kind of positive acknowledgement of this, the
opportunity of developing and using sophisticated knowledge, and a negative,
focusing on the engineering and technological orientation as forming an arrogant,
narrow-minded kind of thinking detached from the market and customers external
to the organization.
One of the main architects of the cultural change programme, CTO Richard
Allen, explained that within the former parent organization engineering was always
the big issue:
The engineering culture within GT is applauded. They had twenty functions
in their products that no one asked for while the customer aspect has been
weak. It has been too much ‘the engineer’ and too little marketing people. It
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has been very engineering led; everything has been done according to the
engineers’ ideas.
Allen also says that:
We (TC) were a technical resource unit that received a certain amount of money
a year to spend in order to ensure that GT had the best and latest technology in
their products. We had a very broad scope and worked on every possible
technical feature, including features that no one asked for. As a technical
resource unit we were able to resist when GT demanded various features for
their products; we could say ‘No, that is not consistent with our strategy.’
The ‘applauded engineering culture’ of GT times is seen as a problem. From
being an orientation to be proud of it is now seen as an impediment for renewal and
success. The problems raised by Allen are manifold, but interrelated. First is the lack
of input from the market in the work of the engineers; second is the general deficit
of marketing people; and third is the (quantitative) dominance of engineers. From
being highly praised the celebration of engineering knowledge and orientation
in the organization is now something that threatens the success, perhaps even
the survival, of the company and should be corrected. The customer is thus an
element that is drawn upon as an external force in order to depict the technological
orientation as problematic.
It is tempting to nod approvingly at this kind of critique. It appeals to common
sense and currently popular ideas. However, complaints about the lack of market
orientation and engineers forgetting who they work – or should work – for, i.e. the
customer, are fairly standard talk in contemporary business and it is tempting for
people to echo what others are saying. It is not entirely easy to know what an
engineering and technological orientation actually refers to. In this case people talk
about how the technological orientation made engineers inclined to pursue their
own narrow technological interests and less sensitive to the customers’ wishes and
needs. Of course, engineering myopia frustrating customers should be avoided,
but engineering knowledge and commitment to product development must be a
key competence in this business. The practice of using labels such as ‘technological
orientation’ could perhaps be seen as serving to evoke its opposite, namely talk of
business, customer and market orientation, signalling the speaker’s progressiveness,
and encourage some kind of move to considering marketing aspects to a somewhat
or possible significantly higher degree. Nevertheless, without saying yes, this seems
to be an objective problem that must be fixed, we sidestep the issue and are more
interested that there is some consensus about the desirability of a switch from a
strong technology orientation to a stronger orientation towards customers, and
investigate what is happening when TC management tries to accomplish such a
reorientation.
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Socially introvert orientations
Secondly, there is another line of talk about cultural background that has targeted
what could be seen as the social aspect. In characterizing the culture, some have
talked about the organization as introvert and asocial. There’s little room for social
small talk and other social activities. Communication among individuals is seen as
mainly related to work. This is framed as a social deficit that needs to be remedied
by a cultural programme. Aldridge explains:
We are 90 per cent technicians and most are introvert. My impression is that
if someone is sitting in the coffee room it is contingent upon an information
meeting where you talk about technical problems. Then we have ‘Friday
coffee’ but there are absolutely no mass gatherings.
Although not as common as characterizing the culture as having a one-sided,
narrow-minded, technological orientation, many people characterize it as being
introvert. People are generally not very socially oriented or skilled, it is said. This
is seen as related to the heavy domination of engineers. The introvert orientation is
viewed as a problem since it obstructs the emergence of a tightly knit and common
culture characterized by shared values and positive orientations and also prevents
more extrovert relations with the customers.
Low trust in management
Thirdly, some have emphasized a low confidence in management among employees
as a problem. In spring Year 1, Global Tech assigned a consulting company to
survey leadership issues. According to the survey, managers in GT had low scores
on leadership by not showing enough confidence in relation to subordinates.
Aldridge says:
The negative period [GT at the end of the 1990s] made people sceptical,
suspicious and disappointed. We measured the confidence in management in
Year 1 and it was quite low. The scepticism is still around, like ‘How are we
going to succeed this time when we didn’t make it the last time?’ The
development of leaders is difficult. Technicians are not interested in being
managers – they are more interested in solving technical problems – but as a
manager you have to do administration. Then you may not have the time to
develop yourself and that is sensitive for young people who think about their
life careers. If you turn manager when you’re 25 you may lose the first
important years when you develop yourself and acquire knowledge.
The view on leadership is a bit varied, however, and some senior managers believe
‘that people have confidence in our leaders’ (Allen).
Although there is no consensus about a possible low degree of confidence, and
a major architect behind the change programme does think that confidence is ‘rather
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high’, the impression remains that many might perceive the leadership in the
organization in negative ways and that the issue of confidence is part of the problem
calling for improvements.
In sum, the statements above indicate a rather introvert organization with a strong,
somewhat one-dimensional, technological orientation, with a lack of focus on
business and customers among large groups. In addition subordinates seemed to
have low trust in senior managers. The situation is partly a result of the heritage of
being a technical unit within the larger corporation, Global Tech. As we showed in
Chapters 2 and 3, this kind of talk and sense of problems and hopes for a better
organization in terms of values and orientations is fairly common and is almost
standard in cultural diagnosis and planned organizational change projects (Palmer
and Hardy 2000). Our interest is not in determining the ‘objective’ cultural situation
of GT, but to try to capture some of the ideas and thinking, hopes and ambitions of
managers in the company triggering a change project.
Although it was not directly expressed by our interviewees, we have the
impression that senior people in TC think that a new company (subsidiary) calls for
a distinct corporate culture and that something should be done to accomplish or
manifest this. One may talk about an institutional expectation of any independent
organization worth its salt needing to have – or at least to express – a set of
presumably distinct values and orientations. Normative (one ought to have, in order
to look good) and cognitive (this is the best way to operate) aspects guide people
to follow in the footsteps of other organizations, or perhaps rather to imitate the
media-reported impressions and stories about what these are doing (DiMaggio and
Powell 1991; Meyer and Rowan 1977; Scott 1994). The idea of a corporate culture
can be seen as an organizational identity project – an effort to communicate
something distinct about the company (Ashforth and Mael 1989). Ironically, this
claim for distinctiveness and uniqueness is often similar among organizations, as
organizations often imitate others in terms of the form (our ‘corporate culture’) and
content (‘market orientation’, ‘commitment’) being used.
A too strong engineering orientation, lack of collaboration, the need to improve
leadership and the expectation that it is necessary to express some version of distinct
corporate culture form the background against which the cultural programme
emerged and was formulated. Next we turn to the ideas behind the formulation,
partly connected to the background just discussed.

II Objectives: ideas behind and aims for a culture change
project
As ideas of separating out Technocom from Global Tech started to materialize
during spring Year 1, those appointed as managers in the new company began to
discuss what kind of organization might have a chance of surviving and prospering.
The organization they foresaw constituted a radical contrast to what they viewed
as the ‘technologically biased’ one. In order to accomplish an organizational change
they began to formulate a new culture for the new company, about six months
before its actual birth. Thus, in spring and autumn Year 1, ‘the management group
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defined where we are heading and what needs to be changed and reinforced; we had
good basic material [with Excellence]’ (Allen).
Senior management talked positively [about the new creation TC]. They
allocated money at our disposal and we were facing a situation like ‘What do
we do now as we basically have the same employees as we had six months ago,
before the separation? How can we create a new culture with everything that
comes with that?’ You have to be customer oriented, you have to have selfconfidence and to be finished with your projects, and you need to have another
pressure.
(Aldridge)
Besides sustaining the idea of the project as a solid management project, Aldridge
also includes additional driving forces for change by implying they have been weak
at teamwork, lacking customer orientation and self-confidence, missing deadlines
and lacking pressure to deliver in the organization. All this is seen here as indicating
shortcomings of the (previous and possibly also present) corporate culture.
Although the many problems discussed might justify a range of various issues, for
example organizational structure (working together), human resource management
(self-confidence) and management control (e.g. about monitoring and enforcing
the keeping of deadlines), it nevertheless all comes down to matters of ‘corporate
culture’. In line with the view expressed by Allen, most organizational issues are
here gathered under the culture label. When asked about where the ideas to work
with the culture came from, Allen explains that:
It was our own idea. We realized that our role as an organization was changing.
Previously we worked on all the possible technical features. That’s a luxury
we can’t afford any longer. We are a business now; the customer is stronger
and has more say. They are not just colleagues, as earlier, when we could
manage without a lot of documentation and directions. Now the customers sit
in America and you are forced to have everything written down, nice and tidy,
with diagrams and graphics as the basis for manuals. This made it clear for us
in senior management that this is about an attitude change in the whole
organization; everyone must understand that it’s different today. We will still
do good software but the way we relate to the environment must change. The
idea of a cultural change programme was born in those discussions.
A consultant from a large consulting firm, Excellence, then becomes involved.
Allen continues:
We felt a bit lost in this so Excellence, who helped us with our business
plan, said that ‘We have someone who is very capable. She could help you get
started.’ So we hired Ridge. Then in spring Year 1 we thought a bit about how
to create some activities whereby we could change our culture to something
that better fits the new business.
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Specifying the situation with customers having power seemingly made it clear
to management that an ‘attitude change’ was needed, emphasizing that it had to
reach every employee. Allen explains:
One could call it customer orientation. It’s a lot about making the customer feel
pleased. That may sound a bit cynical but still it’s a big difference between
being pleased and feeling pleased and the most important thing for us is that
the customer feels pleased. It’s a matter of having good customer relations,
something that hasn’t been necessary for us to care about previously since we
took our customers for granted, but now they can leave us. And this is about
rather simple things like not sharing some problems with the customer; we
need to work on establishing an image about how we are capable partners –
things we haven’t cared about in the past. Today the customer doesn’t want to
hear about our problems.
When elaborating on the attitude change, Allen turns to customers and image
building; ‘doing’ customer orientation is here about making the customer pleased
by complying with performance and avoiding discussing problems. ‘Customer
orientation’ here seems to be a willingness to manipulate customers. When the
customers were internal, one could openly discuss problems, but in relationship to
external customers this should be minimized and problems hidden. We have in this
case found frequent, even excessive, use of the vocabulary of customer and business
orientation.
We call it business orientation; you should think of what you do in terms of the
business. Things you do should pay back. Previously we were measured on our
technical progression but today it is more important to do things that work
rather than do things that are advanced.
It thus seems that talking about the need to make money inevitably led to an uncomplimentary characterization of the former technological orientation. The formula
appears to be: strong technological orientation = neglect of customers = bad business.
Allen, the main architect of the cultural programme, claims that the ideas of
cultural change emerged within TC, referring to how it was the management group’s
insight that initiated the whole project, also positioning himself as responsible for
the project (a high organizational profile). Allen identifies himself as the change
agent, the ‘initial force’ (Latour 1986), and thus enacts what Weick and Quinn
(1999: 373) characterize as ‘prime mover’ in planned change programmes.
We think two additional aspects are interesting here. One is the close to standardized set of fashionable terms and labels he – and others – are using in accounting
for the background and key ideas of what is seen as internally based. The same set
of words and ideas is familiar from the business press, consultancy talk and many
other companies. There is, however, no explicit recognition of the following of
(institutionalized) standards and recipes. Instead, there is a strong claim of internal
grounding and contingencies on the specific situation of this firm.
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The second interesting aspect is that the drivers behind the necessity to change
the culture evoke a multitude of various organizational issues (articulated in
sometimes broad and vague ways) that perhaps could be analytically treated as
distinct organizational problem areas that might require a more differentiated set
of organizational considerations in terms of how to deal with them, as suggested
by Beer and Eisenstat (1996) and Heracleous and Langham (1996). However,
instead of dealing with the organizational complexity facing them, they group all
‘problem identification’ under the label ‘corporate culture’.1 Corporate culture
appears to be a problem as well as the solution to a very broad set of themes.
Although this was seen as the major issue to work with, the management group did
not feel competent on culture issues and turned the ‘cultural project’ over to
consultants, asking them to take a leading role in designing a particular cultural
programme. We turn to the design issue next.

III Designing a change project
Based on the ‘problem identifications’ discussed above, Howard and Allen agreed
to work with a consultant company, Excellence Ltd, during summer and autumn
Year 1 in order to form a new culture. Together they developed a preliminary design
of a cultural change programme that was later adjusted and revised by HR before
being launched to the entire company in Year 2. Next we discuss this process as it
progressed during autumn Year 1. As well as Excellence, TC top management also
engaged two other consultancy companies. We briefly discuss the work of these
consultancies in terms of its influence on the cultural design.
Designing ‘target culture’ with Excellence
Howard and Allen believed Excellence had the competence (being ‘specialists on
corporate culture’, as Allen says) to design a major cultural programme that would
reach every employee, although the firm was actually much more experienced in
larger information and business systems change management. The consultant
was to work with top managers in order to lay the ground for a ‘culture’ and ‘value’
programme that could be ‘cascaded’ throughout the organization by middle
managers.2 First the consultant was to execute a series of ‘cultural’ workshops with
top executives, approximately 80 top and senior middle managers, during autumn
Year 1 that would lead to a culture agenda; secondly, this agenda would form a
basis for the design of a larger cultural programme that could be promoted to
primarily junior middle managers responsible for its implementation. The initial
workshops should thus be seen as preparatory sessions aimed at facilitating an
intellectual inventory among top managers on their view of the present and, on that
basis, designing a programme for the rest of the organization. Allen explains:
Excellence is specialist on corporate culture and Ridge was to guide the senior
management group. We divided senior management into a number of subgroups and made a SWOT analysis of the company based on attitudes and
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culture perspectives. They showed considerable divergence, and Ridge and I
tried to find the essentials in that material. The purpose was to find weaknesses
that we could improve and strengths that we could exploit. We found a similar
number of strengths and weaknesses and then we tried to identify a few of
them. We really started by determining what major characteristics drive our
business forward, so-called business drivers, and there were three.
From the role of the consultant as guide being initially downplayed, the
significance increases as Allen describes how they worked together in trying to
formulate the vital input to the cultural programme and in determining ‘business
drivers’ and ‘basic values’, supposedly main themes in the design. Considering the
remarkably diverse results from the SWOT analysis it is reasonable to assume a
significant imprint from Allen and Ridge on the design of the cultural programme.
Perhaps this was an outcome of a fairly free and arbitrary formulation of the key
themes, rather than a rigorous analysis. Allen said:
It was a bit fun that the three business drivers had the same initial letter as TC
and I think we found these three letters through some rewriting in order to
make them easy to remember. We used them as a guiding light and on the basis
of the SWOT analysis we identified five basic values that we considered
important for the success of the company. That we landed on five was just how
it happened; we might as well have landed on six. It just happened that, as we
went through the SWOT analysis with a variety of issues, those five values
were identified.
The six values3 were partly a result of the themes that had been considered during
senior management workshops, a few of which received more attention than others.
The most common of these was ‘leadership behaviour’. Managers were displeased
at being perceived by subordinates as ‘not visible’, ‘not inspiring’ and evoking ‘low
confidence’. In contrast, they agreed on the necessity of visible and inspiring leaders
with clear visions. Leaders should provide direction, earn trust, engage in longterm strategy work and offer ‘clear leadership’. In terms of actions, leaders needed
to listen and improve two-way communication. The second topic was organization
structure, seen as ‘unclear’ and ‘centralized’ in terms of ‘tasks and responsibilities’.
Managers agreed on the need to define responsibilities and improve delegation.
Thirdly, it was suggested they needed a ‘customer-focused’ organization (not
‘technology-focused’). It was vital to ‘give the maximum number of people the
opportunity for face-to-face customer contact’. Managers also suggested making
customer agreements available to employees. A fourth topic concerned improved
working procedures, project work and product requirement specifications, etc.
Issues five to eight were only addressed in one workshop each. Three concerned
the establishment of a ‘roadmap’ for Technocom, improved communications and
definitions of services and products. Finally an eighth issue dealt with the balance
between customer focus and care of existing personnel, raising questions of
education, salaries and Technocom as ‘employer friendly’. Following the last
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workshop in November, Excellence (with Allen) made drafts for what came to be
called the ‘target culture’, conceptualizing some of the topics above as ‘basic values’.
Interestingly, at this point the original interest in weaknesses and strengths had
disappeared and part of it had become integrated with the issues seen as important
to work with. There were thus no clear indications on whether one needed to work
with a specific basic value because the organization was perceived as weak on
this, presumably needing drastic improvement, or whether one thought that this
was a strong issue, which would imply maintenance and reinforcement rather
than rethinking and change. One could here perhaps add that, if one thought the
organization was weak on a particular value, this could imply not just attention and
effort, but also rethinking and learning, which would rely on an examination
and challenging of assumptions and existing values, something not so easy to
accomplish (Alvesson 2002a; Schein 1985). But this aspect does not seem to have
been seriously considered in TC: working with culture is viewed as a relatively
straightforward project, in need of some technical help from a consultant in terms
of summarizing and analysing expressed judgements and then engineering a design,
but not engaging in cultural learning at any deeper level. People seem to have
assumed that they knew their culture, at least with some input from the consultants,
who mainly seem to have gathered and summarized viewpoints expressed in
interviews and not done any deeper analysis. This view of change processes
expresses a form of understanding – a top management-idealistic sub-culture – of
cultural change processes as initiated and driven by a straightforward, top
management, well-planned design.
The first part of the drafts of the ‘target culture’ consisted of ‘basic values’
advanced as necessary in order to implement what Excellence called a ‘winning
culture’ (see Figure 5.1).
This part of the target culture bears some resemblance to the idea of creating a
cultural web, as discussed in Chapter 2. But rather than displaying statements of
excellence in various areas as in Figure 5.1, the cultural web, as reported by
Heracleous and Langham (1996), was used more as a diagnostic device in order to
display the interconnectedness between people’s actual behaviour and governing
assumptions. The idea with the cultural web was to take seriously the idea that
behaviour and structural arrangements have some relations to (often historically
anchored) deeply held assumptions, ideas and beliefs. Although there were some
efforts in this direction in the implementation efforts, we will later see that any
connection between people’s behaviour and governing assumptions remained
largely unclear and unexplored during the trajectory of the programme.
In the second part, the implementation, Excellence suggested a ‘TC culture
toolbox’ specifying how to execute the ‘target culture’. Part of the ‘culture toolbox’
was to be used by junior middle managers for discussions with their subordinates;
every employee was to be reached. For the culture toolbox, Excellence suggested
a video showing Allen and other top managers explaining the Technocom ‘culture’
(the targeted culture is eliminated in this part of the material, a point we will return
to in later chapters), the distribution of slides of mission, vision and business
goals, an agenda for a two-hour meeting, templates for gathering feedback and
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Through innovation, quality and commitment make our customers
first, best and profitable

Leadership
Leaders demonstrate respect.
Leaders are visible and
accessible.
Leaders are trusted.
They listen, support and
motivate.

Stories and symbols
Our customers find us
excellent.
We have a unique company
identity.
Our international organization
is strong.

Decision making and
rewards
We have a structured and
open decision-making
process.
People are empowered to
take decisions.

Communications
We have an open and
informal approach to
communications.
Everyone in TC understands
our business goals.

The normal way of
working
Our customers come first.
We always deliver.
Our innovations are customer
driven.
Agreements are honoured.

Organization structure
and teamwork
Our customers have a clear
point of contact.
Our structure supports
project work.
We share ideas.

Figure 5.1 Draft of target culture

actions from middle managers and engineers, instructions of how to do it, etc.
Parallel to those specifications there was also a time frame suggesting a ‘kick-off
briefing’ for lower-level managers in December Year 1 and implementation during
early Year 2, with feedback from meetings sent back to top management during the
same months. Follow-up could be done parallel to implementation sessions.
In late Year 1, management also had to decide whether to continue with Excellence
during the implementation. Excellence had developed a design for broader
implementation and according to Allen it was important that every employee was
involved in the dialogue on the target culture. Then Excellence was dropped prior
to implementation:
It is a bit sensitive if you want to accomplish a cultural change and where you
need a buy-in from the organization. Someone from Excellence shouldn’t really
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come and implement it, but rather your own people. It should show that senior
management at the company stand behind the programme and that it’s not an
idea of a consultant but an idea of our own.
(Allen)
Management also thought that the consultant was too costly. The final preparatory
work of a cultural programme was now instead placed in the hands of HR, Mary
Duncan and Judy Hamilton. Before continuing with the work of these two, we
briefly discuss the less extensive work with the two other consultant companies,
Blow and Eagle.
Design input from other consultancy firms
Like Excellence, Blow is a global management consultancy company. Although
their task was not part of the preparation for the cultural change it nonetheless
resulted in some suggestions taken up in the design of the programme.
The assignment to Blow included a request to develop ‘communications
strategies’. For this they interviewed employees, and these suggested the existence
of ‘internal rumours’, lip-service being paid to the importance of communication
and that few bothered about ‘administrative details’, ‘lack of goals and feedback’,
‘lack of information from management meetings’ and that ‘the information about
and between projects does not work’. Other results showed that informal networks
were important and that ‘Management Team’ meetings had an ‘open and positive
atmosphere’, but that communication was ‘unstructured’ and lacking ‘action
points’, minutes and common agreement about ‘structures, systems and content’.
From this Blow constructed two problems, ‘the communication culture’ and ‘the
information system and structure’. The former seemed ‘informal with no clear roles
and responsibilities and no communication routines’. Management was seen as
‘invisible’ and the culture ‘informal, verbal and discussing’, a ‘technological student
culture’. The study displayed a ‘lack of confidence in the management’, as
‘management had short-term thinking and never gave any information in advance,
which made people think that they were not trusted’. Blow concluded that the
‘business situation’ now had changed to the extent that a new communications
culture was required. They advised ‘a model for excellent communication’
suggesting changes in strategy, structure, system, and every dimension corresponding to the problem areas. The remedies were however generally rather abstract
and the vocabulary used followed the usual standard business language and seemed
to have left little specific imprint on the cultural project. What is perhaps most
interesting is the significance of leadership and culture that emerged from their
communication study. To some extent their problem identification is loosely similar
to that made by Excellence earlier, and the results from Blow seemingly confirm
the work of Excellence and also the leadership surveys previously mentioned. It is
notable perhaps that Blow didn’t mention anything about the culture being
excessively technologically oriented; they rather focused on excessive informality
through the use of the student metaphor. This strengthens the feeling that the talk
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about being culturally biased does not necessarily reflect an objective reality or
something agreed upon within the whole or a large part of the organization but is
the expression of a particular perception or standpoint – or sectional interest.
Besides the above, Blow helped formulate vision and mission, the former being
‘The leading software provider for the electronics consumer market’ and the latter
‘Through innovation, quality and commitment make our customers first, best and
profitable’. These emerged during autumn Year 1 and found their way into the
Excellence drafts. Other suggestions that were incorporated were creating a website
with news, a special ‘Ask the CEO’ button on the website, a newsletter from the
CEO, all-employee meetings (to inform all employees about the project status),
website interviews with key people in the organization and a special management
forum.
In sum, then, although the engagement with Blow was intended to focus primarily
on the communication the work was apparently contagious in some respects. Next
we turn to another assignment that also had some effects on the design of the cultural
change programme, the work with Eagle.
By contrast to the other companies, Eagle is a small local company hired late
in Year 1 for the purpose of giving junior middle managers and non-managerial
employees an opportunity to discuss strengths and weaknesses. The primary weakness according to these employees’ perceptions – or at least their questionnairefilling responses – concerned leadership. Many suggested that managers need
to be more visible, participate in daily work, act as leaders more than managers,
form a culture, give clearer directions, etc. Other weaknesses were communication
and information. There was a need, the investigation concluded, for clearer
communication between sales and technical departments, better information on the
web, cascading and transparency, and communication about strategies. Many of
the issues were related to leadership. Clear objectives and issues on customer
orientation were also brought to light.
The problems raised are similar to those emphasized by Excellence and Blow.
There are leadership, visibility and clarity issues, also seen earlier, and improved
communication and information issues that tend to be evoked in such sessions. There
is also the issue of culture, although not specified. Leadership and management are
thus again made highly problematic. Especially interesting at one session perhaps
was that when asked to state the vision and mission of the company very few of those
present knew anything, and Duncan, who led the day, said that: ‘[Managers] don’t
yet understand the culture and values and what is expected from a manager.’ She
also suggested that managers were too operational and unable to distribute the ‘right
information’ to subordinates. All this indicated the need to transform the organization: ‘A company that delivers a vision and a mission that relate to the culture and
values in combination with good leadership has an excellent chance to become
successful fast.’
In the conclusions from the session, Duncan suggested that Technocom should
prepare a leadership programme and transform what is called the ‘management
culture’. The course is interpreted much in terms of the preparations for a cultural
change programme running parallel, and Duncan’s conclusions are thus hardly
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surprising, but rather well aligned to the design of the culture programme, a
programme she became involved with as Excellence was dropped. Next we return
to this phase of the trajectory. We discuss the final preparations for the design of a
cultural programme.
From Excellence to Human Resources – the final design
When Excellence (i.e. Clara Ridge) disappeared from the scene, the responsibility
for fine-tuning and implementing (according to senior managers) the design was
placed with Duncan and Hamilton supported by Aldridge from Operations.
Aldridge was thus now absorbed further into the project.
Duncan and Hamilton mainly used the Excellence material. In contrast to top
managers, they looked upon and understood their role in the process – an HR subculture – very much in terms of packaging and delivering to middle managers
what had already been accomplished by top managers and the consultant. Early in
Year 2 they had a package outlining ‘three drivers for business success’ (also as ‘our
sources of competitive advantage’): ‘outstanding customer relations’, ‘first-class
technology’ and ‘strong teamwork’. These were backed up with five (as compared
to six, as Excellence suggested) ‘shared values’ and supplementary material called
a ‘cultural change toolbox’, comprising a brochure, various individual and group
exercises and a CD with a video showing Howard setting the new vision. The
‘shared values’ that form the ‘winning culture’ were:
1
2

3
4

5

‘Our way of working – commitment, meaning commitment to the success of
both customers and employees.’
‘Leadership – trust and inspiration, meaning leaders who inspire others with
their vision of our future and who earn trust through their knowledge and
professionalism.’
‘Communications – sincerity, meaning open sharing of information and openminded attitudes to feedback.’
‘Decision making and rewards – empowerment, meaning empowered with the
right levels of responsibility and authority to take decisions and to demonstrate
recognitions of achievement.’
‘Organization structure and teamwork – transparency, meaning that it should
be clear to our customers who they should contact, clear to each individual
where they fit in and clear to everyone that teamwork is the foundation of
Technocom’s success.’

Each value statement was followed by examples of ‘winning behaviours’, in
order to ‘explain the essence of each value’. For instance, winning behaviours for
commitment were:
•
•

‘Our customers come first, and their current and future needs fuel our
innovations.’
‘We always deliver, and our customer agreements are met on time.’
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•
•
•
•

‘We are all customer oriented and familiar with our business activities.’
‘We are proud of our technical expertise and we learn from experience.’
‘We strive for high levels of job satisfaction.’
‘We all contribute to Technocom’s success.’

The three drivers are seen as the ‘what’ of the programme while the five ‘shared
values’ constitute the ‘how’. It’s all related back to the ‘the marketplace’ and
‘business success’, characterized as the ‘why’. There is also a fourth component in
this called ‘in what way’, concerning ‘changed behaviours through the culture
programme’.
We arrived at these five basic values. We started with senior middle management and then we decided that in order to receive buy-in and maximum
power from the organization everyone should be targeted by a workshop,
everyone in the whole company. Connected to every value were some examples
that clarified what was meant and what you wanted to achieve.
(Allen)
An important part here is the involvement of middle managers: they should
run workshops for subordinates, show the video and do cultural toolbox work.
According to Allen:
We have culture seminars run at unit level. Everyone should be targeted. We
had them in the senior management group and now it is time to push them
down to the departments. Every manager is to implement a culture workshop
in his unit and come forward with suggestions of things that we should stop
doing, start doing and continue doing. This will be reported back up through
the organization.
The cultural toolbox suggested that workshops should begin with the video of
Howard and Allen setting the agenda and legitimating the session. Managers
should then present the vision, mission and objective (there were overheads in the
toolbox for this activity). Next, they turn to the drivers (technology, customer and
team), followed by an exercise where all the employees have a chance to discuss
their own group drivers, i.e. how a particular group is functioning in terms of
‘outstanding customer relations’, ‘first-class platform technology’ and ‘strong
teamwork’. A central part of the toolbox was a particular set of templates that junior
middle managers and engineers were to work with during the workshops and
later send back to HR. The templates were a way of documenting the workshops
and possibly following the progress of implementation. One template was used in
the exercise mentioned. The box then suggested a presentation of the ‘shared
values’, with the exercise that followed focusing on a ‘winning behaviour’ within
each of the five values (template two was called ‘the unit winning behaviours’). The
purpose here was to see what constitutes winning behaviour within the values
(empowerment, leadership, etc.).
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A third exercise suggested that employees ask themselves how they personally
employ a winning behaviour. This led to the theme of how they could change their
behaviour in order to better demonstrate the ‘winning behaviour’ (template three
was labelled ‘individual winning behaviour’). In the fourth exercise they were to
identify what behaviour on the organizational level could be seen as winning and
which wasn’t. In order to facilitate this there was a template with three options,
‘stop’ (coloured in red), ‘start’ (green) and ‘continue’ (yellow), for each of the
dimensions. ‘Stop’ meant identifying behaviour that didn’t support the new culture.
Each dimension of the target culture was thus designed to be discussed on three
levels, the unit, the individual and the corporate, the analysis focusing on identifying
actions on each level and for every dimension.
The manager leading each workshop was then supposed to collect the analysis
and return documentation to HR. Duncan said that the whole package was built on
everyone being exposed to the exercises in order to be able to change the minds and
behaviours of the employees:
Managers will implement workshops with their units and discuss ‘How can we
live up to these values?’, ‘How will we as a team change our behaviour?’ and
‘How can I as an individual act in accordance with these values?’ The whole
culture toolbox is based upon you knowing our vision, mission and goal.
The results from the workshops are then brought together and we have a big
meeting in April where this is presented. Then we will see what has emerged
at an organizational level, what behaviours we should stop, begin, start.
The expectation of new ways of knowing and behaving is explicit, suggesting
a straightforward attempt at cultural engineering. The examples in the design
explicitly formulate the values which are supposed to guide how people should be
and how they should act. On the other hand the input is quite broad and vague, with
considerable scope for how people can revise and improve work. Allen explains:
There were two purposes. The first purpose was to distribute top executive’s
and senior management’s idea about what is the appropriate, the right, view of
the corporate culture we should strive for. The second purpose was to enable
these units, enable employees, to stop for a moment, look at themselves and
their group in a mirror and try to identify things that need to be done in order
to come close to the corporate culture we want to strive for.
The workshops were thus seen as highly significant in distributing the ideas of
top management and implementing the new culture, when the design leaves the
drawing board and is put into ‘reality tests’. We turn to this in the next chapter.

Summary
We have accounted for the background, the thinking behind the cultural change
programme and the activities to bring a strong knowledge input to it, as well as the
analysis preceding it and the design in terms of content and process.
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Compared to what is common, it seems that a fairly high level of ambition and
strong efforts to guarantee the success of the programme characterized the planning
and design work. Top executives and some senior middle managers initiated the
project and seem highly involved. A large number of people provided input to it.
A consultant from an internationally leading consultancy firm was involved. People
from HR are connected to the design and implementation. In addition, people from
two other consultancies contributed with knowledge input on the strengths and
weaknesses of the company. As we will see later, another consultant monitored the
suggested design and assessed it as good.
Although we have indicated that those involved in the process so far look upon
the process in different ways – based on different cultural backgrounds – one could
say that the managerial planning and design are well aligned to many recommendations within the planned, rationalistic and linear approaches to organizational
change (Kotter 1996). The stages through which the culture is to be implemented
fit well with the planning approach where formulations of organizational change
are based on perceived problems and the subsequent formulations of a new vision,
missions and overall values. Duncan’s talk about the significance of vision and
mission in order to accomplish success easily comes to mind in this respect. There
are some connections to and similarities to later OD approaches but we can also see
that it is strongly top manager driven, which could restrain employees from feeling
empowered and open to participate in and take ownership of the change process, the
latter being highly significant in OD (Hurley et al. 1992). The change programme
also exhibits characteristics of being of an episodic kind (Weick and Quinn 1999:
372) because of several more or less tacit assumptions in the managerial planning
and design activities: a linear assumption of movement in time, progressive
assumptions in terms of movement of the organization from one ‘lesser state to a
better state’, and a goal assumption in terms of a movement towards an end goal.
At the same time, the issues addressed are hardly of the kind that can be controlled
simply from above and be solved once and for all.
The change programme is difficult to categorize in terms of the models for change
presented in textbooks. Following the images of managing change presented by
Palmer et al. (2006) there are ingredients of director–navigator images associated
with top-down change management, but also a lot of space for people in the
organization to interpret ‘target culture’, connect values and behaviours and decide
upon what to do more specifically. This would downplay the role of senior managers,
seeing them as more loosely shaping what goes on in only weakly predictable ways.
Perhaps the image of interpreter comes closest, if one should be pressed to view the
TC events within the framework of Palmer et al. (2006), reviewed in Chapter 2.
The impression given so far perhaps indicates that this is an ambitious, wellanchored, carefully grounded and – as far as possible – rationally designed and
quality-checked change project. On the other hand, it is fairly broadly understood
that cultural change projects are not easy to carry out. So what happens in the
subsequent stages of TC’s change programme? The impatient reader does not have
to wait long for some answers.

6

A cultural change project II
Implementation, reception and
outcomes

Having followed all the preparations of the cultural change programme, it is time
to see what happens when the designed set of activities and various resources for
organizational development meet the managers and employees they are supposed
to make more responsive to customer needs, more skilled and willing to do
teamwork and, in the case of the managers, better leaders. We start by looking at
specific practices associated with the programme and then move on to how various
participants interpreted the content and practices of the culture change programme,
before addressing outcomes, as indicated by responses some months after the
scheduled activities.

IV Implementation and interaction
The implementation process of the culture programme began at a kick-off for
the whole company, moved on to the management forum and was then located
in the hands of primarily middle managers. Next we briefly elaborate on these
three instances, starting with the kick-off.
The kick-off
The purpose of this, as explained to us before the meeting, is to present Technocom
as an independent company with its own customers, market and economy and to
present the new target culture and the cultural programme. We are also informed
that it is an important opportunity for managers to engage in inspiring and
encouraging ‘pep talk’ to employees, thus preparing for the challenges ahead.
Similar meetings are simultaneously held at other sites.
When CEO John Howard comes on to the stage there are still many people
entering the room and there is also some whispering and small talk as he comments
on people being late. He says: ‘I hoped when I arrived at work this morning that
everybody would have a watch with them.’ He then continues:
This is really the official kick-off meeting. The reason for having this now
and not at the beginning is so that we, I mean, when you start a new company
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you don’t really know where you have the market and customers, especially
in the business that we are, when we are now breaking new ground . . .
I will start by giving you some general information, and then we have the
culture programme, which is also quite important. It should be fun to get
to that.
Howard proceeds with customer and marketing issues, says that the financial
results are mainly on target and then refers to TC’s competence and its relation to
what customers want, the progress of the market and competitors. He then states:
‘Our objective is of course to be profitable and have a sustained profitability and
customer satisfaction, and it is important for us to realize that we are working in a
business environment.’
He then mentions that the financial markets predict their success and that it seems
as if they are in control. Before handing over to another speaker he very briefly
mentions culture and says that they will have:
inspiring management through the culture and values. Without inspiring
management we cannot have fun. We talk to managers and point out the
direction and that we should work in an inspiring way and get everyone to
move in that direction. It is very important that we share the values. If we have
the same values it will be easier for us to work together.
After some briefing by the CFO and the marketing director, Allen (the CTO)
proceeds with strategy issues such as the need to define ‘how you are’ in order
to develop an appropriate strategy and competitive advantage. Then Duncan
joins Allen on the stage, briefly presenting the culture programme, after which
Duncan asks a rhetorical question: ‘Why do we need a strong company culture?’
Allen says:
The basic reason is of course business success. Business success is the objective
of the entire organization. To gain that we have identified three cornerstones:
how we interact with customers, how we develop technology and products, and
we also have the way we work together. We have to show them [customers]
one face. Of course that is to some extent utopia because we are all individuals
and we have all different roles. [But] there should be some basic element that
we all share to make the customers recognize us.
After some standard talk about communication he elaborates on the five values
and ends by passing over to Duncan:
It’s important that everybody gets involved and that we get everybody’s
view on this, so the next step is to get this big ball rolling, and Mary Duncan
is going to tell us a little bit more about how that is going to happen. Thank
you.
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Duncan says that the culture programme will be presented to all managers at a
management forum and will be followed by workshops for the employees where
they will have an opportunity to discuss the programme through various exercises.
There is whispering in the audience during the presentation. People seem a bit
astounded by the culture talk. Then Duncan abruptly rounds off by saying: ‘Step
four is our new Technocom winning culture. OK, thank you very much for your
attention.’ Some applaud while the whispering continues. Howard comes back on
to the stage and talks about how the culture programme consists of different
elements:
It should all fit together. Someone made a jigsaw puzzle so I can show you that
everything fits together. Hopefully all the other topics we have covered today
will also fit together, all our plans, strategies, business, and the most important
thing is that we, the people here, work together and that we can share this. That
is the key to success. And that we can have fun. We will have fun today and
we will work a lot on that today, but this is something which can drive you when
you go to work every day: that you feel that when going to work it will be a
fun day. We are now into the question session and actually we have worked in
lots of the time that we lost at the beginning.

Decision-making
Empowerment
Leadership
Inspiration

Way of
working
Commitment
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– Outstanding customer
relations
– First-class technology
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Communications

Organizational structure
and teamwork
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Figure 6.1 Jigsaw puzzle
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Howard emphasizes ‘fun’ as crucial. However, the connection to the culture
jigsaw is uncertain and perhaps it is his way of trying to strengthen enthusiasm and
commitment from those present. The few questions from employees are, we think,
answered by managers surprisingly vaguely, by help of standard vocabulary rather
than something that connects specifically to the organization. On our way out after
the kick-off we run into Mary Duncan, who half-apologizes that the culture stuff
was not given sufficient space and time and that it was not more properly presented.
She (as well as some other managers we talked to before the event) had expected
the kick-off to be more of an inspiring pep talk about the culture change for the
employees, and that the jigsaw would have been clarified to make it clearer to the
employees. She seemed disappointed, as though it had not turned out the way she
wanted.
The management forum
As mentioned, TC’s management, following a suggestion from Blow, also formed
a ‘management forum’ where managers could meet regularly and discuss various
management issues as well as the progress of the cultural change programme.
This was the first meeting, for around 50 managers supposedly responsible for
the implementation of the cultural workshops. At the time the meeting was
scheduled to begin, many people had not yet shown up. Howard asked Aldridge
whether everyone knew the correct time. Aldridge assured him that they did.
Howard got upset and said to Duncan (who was in charge of the event): ‘I damn
well hate when people can’t keep the time right’ and ‘It’s very typical for this
company not to follow scheduled times’, obviously upset by what he perhaps saw
as not showing respect for the practices that they were about to embark upon.
Duncan, Hamilton and Aldridge walked around the centre of the stage so as to show
themselves as busy rather than idle. The researcher approached Aldridge, who said
that it was common not to respect time schedules. This was an old cultural practice
they now had to abandon, he said.
The meeting started, some ten minutes late, with a constrained welcome by
Howard, explaining that management forum meetings would be held from now on.
He assured them that it would constitute a kind of ‘round table’, where managers
at various levels could discuss issues relating to the overall situation of the company.
He stressed that every manager should give priority to future meetings and that
it was quite unacceptable to be late. The introduction by Howard was formal,
correct and a bit forced, lacking the engagement and stronger feeling he had
shown when upset about latecomers. Nevertheless, everyone was turned towards
him and they seemed to listen politely to what he had to say. Then Allen took
over, explaining about the new cultural programme. They were now in a different
situation as compared to the historical situation of the company as an internal unit,
he said. Showing more engagement than Howard, he explained how the cultural
programme was a way of securing success, seemingly anxious to convince everyone
that either they changed culture or they would encounter problems. Allen here
echoed a principal tenet of much contemporary pop-management writing on
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change in organizations: change or die! (see Beer and Nohria 2000). Howard’s
and Allen’s talks lasted about five minutes each. Then Duncan presented the new
culture by showing the jigsaw of the ‘values’ forming the ‘target culture’, after
which she turned to the video.
The values presentation went rapidly, not dissimilar to that at the kick-off. The
video showed Howard and Allen talking about the cultural change, trying to specify
the shared values and their presumed relevance for the company. The video showed
them in dark suits, formally and correctly discussing the values as something a bit
beyond their everyday reality. Although the two were located in the company
building, these were not living pictures from the organization. The ambition might
have been to try to make clear and give some life to complicated concepts but the
result seemed formal and sterile, lacking life and reality. Perhaps partly owing to
the early hour that the video was recorded:
We really laughed at it because the video was produced at the worst possible
occasion, a Thursday afternoon, and I was terribly tired. Maybe it’s not that
visible. Howard was filmed at 7.30 on a Friday morning and he was as tired as
I was. So we were both completely tired when the producer filmed us. I had
three cups of coffee and cold water in the face before it. Wood, my personnel
manager, said, ‘Damn, you look tired.’
(Allen)
The video lasted for ten minutes, after which Duncan explained the implementation process. She introduced the cultural toolbox and said that managers should
use that as a key implementation tool. In some sense, then, the meeting marked
the introduction of the cultural programme to middle managers, or to the ‘implementers’, as formulated by Hamilton at the time. The new culture was here delivered
as an object on the move to the next successive stage – the middle managers – by
a mix of request and command from senior management (Tsoukas 2005).
As the toolbox was distributed, Hamilton explained how the material was
supposed to work. Every middle manager was supposed to have a workshop with
his or her subordinates according to the procedure elaborated in the toolbox. She
then went on to say that after workshops with their subordinates they should send
in the results to HR, who would return with feedback. No serious questions were
raised during her presentation, and Duncan and Hamilton concluded by saying that
if anyone had problems they should contact them.
The cultural programme was, in contrast to what happened at the kick-off,
presented first as the primary issue. Nevertheless the engagement behind it remained
similar to that of the kick-off, and in the coffee break after the presentation of
the cultural toolbox people talked in sceptical terms about their own role and opportunity to contribute to the cultural change programme. This suggests that many
felt a bit distant from managerial cultural activities, the latter being seen as a
managerial project with no particular relevance for regular work activities. In the
weeks following the meeting, some of the middle managers expressed scepticism
about the performance by Duncan and Hamilton, some indicated that they
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considered the issues concerned as ‘soft’ and others considered them as of lesser
importance.
A workshop
The next and arguably the most important step in the programme was the workshops
by primarily junior middle managers supposedly leading to impacts on the engineers
on ‘the floor’. The major objective was to identify gaps between ideals and actual
functioning:
We made an analysis all the way down the company so that every employee
should participate in a workshop. An action plan was created in every unit. A
gap analysis was made. They analysed how they actually worked and compared
that to the values and then concluded on what needed to be changed. It’s like
analysing ‘What are we good at?’ and ‘What needs to be changed?’ We then
collected everything and compiled all the action plans. The top management
group reviewed all of them and saw what was done, and we thought it all looked
pretty good.
(Allen)
In order to create a sense of the dynamics of the workshop, we have chosen to
present a few representative excerpts mixed with our comments. We feel that these
are typical of what emerged during the session.
Prior to the workshop the manager in charge of the occasion, Tom Neville,
said that he might not be prepared enough, explaining that he felt uncertain about
leading it:
I came home late last night [because of a business trip] and haven’t really been
looking through these things [the cultural toolbox] as I should. There are plenty
words and concepts here that are difficult to work with and define. I have used
some material I got at a business course at the university. Perhaps I can ask
you to intervene on some occasions at the workshop as well, in order to support
the work.
He showed the slides he intended to use, partly copied from a textbook that
displayed a model of corporate culture. In that version, culture is understood as a
blend of various connected elements (norms, significant actors, rules, objectives,
informal organization). Together with the cultural toolbox and the talk from top
management at the kick-off and management forum, that model formed his input
in the workshop. In some other cases, middle managers had asked for and received
such support from HR, although the latter only reluctantly participated, since their
understanding was that middle managers should ‘own’ the culture programme at
this stage. HR had delivered the culture and it was now the task of middle managers
to implement it.
Neville’s group, consisting of about ten people, met in a small conference room,
inviting a certain intimacy. As the engineers entered they acknowledged each other
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with a ‘Hello’ and then engaged in small talk, typically about work tasks. As Neville
began about why they were having the workshop, there was silence. Neville talked
slowly and cautiously in a low voice, taking unusually long pauses between words,
displaying his usual ‘poker face’ and revealing very little emotion. He cautiously
said that they would watch a video and talk about the vision, mission, drivers and
values. It was difficult not to get the impression that Neville’s cautious manner was
an expression of uncertainty about the theme of his presentation and how people
might react to it. It was obvious to everyone present that he was talking about things
a bit beyond his regular tasks.
On one occasion Neville said: ‘The goal of the organization is often seen from
the owner’s perspective but it can be seen from that of other interests as well.’ He
proceeded to discuss the Technocom goal: ‘sustaining profitability through customer
satisfaction’. Keane, a subordinate, asked: ‘Sustaining? Why not just profitability
through . . .?’ ‘I don’t know why’, Neville said. Barnes, another subordinate, asked
if Neville knew about the objectives of other organizations. Neville didn’t and
seemed at that point uncertain about how to proceed. He looked at the researcher
observing the event and asked if he had any other objectives ‘in his back pocket’.
The response was that ‘sustain’ is very common in goals, and other statements like
this one, referring to the long-term investment that companies want to signal.
On another occasion Neville stated the new TC mission formulation as: ‘Through
innovation, quality and commitment make our customers first, best and profitable.’
Then Barnes asked: ‘But if we have two or three customers that buy the same
thing?’ Neville assisted: ‘Can everybody be the first?’ People laughed, and Barnes
said that customers could be best and profitable, but not first. Neville gave no
answer and asked what ‘best’ means. Others joined the discussion. One participant
pointed out that, if they found customers that didn’t target the same product, they
could be best and first. Another said, in regard to functionality, that TC could be
the ‘first’ product to deliver the ‘best’ functionality regarding price and performance; it would be up to the customers to use it: ‘It would be a possibility to be
the first and best.’ Neville supported that: ‘The customers are different’, he said, and
continued with: ‘TC delivers the possibility to be the first and best.’ People looked
at each other, bewildered, and seemingly remained sceptical about Neville’s
interpretation.
The excerpts illustrate the dynamics during the workshop. The participants were
generally restrained and seemingly displayed moderate interest in the concepts of
the cultural box. There were no real protests or objections to either the design of
the meeting or the drivers or values. When objecting, or rather joking, it concerned
logical errors about customers ‘first’. Hence, in general people were quiet and seemed
compliant. They were present at the workshop and talked a bit about how they could
contribute to the success of the company. However, the concepts in the cultural
programme seemed to have limited meaning to them. The only time the discussion
unfolded a bit was when they refrained from sticking to the vocabulary in the
cultural toolbox. The workshop thus had a tendency to become a rather instrumental
performance where the themes of the cultural box were followed as something that
you had to go through without evoking any greater enthusiasm or engagement.
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Nevertheless, as they finished Neville concluded: ‘I think we spent useful time
on this and I think it is a good sign that we were not able to rush through this in ten
minutes, but really discussed it. That’s good.’
Then it was all over; indeed there were no further culture programme activities
in the group. If we take a quick look at the values underpinning OD, as discussed
in Chapter 2, it seems as if the work at this particular group (and others that were
reported to us) did not produce much commitment, participation and ownership of
the specific change programme.
The Satellite encounter
Parallel to the workshops at the main site, Allen and Duncan, together with a
colleague, Anderson, from the HR department, ran a preparatory workshop for
managers at Satellite, a unit of TC, in order to inform them about the cultural change
material and also to train them for their own workshops. At the workshop, in which
about eighty people participated, many of the problems raised in the workshops at
the main site seemed to emerge again. The mission statement for example met with
substantial scepticism, and many questions were raised about the formulations
and possible meaning of the values and drivers that were part of the cultural toolbox,
especially perhaps about who the customer really is. At the workshop, Duncan’s
colleague Anderson started by saying that the idea with the workshop was ‘to create
a common language where we can get the tools to move forward’, also mentioning
‘shared values’ and ‘having the same words and using the same words in all parts
of the organization’, after which he continued with:
The mission is to be the leading software provider for the consumer market.
The key words here are ‘leading’ and ‘consumer’. Leading means that we
have the ambition to be a big baby, to be one of the largest. We’re not going
for a niche position. ‘Consumer’ means that the business that we are aiming
at is high-volume business, not niche products. It’s the products that the
average person buys, manufactured in high volumes. John Howard would say
that if you are the leading manufacturer you have a high market share and you
drive the market. The mission is through innovation, quality and commitment
make our customers first, best and profitable. What you read from this is that
innovation, quality and commitment are cornerstones in how we deal with
customers. The first, best and profitable is what we believe is important for the
customer.
This statement evoked a rather confused discussion about definitions of the
customer. First among the participants to question Anderson was Weller, site
manager at Satellite, who said: ‘We talk about the consumer market but our market
really is the business-to-business market. Our customers deal with the consumer
market.’
Anderson: Yes, the consumer market is our customers’ market, so it’s not our
market.
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Weller:

So the focus from our point of view is much more the business-tobusiness type sales.
Anderson: Absolutely. If we look at our business, it’s not a consumer business,
you’re right. We’re trying to compensate for that by having contacts
with our customers’ customers – the operators.
The confusion around who is actually the customer of Technocom remained after
the effort to clarify it. On another occasion the HR manager at Satellite, Alison,
presented her picture of the culture at Satellite, saying that they were engineering
led, which evoked a heated debate among managers that further complicated the
definition of the customer:
Stevens:

That is Alison’s perception [of the culture]. I believe that we’re customer
orientated, we are customer focused, and we have been that all the way
through our history. We’ve always been strong both internally to our
customers and externally customer focused. I think we are customer
focused and I think it is strong.
Walker: I struggle with that, Stevens. Because I don’t think nowadays we’re
close enough to the customer.
Weller:
What do you mean by the customers?
Walker: External customers, to be honest. I mean, the internal customer, I think
‘Yeah, fine, we’re all fairly responsible in the way we treat people that
we deal with’, but externally I think we are miles away from the customer
and have been for quite a few years now, so I struggle with that.
Weller:
I don’t agree with that.
Clark:
I suppose it depends on your point of view.
Allen:
But maybe you mean different things by customers. My interpretation
is that when you say customer you mean the end user.
Stevens: I think I do.
Richards: But who is our end user? In the case of our closest customers, they are
our end users, aren’t they?
Stevens: Yeah.
Clark:
Absolutely. We are a business-to-business organization.
Stevens: We are customer focused but obviously we need to improve.
Kelly:
There is some confusion about who the customer is.
Stuart:
Sure, the whole organization needs to know who the customers are.
Is it the end user? The operators? The people we’re actually selling
to?
Weller:
The people that are actually paying the invoices we send – the businessto-business interface. It’s not Joe Public on the street; that’s their
customer effectively.
Frank:
I think there’s confusion in some people’s minds.
Clark:
As I see it, we’ve got a customer focus for internal and external
customers. A lot of people go out and talk to the customers and they
actually, their focus, you know, satisfy their customers’ needs, so
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depending where you are, what level you are, you have a focus on
customer needs.
Peterson: I think internally we do have customer focus but I think it’s this
interaction with our external customers that seems to be lacking.
Neither the degree nor the meaning of customer orientation nor who the customer
is seemed very well clarified. The clarification effort of trying to talk about internal
and external customers respectively seemed to solve little, and neither did the
introduction of the concept of end user. Neither Allen nor Duncan nor anyone else
from the main site was able to explain how to understand the concept of the
customer, a main element in the cultural change concept.
Another theme of confusion at this workshop referred to the mission statement.
About being number one, Weller, the site manager, began with: ‘And the point
about the first – our main competitor, Dotcom, wasn’t first with the standard
software product A.’
Anderson:
Weller:
Anderson:
Weller:
Anderson:
Weller:
Anderson:

Weller:
Anderson:
Taylor:
Anderson:
Taylor:

Anderson:
Davies:

No.
But they’re making substantial money.
Yeah.
We need to keep that reality in mind.
Yeah, we do. They have a different strategy and they go for best. They
try for first.
They try for first.
What is interesting is that when you meet people from Dotcom they
have this priority too, but they constantly fail in this one. They were
extremely upset that we got there first, that we beat them on standard
software product B. Dotcom’s success is based on many factors; one
is that they have excellent logistics and materials management. They
put manufacturing high up on their agenda and that never was the case
here; they are better at understanding what is ‘in’ and trendy in
applications. But I think you’re right. They are putting more effort into
best whereas we may be cutting a few corners to be first.
I don’t disagree. I’m just getting back to the reality that being first
doesn’t guarantee you success.
No, that’s very clear.
There’s a difference in culture between GT and Dotcom. GT is clearly
engineering led.
Absolutely.
GT has had a tendency to focus itself towards best, looking for
innovative engineering, whereas Dotcom has been marketing and
customer focused.
Yeah, you’re probably right.
I’m sure many hours, days and weeks have been spent on it [the mission
statement] but I have an issue with being first. We should make sure that
our customers are business-to-business. When a customer walks
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through the door he’s got a date in mind. If we can hit that date, whether
it’s first or not, he makes that decision, but we should just ensure that
we hit their project dates. I think first is slightly misleading.
Anderson: Good point. It’s in your own time, rather than first.
Davies:
I’m afraid first is slightly misleading.
Allen:
To be quite honest, this is a copy of a CEO statement so it comes from
the corporate mission statement.
Weller:
If it really means that we put our customers first.
Davies:
People will read [customers first] as somebody launches a software
product with a function first on the market. That’s how people read it.
But we have said that Dotcom has been laden with functions that we
have offered earlier and still made cash, loads of money, so it doesn’t
matter. What matters is when a customer walks through the door and
says ‘I want your software by that date’, if we can say ‘Yes, you can
have it by that date’ or ‘You can have it four weeks earlier’, that’s when
we get the business.
Evans:
I think we should interpret that as the customer comes first with the
product.
Anderson: I think we’re spending a lot of time on this. I enjoy the discussion but
I think we may need to move on.
The exchange at Satellite differed from that at the workshop at the main site, as
people were more engaged in trying to relate to the mission statement. However,
as with the dynamics at the workshop at Titan, they had difficulties in reaching
some form of common understanding or commitment to the formulations in the
change programme. The representatives of top management from Titan also seemed
unable to guide the managers at Satellite in a consistent direction. The discussion
thus ended rather abruptly and there still seemed to be a lot of uncertainty about the
meaning of the customer being first as well as who the customer is. As seen from
the perspective of the aim of creating a common language one could hardly say
they had succeeded. Perhaps there were some significant cultural issues inherent in
these processes. One could for example say that airing various understandings of
the customer (or consumer) was important and could be an input to further
discussions and ultimate clarifications of this vital theme. As such it could be highly
valuable. A workshop leading to the expression of the diversity of meanings and
ambiguities was, however, quite a different thing from one clarifying and
strengthening key values such as establishing vision and mission.
Connecting to our discussion in Chapter 5 about the presumed value of talk about
technological orientation, we can note how TC’s successful competitor, Dotcom,
is presented in various ways: ‘Dotcom has been laden with functions that we
have offered earlier and still made cash’ (Davies); ‘Dotcom has been marketing
and customer focused’ (Taylor); ‘they have excellent logistics and materials
management. They put manufacturing high up on their agenda’ (Anderson). These
statements are not directly incoherent, but illustrate that simple dichotomies such
as ‘technology oriented vs customer oriented’ may tell very little.
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Problems of implementation
Among the implementation activities the workshops were emphasized as being
most important. A lot of responsibility for the change efforts was thus put on middle
managers, and the HR people Duncan and Hamilton even hesitated to participate in
them. However, the implementation through workshops entailed serious difficulties,
and we will return to how various individuals responded to the workshops in the
next section. Moreover, several managers did not appear to have run the prescribed
workshops, some on the basis that they disagreed with management on their
importance.
There are some parts of the organization that say ‘I will not present this in my
unit because I don’t see the value of it. I want a discussion with you and
my boss before I proceed.’ This is because they have been rather pressed
and they say that this is not really their everyday reality. I understand their
reactions because this is not their everyday reality.
(Rogers, middle manager)
Follow-up work was limited: ‘In that respect it is insufficient. We haven’t
followed up. But to what extent are we really supposed to police and control things?’
(Hamilton). We can thus see how a variety of managerial efforts seemingly fail to
create what Kotter (1996) talks about as a ‘sense of urgency’ for the changes among
the employees and how the efforts also seemingly fail to develop an engaging
direction for the future that is easily communicated. Authors on change emphasize
that communication in change processes should support a clear understanding of
the reason for change (Heracleous and Langham 1996; Palmer et al. 2006).
We will return to these themes, but before that continue with those who were
exposed to the cultural programme. We turn to the question of how those targeted
for the cultural change programme responded to its messages as well as its settings
for communicating experiences and opinions around these.

V Reception and interpretation
The culture programme received a mixed reception among employees and
lower-level managers. A few talked about the ideas as all right and to some
extent important while others saw them as a way for management to control and
manipulate.
Some employees talked about the targeted culture as being forced upon people:
It feels as if they are trying to force upon us a culture, and you are not used
to companies working like that normally. It’s like in this company we have
this culture and this is the way it is. But culture diffuses among the employees.
It is not top-down governed, but it feels like managers are enforcing this
upon you.
(Lewis, engineer)
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This is a paper product that theoretically could have been very good, if it had
worked. But it is still a paper product. Someone has just said ‘This is the way
we will have it.’ But people don’t work like this in their daily work, so it is still
a paper product. Then you can always shove it down the throat of the employees
if you want.
(Price, middle manager)
Given the fairly loose design of the change project and the absence of any
enforcement or monitoring of specific behaviours or operations (apart from the
workshop), this feeling of the targeted culture being forced upon people probably
reflected frustration with the organization and management in general more than
experiences of the specific change project.
The large majority did not seem to react with any sentiments at all regarding the
change programme, as they thought that the change programme was almost
unrelated to what happened in the organization and therefore of little significance.
A middle manager, Scott, explained that the programme might be seen as unclear:
‘People say “nice paper, fun ideas”. I can side with this but where do I see this in
reality?’
Another manager, Wilson, said that the content was good, but that the programme
was far too weakly and partially implemented:
The cultural programme has a certain relevance. I think it’s a good initiative;
it’s something that we need. But we are not there today and I am sceptical about
the way it has been distributed. It was something that was presented at a
management forum and we received this box. It was said that middle managers
should run workshops, and I think that is insufficient, because not every
manager participated.
The quotations represent a few typical spontaneous responses from middle
managers and engineers. They were interviewed in connection with the implementation activities discussed above, i.e. after the kick-off, the management forum and,
perhaps most importantly, the workshops. Many people talked about the programme
as a ‘paper product’ from above with no links to what people, in particular managers,
were actually doing. This view was partly supported by one engineer who said that
the culture programme was ‘of no use if managers talk about acting without actually
doing it’. Most interviewees referred to the culture programme having weak or no
connection to the everyday activities of the employees. It was about ‘talk and paper’,
with a shortage of action.
People claimed that top and senior middle managers did not behave according
to the cultural values, rendering the programme less valuable, something that was
forced upon employees with top managers remaining outside, trying to control
rather than being in it themselves. Most seemed to agree that the programme in
itself expressed good principles and ideals, but that the way in which the values were
presented and, in particular, contrasted with the experiences of the organization
seemingly undermined the aims. We can thus see the following meanings ascribed
to the programme:
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•
•
•

managerial hypocrisy;
paper product;
ideal quite far away.

The meanings overlap, but represent different understandings, where the view of it
as a good ideal, but difficult to realize, is fairly positive, while the paper product
view is somewhat negative and the hypocrisy view is strongly negative.
Next we turn to a discussion of the possible long-term results of the programme.

VI Results
Results here are not about bottom-line effects – these can never simply be correlated
with specific interventions such as the change programme in a complex world – but
concern possible effects on thinking, feeling, valuing and possibly acting. How
have those involved come to view the outcomes of various activities? Is the change
programme seen as having made any impact? When discussing the issue of results
people had some difficulty in specifying what had really been achieved as well as
whether there had been any documentation of the process. The results seem weak,
perhaps even non-existent.
Uncertainty and lack of follow-up
According to Allen, the workshops were followed up: ‘Every workshop that was
implemented resulted in an action plan consisting of a number of issues, and middle
managers followed them up so that they were implemented.’ However, when asked
if the top management group, of which he is a member, followed up the results of
the action plans he said that they had not been able to do that satisfactorily. He
talked about some form of review but was largely unable to present any knowledge
of results from the workshops.
Still, Allen claimed that the management group was informed about the development and that they knew about the situation in the company:
A valuable thing with the cultural programme was the feedback that we
received. We in the top management group could see all the action plans from
groups compiled in a good way. So we saw what people were proud about, what
they were frustrated about, where we were insufficient. This gave us a very
good picture of the situation in the company.
He also claimed that the idea behind the change programme was to provide
inspiration to rethinking rather than to accomplish something specific:
This was thought essentially to be an impulse to the organization, an eyeopener. Of course you shut your eyes after a while. It’s probably the case that
it has been forgotten among us all. It’s nothing that I think about now.
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From starting with fairly strong statements about the valuable documentation of
the workshops, Allen modified his position during the interview, ending up being
more uncertain and modest about any specific results. Hamilton is also uncertain
about what the workshops led to:
If you look at the main site some things about insufficient meeting culture came
out and also something about lack of coordination between units, from what I
remember. [Question: Do you have any indications on what specific impacts
the programme made?] No. Not very much, I’m afraid.
However, the problem Hamilton emphasized was known prior to the changes, even
though it is possible that it was further clarified and addressed. Aldridge says:
‘Generally it is rather easy to formulate actions, but to implement them and do
follow-ups and measure them, that’s far, far away. That’s much more difficult, so
there I see insufficiencies.’
The programme lost momentum along its trajectory. It started relatively
ambitiously, but later steps got less attention and energy.
Lost momentum
As indicated above, the trajectory of the cultural programme lost its momentum
along the way. Allen tried to explain how this could have happened:
Howard was responsible; he was the CEO and had never delegated this.
Hypothetically he could have delegated this and said ‘Now I want you to take
charge of this’, but that never happened. The process dropped off; things come
to nothing all the time without any apparent reason or thought; it just halted.
When something just comes to nothing it is because no one does anything about
it, not because you decide that things should come to nothing. It was not an
intended action; it just sank into the background. Then I had paternity leave last
autumn and had absolutely no time for these things.
One middle manager, Reid, talked about the result of the programme in much the
same way as Allen:
It came to nothing. The impression is that it came to nothing. It started well
as we created a new company and we should have a common spirit and it’s
important to find out that spirit. To do that we were supposed to have some
exercises at departmental level in order to find out what was good and what
was bad. Then managers were supposed to send the result back to the personnel department. I did my workshop but never sent back the results. Maybe
it’s my fault that it came to nothing but I never heard anything else. People
complain about invisible management, cultural programme or not. There’s
been complaining about that since I started and nothing has really happened.
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We have here the interesting paradox that the cultural change programme has
produced what it was intended to do something about: lack of trust in management
and a view of leadership as absent. It reinforces an impression it was supposed to
counteract. We will come back to this in the final chapter.
About the outcomes of the projects, Neville said: ‘I don’t know but I suppose they
wanted to build a new language in some way.’ He was sympathetic to the intention,
but had difficulties in connecting the value talk with everyday work:
[Question: The thought was to start using a new vocabulary?] Yes, I think so.
I use it, I try, but it doesn’t always fit into the daily work. But I try to use it
occasionally. But perhaps it’s a certain vagueness that contributes to you not
having energy enough to drive these questions.
Another middle manager, Trevor, never thought he was supposed to actively
implement the cultural change after the workshop, believing that the programme
had petered out. When asked about whether there were any additional efforts besides
the workshop, he said: ‘Not as I understood it. I understood that something new was
supposed to come out of this, about how we were supposed to act. [Question: Did
you receive any feedback?] No, not directly. Not really.’ He, like many others,
seemed to view work culture as something that others initiate and instruct low-level
managers to work with on a stimulus–response basis. On the question of any impacts
he said: ‘My impression is that reality hit us and the programme never had the time
to make any impacts.’
One engineer, Parker, responded somewhat more positively to what the culture
programme resulted in: ‘Some things do work better today but it is difficult to know
the reason for that. Indeed, it’s impossible to know the reason.’ But he also said that:
It was this workshop that we attended. Then we had a follow-up task that more
or less came to nothing. It depends on whether you took charge of it or not. Then
I haven’t seen anything that came out of this initiative.
Even though some midde managers seemed favourable to the cultural programme
few were able to specify any impact. It seems that it was unclear whether the culture
programme should trigger ideas and actions based on the interest and initiative of
the various managers after the workshops or whether they should just do them and
then work with culture again when they got new inputs from management –
instructions and instruments – for doing so. Most seemed to favour the second
interpretation. But if they believed in the first option, they did not exhibit very much
initiative and drive around culture work.
When we talked to the employees a year after the implementation process,
they merely remembered certain parts of it. Nobody suggested it had made any
difference.
Several interviewees said that they did not recall the key terms and values at the
centre of the cultural change programme: ‘It’s been such a long time that I don’t
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even remember the meaning of the concepts in the programme’ (Turner, middle
manager). ‘I’m very bad at this. To be honest, I don’t really know what they mean’
(Cook, engineer).
This lack of outcome in the form of a clear memory of the content of the change
programme is not necessarily associated with a negative view of the subject matter:
I must say that you often have occasions like that and then you just forget about
it all. We spent one day discussing what was good and bad and what we ought
to change. We had a lot of suggestions but they came to nothing. Perhaps that
is a sign that they weren’t that important. I can’t really remember if we did
something after that, that is, some form of change that was connected to it [the
programme].
(Brooks, engineer)
The programme was in connection with the start of TC but I don’t think it has
had any specific impacts.
(Wilson, engineer)
The results of the cultural programme in terms of its organizational impact thus
seem quite modest, if not entirely non-existent. We don’t expect it to be possible to
detect any simple cause–effect relationship in this area – efforts to measure culture’s
effects on performance are close to meaningless owing to the complexities involved
(Alvesson 2002a). But one can try to track whether the ideas, vocabularies, general
feeling, rethinking, refocused attention, etc. seem to characterize the people targeted
for, and encouraged to participate in, a change programme. There were very few
signs of such effects in our case.
Even though some of the most closely involved managers tried to point to
something concrete and positive coming out of the programme, they had difficulties
in specifying what that could be. They talked about having received information
about the situation in the company, and about what seemed to annoy people and
what pleased them, including something about an unproductive meeting culture.
This can, of course, have some value. And we can’t rule out the possibility of people
being a bit more conscious of shortcomings in how meetings are run, which may
make these a bit more effective in some cases.
What is also interesting here is the effort from Allen to try to downplay the aims
of the programme, pointing to how the cultural work should be understood as
primarily an ‘eye-opener’. This is a more modest – and possibly more realistic –
objective as compared to what was stated at the beginning of the project, perhaps
an adjustment to the perceived results (or lack thereof). This has been observed in
other cases of organizational change. It is difficult to sustain engagement even
among enthusiasts strongly in favour of change efforts as ‘the realities of managing
large-scale change hit home’ (Dawson 2003: 160). Often enthusiasm wanes and the
high profiling of change agent work is replaced by line tasks. It is not uncommon
among managers to interpret this waning of change enthusiasm as a signal to
abandon further change work. We will come back to this issue in the final chapter.
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The middle managers also had difficulties in trying to specify the results of the
programme, and some even had trouble remembering the programme. While a few
talked about how the vocabulary might have had some impact, most said that the
programme never reached people; many said that it just vanished in the sand. The
engineers also seemed to have trouble recalling the programme and its content.

Summary – and questions
The cultural change programme seemed to accomplish very little. The efforts to
make people focus on the key values targeted do not seem to have created any
lasting impression and most people seem to have confined work with culture to
specific ritualistic events when they were asked to do so. The activities and talk in
the programme do not align well (or at all) to the substance of change as experienced
by most people, something that normally produces not only frustration but also
sometimes cynicism around change work (Collins 1998; Dawson 2003; Reichers
et al. 1997). In the majority of cases, managers and others did not seem able,
interested or to have the time to work with the cultural themes on an on-going basis.
Very few of the original objectives appear to have been accomplished and as
indicated by the examples in this chapter there are several reasons for this.
However, the programme may have had unanticipated and unintended consequences in the sense that it produced or rather reproduced and strengthened certain
meanings, ideas and expectations characterizing the organization, including the
view of top and senior middle managers as being invisible.
We can thus put within parentheses the ideas and objectives of the architects of
the change programme and instead ask ourselves: what is happening here? What
kind of communication of meanings and symbolism is taking place? How do the
people involved – in different ways – contribute to the accomplishment of a shared
organizational universe, or perhaps to a split and fragmented one? These questions
partly mean a departure from a managerialist point of view and are well worth
pursuing. Before going into these questions – which we will address in Chapters
10 and 11 – we will turn in Chapters 7 to 9 to addressing what went wrong in the
change efforts and discuss how it happened that this large, internationally known
company, aided by a consultant from a global, leading consultancy firm, engaging
in a change project based on knowledge input also from two other consultancies and
quality confirmed by still another consultant – monitoring the design – could fail
so clearly in its efforts.

Part 3

Crucial issues in cultural
change work

7

‘It is not so damn easy’
Lack of consistency and
expressiveness in cultural
change work

Having described the change programme and how it was received we now turn to
how the people who worked with it viewed the process and the outcomes. We thus
try to understand how people reasoned – to get the story from the actors’ point of
view. What from the outside may be seen as a rather peculiar way of working may
thus appear to be more reasonable and make sense. We also use their accounts in
order to produce some ideas about what went wrong – as indeed a lot of things did.
This chapter reports reflections and comments from people involved in the process.
These are typically post-project and reflexive – they look back and are produced
based on hindsight. Partly based on this, we add our own analysis. We discuss the
problems and failures of the change work and the process in terms of the absence
of material offering ‘cultural thickness’, e.g. intensity and high-poweredness of
symbolic meanings.

Immobilized engagement – on the difficulties in getting the
process moving
A key idea in the change programme was to provide an occasion for people to
address vital issues and encourage a flow of clarification and change work across
the organization. According to top and many senior middle managers it was
primarily the junior middle managers and their subordinates who were supposed to
be ‘culture carriers’ and engage in and implement the new culture, based on ideals
that were widely shared:
The idea was to transfer a new way of thinking down the organization and also
to encourage suggestions from below. The idea was to create a kind of wave
within the company like ‘Yes, we understand that this is a challenge and that
this is business that we shall commit ourselves to.’ The idea was that the
individual should become the bearer of it [the programme]. The aim was to get
the objectives of the company and the individual to be coherent, that you as an
employee identify yourself with the company and receive something back, like
challenging tasks, good salary and satisfying work conditions. But it is not so
damn easy.
(Aldridge)
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We agree – and not much engagement, interest and identification with the
company mission were produced. Junior managers seemed to expect that top
executives and some senior middle managers would carry the cultural change.
Neither senior nor junior middle managers were viewed as acting as role models in
terms of embodying and enacting the claimed values. There was little engaged
activity promoting the cultural change project in terms of pushing, persuading,
reminding, preaching, reporting and making schedules for various acts and activities
in line with the cherished values.
We had our kick-offs as we became an independent company, and managers
said ‘We have a new corporate culture’, but they didn’t tell us what it was about
so it all came to nothing. There was no substance to it. They talked extensively
but without substance, and you didn’t get any the wiser about it. They created
some sort of ideal image that we don’t have. We have a very long way to go
there. It feels like they are not really working according to it but that it is some
kind of show for the people.
(Price, middle manager)
An engineer mentions negative attitudes to culture issues in the organization:
At GT one can say that corporate culture issues have an extremely low status
among the technicians, because as long as I have been working at GT every
organizational change has meant that they only take the deck of cards and resort among the existing managers. This is done every year and there’s no longterm strategy that guides the organizational change.
(Cook, engineer)
The engineers sensed that managers did not take it seriously, that the new culture
represented a utopia and that organizational changes were repeated yearly but
mainly through letting managers shift position. The idea of creating a ‘wave’ of
cultural engagement collapsed partly because the vocabulary accompanying the
project was vague and efforts to clarify it mostly failed. As managers’ interest and
engagement were limited and the project for most appeared utopian with no clear
connection to daily practice, the presumed surge seemingly never took off. There
were plenty of deviations from what is suggested in the change literature. For
example, managers did not function as (positive) role models, there was no clear
rationale for why the company should embark on change, and there was not much
anchoring of new approaches in existing beliefs and assumptions. But, as said, this
is the overall picture. Let us go more deeply into the situation and point out a number
of key dimensions we think may shed some light on the misfortunes of TC in their
efforts to improve themselves.
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Key dimensions behind the problems I: coordination and
prioritization
Some of the problems of the cultural change efforts seem related to lack of
organization in terms of sufficiently clear and consistent roles and responsibilities
as well as inexperience and lack of knowledge.
Problems of coordination – who is responsible and for what?
The managers involved in the project gave the impression that it was a bit fragmented and half-hearted. For example, there was confusion about the responsibilities
of those involved: ‘To be perfectly honest, we didn’t have any strategy. I’ve never
worked with corporate culture before. I only felt like “Yes, this is really exciting”,
and I still say that. But it’s incredibly difficult, really’ (Hamilton, HR). Hamilton
also said:
If we could go back in time we would have worked differently. Howard pressed
us. He said that the programme needed to be put into effect in the spring or too
much time would have passed after the start of the company. . . . I didn’t have
all the information myself at the time of its launch; we just received the order
‘This is what you should do.’
The comments indicate lack of reflection behind the coordination of the work: there
are references to being ordered, time pressure, no strategy and neither knowledge
nor experience. Judy Hamilton actually confessed that ‘We should not have
executed the programme the way we did.’ Instead she feels that they should have
continued working with the consultant ‘in order to avoid the panic situation that we
ended up in a year ago’, but this was seen as too costly:
Now we just took her material as it was formulated. I’ve never met her,
although I know she was at some of the meetings talking about culture. But we
should have talked to her and asked how she worked and how she reasoned
about this and what the reactions were to this, all in order to implement it better.
There seem to have been several problems regarding responsibilities, and a year
after the kick-off there were still many uncertainties. Those involved downplay
their own effort and responsibility:
No, I really didn’t have any responsibility for it. I just facilitated somehow.
It was John Howard and Allen who were its initiators and Duncan its
implementer. Then they used me more as mentor and sounding board. Step
one was that the ideas from below were presented to the senior management
and now it’s up to them to come back.
(Aldridge)
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Hamilton also minimized her own responsibility and talked about her own effort
as some sort of ‘post office worker’, although she also blamed herself for not having
done enough:
Our task was really not to think so much about whether the basic values were
what we really needed. [Question: You were supposed to gather what was
available?] Yes, and package it and implement it. Well, we weren’t supposed
to implement it by ourselves but rather to give managers, who were supposed
to implement it, a start package in which we explained what it was all about.
Key people then at least retrospectively disassociated themselves from the
programme. This is in line with the restrained engagement of middle managers and
engineers, as already seen. It is slightly ironic that the people supposed to be central
in a change programme in which ‘commitment’ was one of the key words did not
exhibit a great deal of commitment to the change activities. Change authors
emphasize powerful coalitions driving change initiatives and active leadership, but
in TC we can note how the lack of drive and powerful acting from those involved
seems rather striking. On the other hand, when things don’t go so well, people
frequently downplay their involvement in and commitment to an activity or a
project, for both psychological and political reasons. Parts of the disassociation are
probably sense making in retrospect.
Another aspect of the coordination problem was connected to poor work
processes, slow responses and limited pushing of managers:
The aim was that, apart from making people go through the workshop, we
wanted to start some thinking. It sounds rather woolly but actually managers
were supposed to document their workshops and send the results back to us.
But then we ended up in stagnation and I met managers who asked me ‘What
really happened with the culture?’ At such times I wonder ‘Well, it just became
an HR thing’, which it quite easily becomes. You really should bounce this back
to the managers and say that they are the ones who should be the cultural
bearers, independently of what they think of these values. Another thing is that
when they had reported in their actions from the workshop we should have
followed that up faster. That’s an excuse, of course.
(Hamilton)
Many of the managers involved in the programme were uncertain about their
own as well as other managers’ form of involvement and responsibility in the
project. The uncertainties around tasks and responsibilities were partly attributed
to top managers’ problems of coordinating work, but there was also an element of
self-blame. One can also note here the relatively narrow time gap between finalizing
the design and embarking on the implementation activities that Hamilton referred
to when talking about HR being pressed by Howard. This left little room for
creative improvisation or reflectively translating the cultural vocabulary to local
organizational conditions.
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Other priorities taking precedence
Part of the coordination problems seem related to many other issues, related to
everyday work, taking precedence when the implementation of the culture
programme began:
When we started the cultural programme many had clean desks, a new
organization and a new management. Even if we had the old projects and
people, there were new circumstances. What has happened since is that people’s
desks have been filled with daily problems and people don’t have the resources
to work with other issues. People work overtime and are constantly in crisis
meetings in order to fix operative issues. You end up in a world where this
week’s performance becomes the most important thing, or making a delivery
to a customer. Issues around communicating well, identifying organizational
problems and developing managers get less prioritized. It’s difficult to find the
balance between the hard and the soft worlds, and the culture programme was
soft. The workshops were not implemented in every unit either and not every
manager was behind these ideas. You fall back into the old tracks and think that
the new track is the way we always worked and nothing new really. It is easy
to have such an attitude.
(Aldridge)
It appears as if some of the most sceptical engineers were partly right: there seems
to have been a lack of communicated strategy and consistent organizational ideals
where top and staff managers could exhibit support and facilitate the work of
middle managers and their subordinates when there were efforts to go ahead with
the culture work. In contrast, the work was described as inconsistent and fragmented; many people seemed involved but few had the time and support (or gave
priority) to take the culture programme more seriously. This went for the entire
spectrum of possible carriers and pushers for cultural change: top managers, HR
people in charge of the practical work, senior and junior middle-level managers
and the rest of the employees.
One could assume that a more ambitious change project would involve a powerful initiative followed by on-going activities involving the mobilization of a
multitude of actors calling upon each other as cultural change facilitators and
workers: top and senior middle managers as role models engaged in pushing,
encouraging and following up their subordinates, the junior middle managers
communicating expectations up – as well as downwards – for clarification and
enactment of values, engineers taking the opportunity of raising issues which
they found unsatisfactory, and HR people facilitating the processes, reminding
top managers of this work and trying to encourage them to keep attentive and
mobilize at least some degree of persistence. The case shows shortcomings in all
respects. It offers good insights on the problems of getting people involved in these
kinds of enterprises. We will come back to this.
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Key dimensions behind the problems II: on symbolism,
emotionality and expressiveness
In addition to problems of coordination and the lack of experience in working with
change projects (of this type) it seems that the efforts were characterized by
insufficient symbolic and expressive managerial and organizational support. This
aspect of organizational change is acknowledged by some authors on change but is
still understudied. We will now explore it in detail.
An emotionally unconvincing project
The project did not seem to stir up much interest and enthusiasm and was insufficient
in terms of expressing an engaging and challenging message: ‘I think that our
cultural programme was a bit tame and bland. It wasn’t revolutionary enough. The
changes that were suggested didn’t reach all the way’ (Aldridge).
The high degree of instrumentalism – an emphasis on carrying out steps –
undermined both intellectual and emotional identification with the project. This
orientation was reproduced by middle managers, who also identified merely halfheartedly with the project.
The distance between the people supposedly responsible for driving – or perhaps
administering – the change project and the settings where change work was supposed
to be carried out is worth mentioning here. Hamilton expressed ambivalence about
whether the HR people should try to push for actions:
It needs to be built on managers’ interest and I don’t say voluntariness, but this
thing of phoning people and saying ‘I can see that you haven’t implemented
your culture’ doesn’t fit my personal way of working. But perhaps that was
what was needed.
The interest from middle managers was insufficient, requiring more follow-up and
control from the HR people, something they were unable or unwilling to provide.
This approach illustrates a central element in a behaviouristic perspective to change
in particular, namely that the presumed change agent, here the top management
and HR officers, position themselves outside the setting where change is to be
accomplished (Tsoukas 2005). Many change efforts fail when staff are unable to
involve line managers early on in the change process as part of creating a powerful
coalition (Kotter 1996). This connects to difficulties in mobilizing energy and
commitment from middle managers.
The instrumental approach to culture change can here be noted in terms of the
construction of the possible intervention of the HR people as a matter of people
‘not having implemented their culture’ and the focus on specific actions. Doing
culture means going through a procedure or following a manual. A stronger
emotional engagement would have involved not just working with a predefined set
of steps, but also exhibiting signs of and propagating the possible key values in a
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variety of situations. The HR people as well as the various managers seem to have
been characterized by this quite constrained attitude to the culture programme.
Poor symbolic performance
This lack of energy and interest in the change work can be seen as related to the
poor performance in those events and actions where the programme was being
communicated.
This is supported by the reception and interpretation of the culture work,
as discussed in Chapter 5. Many agreed with the importance of a new culture
(although raising questions about the content in terms of its incomprehensibility)
but then characterized the programme as a ‘paper product’, with superiors not acting
as ‘role models’ and the culture as ‘words without any particular sense and
meaning’, and in particular it seemed that the new culture was lacking reference in
terms of how people and especially managers acted. Moreover, as seen previously
from the kick-off, the management forum and the workshop, there were weak
engagement and/or forms of instrumentalism, avoidance and neglect. A few things
were striking about the presentation at the kick-off. One was the one-dimensional
tone used by most of the managers as they neither raised nor lowered their voices
at any particular moment in order to emphasize certain points or to arouse any
feelings of excitement or any sense of urgency (Kotter 1996). (Mary Duncan was
to some extent an exception.) The presentation was formal and proper and the jokes
largely unsuccessful. If understood as an opportunity for an inspiring, persuasive
and charismatic leadership, the kick-off could hardly be characterized as successful.
The project simply did not appear to be particularly convincing.
This form of low-inspiring and low-convincing performance was continued by
some of the middle managers in the workshops. Neville showed considerable
uncertainty when carrying out the exercises, relying heavily on textbook material.
Such material – quite the opposite of experienced organizational reality – is not
easy to identify with. The issue that triggered the most intensive responses (as was
the case at the managerial workshop at Satellite) was the logically fragile claim
in the mission statement that every customer could be first. Perhaps this was a
moment when the ‘real’ culture became manifest, engineers engaged in logical and
sceptical thinking – and missed the very point of a value statement (which is not
about formal logic). We can here also consider part of the discussion under results
where one interviewee characterized cultural work as mainly consisting of filling
in various forms with no real meaning to them. Many people hardly remember the
programme and are very uncertain about how to respond to questions about its
possible individual and/or organizational impact. All this suggests that there was a
serious underestimation by top managers and corporate staff of what is needed in
cultural change work just to create some interest and willingness to take these issues
seriously.
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Discussion – a challenge that vanished
Based on the interviews with engineers and managers it seems that the following
aspects are crucial for understanding what went wrong:
•

•
•
•

There was a moderate – and fluctuating – degree of engagement from senior
managers and implementers, who introduced themes and advocated values
without following them up or engaging in action in line with them.
The formulations of the target culture were seen as utopian with no connection
to existing reality.
The project ambitions were vague and the means for accomplishing them were
limited.
Many of the persons involved seemed to lack sufficient experience and
competence in working with cultural change.

The cultural change work was characterized by a certain ritualistic – rather
than engaged and focused – instrumentalism. People did culture work as part of
bureaucratic requirements and managerial requests and orders more than as part of
a social movement. Listening to interviewees and seeing actors in operation gave
the impression of a widely distributed lack of feeling for the deeper significance of
culture as being about meanings and related to the experiences and consciousness
of employees.
From a design point of view the project consisted of several dimensions that
could be seen as important in working with cultural change. There was a target
(culture), which was supposed to create some form of inspirational stretch or
creative tension (Senge 1996), indicating values seen as crucial as guidelines in
work, according to reasonably ambitious internal discussions and investigations by
consultants. There was a cultural toolbox, including videos in which top executives
emphasized and legitimized the culture change. There was a cascading process,
emphasizing the importance of making every employee acquainted with the content
and process. There were also the workshops, potentially held by primarily junior
middle managers and involving almost every employee. However, when people
talked about the process in hindsight, they did not complain about the idea of
working with culture issues or the ideas expressed, but gave a direct critique against
a far too weak design and the implementation of it – more paper than practice, more
talk than real change. They were also sceptical about how the work was executed
by the managers involved, in terms of the lack of both consistency and engagement
(and perhaps identification) with the process.
Considering the comments about prioritization already noted, one could perhaps
argue that with more time and less competition from pressured regular work tasks
the situation might have looked different. So it is, of course, with ‘extraordinary’
or ‘episodic’ (Weick and Quinn 1999) and long-term initiatives generally – they
lose the battle for time and attention to what is seen as urgent and needs to be fixed
in the short run. The trajectory illustrates how the idea of cultural change as a ‘quick
fix’ falls rather flat, since the centrally involved people did not seem to reflect much
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upon what they were involved in. The culture programme was insufficient to even
modestly counteract short-term priorities and to inspire some on-going interest in
working with values and raise the perspective of the organizational participants.
The culture work was marginalized and squeezed out almost entirely. It is perhaps
surprising and not so common that the cultural challenge vanished in the context
of immobilized engagement, given all the preparations and grounding in consultancy
reports and, in particular, workshops involving as many as 80 managers and
questionnaires directed to everyone in the firm. Given complaints about for example
unsatisfactory leadership, why didn’t engineers and middle managers take the
opportunity to use this event, where suggestions were encouraged, to try to influence
things? We can here also point to many other knowledge-intensive firms, where
people on different levels are actively and often with enthusiasm involved in
working with organizational culture (Alvesson 1995; Heracleous and Langham
1996; Kunda 1992). One could here say that some organizations have developed a
‘culture-affirmative’ organizational culture, where people broadly see the value of
culture and explicitly participate in culture shaping through communication and
other practices. But TC did not belong to this category. The ‘organizational culture’
is rather one of ‘anti-culture’ – talk of values, etc. is poorly understood and seen
negatively by many (‘talk and paper’). The willingness and ability to organize from
below – clearly encouraged and legitimized by the change programme – never
materialized, reflecting deeper organizational patterns. This inability and lack of
interest in local initiatives was certainly not only a matter of failures in the change
work, but had deeper roots.
We have discussed the cultural work as fragmented and how there was a lack
of expressive symbolism arousing and triggering people. Managers seemingly
remained at an instrumental level – carrying out instructions – and unable to reach
the hearts and minds of the employees. The cultural change work exhibited a form
of architectural engineering with a significant shortage of flesh and blood, bearing
the imprint of what Alvesson (2002a) describes as ‘a grand technocratic project’ and
Palmer et al. (2006) conceptualize as a director image of managing change. As we
will discuss, these are not uncommon when corporations try to work with planned
cultural changes. Dawson (2003: 168) suggests that, considering the contemporary
climate of ‘change fatigue’ among many organizational members, it might be
counterproductive to talk about the need for grand revolutionary changes: ‘For
many, change work is familiar territory and is more likely to promote cynicism and
frustration than anticipation and euphoria.’ There is little evidence from studies of
organizational change that ambitious change efforts automatically capture the hearts
and minds of people.
We suggest that the technocratic character of the project partly accounted for the
problems many employees had in identifying with the content of the cultural
framework and the implementation work. The cultural model contained items to
which people had difficulties relating, especially the targets of the programme: the
junior middle managers and the engineers, but also partly the HR people working
as implementers and some of the senior middle managers. The culture frameworks
could in this case be seen as devoid of ‘deep’ meaning. What was lacking was
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stories, actions from managers and others, examples, locally grounded vocabulary
that was anchored in corporate history (of the parent company or of the businesses
that preceded TC, as it was a recently founded subsidiary) and practice. In other
words, it is vital to work with cultural elements and expressions that communicate
messages and ideals that ‘stick’, that appeal not only to a ‘this-sounds-good logic’
but also to the hearts and minds of people and that connect to their lived experiences.
There was no ‘cultural thickness’, e.g. intensity and high-poweredness of symbolic
meanings behind the key vocabulary used. Translation to local vocabularies and
circumstances, thus trying to make the large-scale programme seem important, was
mostly lacking in this case.
Dawson (2003: 175) does not explicitly elaborate on the value of cultural thickness but suggests in general that there ‘is nothing so impracticable as a packaged,
prescriptive, linear change initiative’. We agree, but can add that it is not only
impracticable but also unconvincing and non-engaging in terms of the hearts and
minds of people. N-steps models are, as said in Chapter 2, very popular – but also
far from unproblematic.
We suggest that the culture work suffered from what may be labelled ‘symbolic
anorexia’. This was presumably partly a reflection of the ‘real’ organizational
culture and partly an outcome of the lack of competence, time, energy, fantasy and
improvisational creativity of the managers, HR professionals and consultants
involved.

Summary
In this chapter we have discussed the cultural work at TC as rather fragmented and
instrumental. There was a significant shortage of strong intellectual, and emotional/
affective engagement from several of those centrally involved in designing and
implementing the programme, but also from other actors unable to use the occasion
to introduce and work with ideas, beliefs and values that could be seen as vital for
improving the workplace. The cultural change programme thus exhibited traces of
a technocratic orientation and did not provide a fertile starting point for working
with the kind of expressiveness that culture projects typically call for.
We are not claiming that the change project would have succeeded if more
engagement and persuasion had characterized the efforts. As this study, together
with many others, shows, cultural change is difficult indeed. We are just indicating
some important aspects contributing to the unfortunate outcome of our case. But
there is much more than stronger ‘input’ to and engagement in a project that is
important, as we shall see in the following chapters. Next we turn to how the project
unfolded among the participants taking part in the trajectory.

8

Disconnected work
Cultural change efforts decoupled

In this chapter we investigate how the change programme unfolded among the
various participants on its trajectory. Considering the amount of preparation work
and the seemingly well-engineered design previously discussed, one could perhaps
expect the various participants to have been sufficiently well oriented about the
trajectory and its aims. However, this cannot be taken for granted but needs to be
investigated by following the movements of the actors and the kind of associations
they established when facing the demands of the change programme (Latour 2005).
In this chapter we thus trace the participants’ views on how the programme unfolded
more deeply than in the previous chapter. In particular we address links and
transitions in the change work. We interpret the trajectory as a kind of continuous
baton changing in a relay race. We think that this metaphor has a broad relevance
for understanding the management of change efforts. As said, models of the n-step
type, where the progression through a number of well-defined steps is supposed to
lead to a high likelihood of success, enjoy tremendous popularity,– and there is a
great deal of trust in them – (Palmer et al. 2006). Given this, an examination of the
views, relationships and interactions – and lack thereof – between different actors
more or less involved in various steps seems indicated.
In this chapter we investigate the problems of non-connections, reconnections
and disconnections between primarily the consultant, the HR people, the middle
managers (primarily junior) and the originators in top management (CEO and
CTO).1 We note a lot of contradictions and inconsistencies leading to a view that
radically breaks with the ideas of continuity and consistency that were most central
in the (drawing board) design.
The broader, and more theoretical, objective of this chapter is to illuminate
the (limited) collaboration and interaction between actors – managers, consultants,
HR professionals – in change projects, in particular problems with division of labour
and a ‘partitioning’ of culture work.

From Excellence to HR – a first phase of loose connections
Previously we described how the HR people obtained the design of the cultural
change programme from Excellence as a way of taking the baton and carrying it
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towards the next phase, thus seemingly continuing and completing the consultant
Clara Ridge’s initial work. However, the HR people knew little about any cultural
change project until late in the process. When she first saw a draft, HR manager
Duncan thought that ‘It was one-sided because she [Ridge] had only focused on the
senior managers. We felt that it wasn’t right to base a cultural programme and basic
values solely on the view of senior managers.’ Talking about how she had to
complement Ridge’s work, she said:
If you want an impact it is very important that a cultural programme permeates
and represents the whole organization and that’s why we did the business
orientation workshop at the end of Year 1. There we let employees define our
strengths and weaknesses. One could say that the consultant did Part 1 and
then I had to take over and pursue Part 2, and then we put the two parts together.
Duncan suggests that her interventions connected to the work of the consultant
and that she took over the baton in the trajectory as things needed upgrading.
However, the drafts made by Excellence were more or less used as they had been
constructed by Ridge in the distribution and packaging work. The one-day
workshop mentioned by Duncan was rather something that moved in its own orbit
parallel to the trajectory of the cultural work.
It is interesting how Duncan disconnects from the consultancy part (of which
she is critical) in the design work, considering that it was the consultancy draft
that Hamilton and Duncan took over and proceeded with in the packaging and
implementation phases. However, the comment was made a year after the cultural
launch, and some negative evaluations had surfaced, so the critical distancing from
the consultant’s ideas should perhaps be seen in that light.
Nevertheless, there were some concerns about the involvement of Excellence
when a draft of the design of the cultural change programme emerged late in Year
1, and these concerns finally led to the dropping of Excellence:
We had two alternatives. We could use Ridge in the implementation, but we
thought that one million kronor was too much. She would have to visit every
site and a lot of costs would be added. As Howard and we felt that the quality
she had delivered was below what we had expected we didn’t really feel it was
perfect. . . . The first part of the programme had also been very costly. We took
the decision, as we had the basic values, to pursue this from within, in contrast
to using an external consultant. It felt fine to issue these messages from within.
It is particularly interesting here that despite some doubt about the quality of the
material produced by Excellence the TC managers used it as the major intellectual
input into the building of a new culture. The decision to disconnect from Excellence
was based on the aim of showing the change as a company initiative:
It should be clear that senior management back this, that it is not an idea of
consultants but an idea of our own. We never dropped Ridge but rather agreed
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that we take it from here. Her competence to run workshops was not higher than
that of our own HR department. Her skill was to be able to see a company as
a whole, to see these critical values and together with John and me identify these
values that we needed in our business.
(Allen, CTO)
Discontinuing the work with Excellence is presented as natural. However, there
were also other considerations: the insufficient quality and high costs of the
consultant’s work. There were, however, questions about whether the TC people
could manage the implementation themselves:
We were not sure whether to proceed with Excellence or not. It was difficult
to know how to act and proceed in a situation like that. We needed and were
searching for a language that seemed relevant for those working here, a cultural
vocabulary that people could recognize.
(Aldridge)
This view is partly supported by the interpretation that the task was reduced to
passing on the message. Hamilton says that this work was about the straightforward
delivering of the material to the managers who would implement the ‘start package’.
But there is also a view implying that this was not so simple:
It probably would have been best if Ridge had been able to participate a bit
longer so that we could have achieved some form of overlap. We were in
contact with her several times, but she seemed incredibly occupied, so it didn’t
result in more than her sending us her documents. We just took them and made
compilations from them.
Hamilton further explains that: ‘We should have proceeded with Ridge instead of
just taking part of her material and using it.’ Duncan is more inclined to emphasize
the complexity of the work when she said the HR people had to decide upon the
values to be communicated.
Nevertheless, the HR people received the material without any particular
specifications for its use, although they had to come up with something in time for
the kick-off in early Year 2. The comment suggests that they received something
almost out of a ‘clear blue sky’ and, even though Duncan tries to reconstruct some
form of continuity and logic when talking about the two parts of the programme,
they could also be seen as very loosely coupled and the HR people could be seen
as having merely vague notions of what to achieve. Even though Allen stresses that
the disconnection of Excellence was natural and logical, Hamilton seems equally
convinced that it would have been much better had they continued to use the
consultant and avoided her fairly abrupt cut-off and the resulting discontinuity of
the work. Beer and Nohria (2000) suggest that the use of consultants can be valuable
in successful change work, to the extent that they provide expert knowledge that
empowers and significantly facilitates managers’ change work. Consultants also
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mean additional and focused labour. When looked at from a distance and on a more
general level, the consultants in the case of TC could be seen as having provided
the change agents with an appropriate cultural framework for executing change.
However, looked at more closely and listening to those involved, it becomes clear
that matters of how to interpret and relate to the material were considerably complex
and difficult. To pass on the baton successfully is thus very much a matter of
interpretations of the meaning of the baton by those involved in the change process.
Nevertheless the HR people received the material very late in the process and had
to make something out of it; one thing was to make the material a bit more
comprehensible.
Complex concepts and circumstances
The HR people thought that the values as stated by the consultant were:
difficult to understand. They were difficult concepts that overlapped. I missed
a simple version and had difficulties in understanding how this was related to
myself, how I could position myself in those terms. I had difficulties in taking
a view on the material because I thought that it included very big concepts and,
no, I did not feel comfortable with them.
(Duncan)
Hamilton also says it all ‘went too fast’ and that competence in the change was
lacking. Duncan similarly says that:
We had a workgroup and Aldridge, Allen, me and Judy felt that no one of us
had any experience in pursuing questions like this. We had confidence in Ridge
initially. She had created this material and done a lot of work that had cost
us an enormous amount of money, so it was difficult for us to question this.
We only had our gut feeling to base our judgement upon. Then we met this
consultant who worked with issues of corporate culture and he thought that the
material didn’t look too bad and we used him as a sounding board. He also gave
us some advice on how to manage the material in the implementation phase.
Here Duncan reinforces the notion that the amount of energy and resources that
had been invested in the project made it difficult for them not to proceed with the
packaging and implementation efforts by using internal resources. (This seems to
be an example of the ‘sunk costs’ syndrome.) One had at least to try to take over
the baton and continue the trajectory despite many uncertainties in the project and
lack of competence. Bad timing added to the problems:
The difficulty with this programme was to start working with the values
before the organization had been formed and before anyone knew where we
were heading, how we were supposed to be organized or what our customer
portfolio would look like. We did the programme very early in the establishing
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of TC. If we were doing it today we would have another view of where we were
going. Now we have customers that provide certain values. It was too early to
define values the way we did. The reason we did the ‘business orientation
workshop’ was that people were totally confused and had no idea at all about
how we would make money, what we should sell or how we would sell our
kind of services. At that time the values were already created; it was very early;
people hardly knew what they were supposed to work with. Senior management
could have waited and let the organization and the senior management establish
itself so that the managers would know more about the strategies and
objectives.
It would seem that the culture project as such was disconnected from several other
organizational dimensions. The comment reinforces the feeling that managers were
indeed entering deep and unknown terrain. It was difficult for the HR officers to
adjust, improvise and translate the material to organizational conditions.
In contrast to the neat and linear process as described in Chapter 4, the statements
above suggest a process far from being well planned and designed, but rather loose,
disconnected and forced. The change of baton from the consultants to the managers
at HR was far from clear cut in terms of both how and what (meaning and
significance of the content/vocabulary).

From HR to middle managers – a second phase of loose
connections
In spite of the confusions and near panic created by the disconnection of Excellence
and the time pressure, the programme was, as described in Chapter 6, launched at
a company kick-off, a management forum at Titan, and a management workshop
at Satellite. These occasions were supposed to constitute forums for the change of
baton from HR to middle managers. As previously discussed, these occasions were
not particularly strong in emphasizing and explaining the cultural change
programme, which did not emerge as the central issue in either. At the kick-off,
issues of culture were introduced briefly and the impression was that the ideas about
culture were still to be developed. It is unlikely that the attending managers felt that
they were taking over the culture baton and were expected to become cultural
carriers or change agents in any ambitious way. At the management meeting
a couple of weeks later, the culture issues received more attention but even there
the presentation lasted for less time than planned and was restricted to stating the
vocabulary noted in Chapter 4 and distributing the culture toolbox. At Satellite
the attending managers from the main site had difficulties convincingly stating the
company mission and the idea of customer orientation, hardly creating the impression
of an integrated change of baton in a fine-tuned trajectory. Perhaps the most obvious
way of changing the baton over to middle managers at Titan was by the use of the
cultural toolbox. Owing to the lack of substantial (non-formal) contribution from
top managers beyond this, the culture materials seemed a bit ‘out of context’ and,
although some of the attending top managers stressed that the issues were important,
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others seemed sceptical (at both Titan and Satellite). Indeed one of the middle
managers at Titan said at the coffee break that this kind of activity rather than
facilitating work would obstruct technical and more important tasks, indicating that
he would neglect to conduct workshops for his subordinates.
We can identify three problems here. There were uncertainties among many
managers about the following:
•
•
•

The what of the corporate culture: what is the meaning of the values?
Who is supposed to do what in this process?
Why is this important?

As described in Chapter 6, the workshops often did not function very well.
Some middle managers proceeding with implementation reiterated the distanced
approach that characterized top managers involved in planning and designing.
Moreover, the material produced from the workshops was only partly documented
and not analysed systematically. The often self-critical Judy Hamilton explained
the weak documentation as follows:
We should have worked a lot more with the managers. There are a lot of
things that we should have done differently. It would have been easier to work
with these issues if those of us from HR had attended the workshops, even
as just silent observers and listening to the discussions there. But we really just
received the basic values like that, and I think it was six at the beginning
although we dropped one. I think that five values are too many for people to
manage, and then there were three drivers on top of that.
The self-critique about lack of support to managers may be compared to the
reluctance to be involved expressed at the time of the workshops, where the
HR managers distanced themselves and emphasized the central role of primarily
the junior middle managers.
Self-critique was also expressed about the lack of follow-up, but raised doubt
about whether they should act as police: ‘We haven’t followed up. But to what
extent are we really supposed to police and control things?’ Apparently there were
no significant attempts at systematizing the results and reconnecting to middle
managers in terms of feedback. The process thus seems to have halted after the
workshops took place. Neither Duncan nor Hamilton reconnected to the project as
middle managers disconnected. Middle managers (those who attended the workshop, completed the documentation and sent it back to HR) sent the baton back to
HR, where it seemingly was stored, at least according to Allen:
You only have a certain amount of energy and time for these kinds of renewal
activities and that time was engaged by another change programme [launched
after the culture change programme]. When no one asks anything about it
nothing happens. We stopped talking about the cultural programme at the
Monday meetings. [Question: Who was responsible for the cultural programme
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when it disappeared?] Howard was responsible all the time and he never
delegated it although the implementation was the task of HR.
It appears as if the CEO was seen by others as the director in charge (to use the image
of managing change suggested by Palmer et al. 2006), while he seemingly believed
that others somehow would run the show. Accordingly, the programme vanished
on account of lost momentum. Nevertheless, in Year 3 some claimed it was still
alive (although it did not seem to be lively):
[Question: So the cultural programme is still alive? You are still working on
it?] Yes, we are. But I don’t do very much now. We talked today about how
we should work with the culture in general in the future. We still have to
compile the results from the workshops. [Question: So by working you mean
compiling the results?] Yes, that really sounds like something special but, yes,
that’s right. That is what we are about to focus upon now.
(Hamilton)
What is most interesting here is the extremely instrumental way in which Hamilton
referred to the programme. Cultural work is something that you do at certain
occasions, when you are ordered to do a specific task or assignment. Somebody
hands over the baton and you do something with it, hand it over to somebody else
and then do not consider it much more before you receive it the next time. (Or you
just drop the baton.) To use another analogy, working with culture is similar to
filling in the tax forms.

Discussion – disconnected change of baton reflecting
bureaucracy
When the HR people took over the baton from the consultant they ‘received’
something they knew little about and had difficulties identifying with. They were
unable to clarify the meaning of the ‘new culture’ with the help of the one handing
over the baton, the consultant. The relay race with its neat and pure continuity
implied in Chapters 5 and 6 breaks down on account of the disconnection between
key persons. Some authors of change suggest that those driving change efforts
should constantly revise and modify plans in the light of problems and specific
challenges encountered. This calls for continuous reflection, improvisation and
local adjustments. A precondition is that the company refrains from doing too much
in too little time. For example, a company that at first failed to initiate TQM revised
their initial strategies by using an external consultant to communicate the ideas
behind TQM in order to overcome barriers to implementation (Dawson 2003).
These forms of local translations and adjustments were not present in TC, and a
consequence was disparity of meaning and the experiencing of uncertainties.
There was also a significant disconnection in the change of baton from the
HR people to the middle managers. An interesting paradox was the decision to
disconnect the consultant and let HR pack and communicate the cultural change
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programme as it would look peculiar and untrustworthy to let a consultant present
the company’s values, followed by the recognition of the HR people that they had
very limited understanding of the company’s values. Realizing that they were
unfamiliar with what was claimed to be the company’s culture (or target culture),
and feeling low confidence and credibility as presenters of culture, made them feel
that it would have been much better if the consultant had been central, although
as invisible as possible, in this part of the project. One can imagine a kind of optimal
situation where the HR people are on stage reading the messages about what the
company – which they represent – is supposed to believe in and value, supported
by the consultant. She is simultaneously the director and prompter of the play,
increasing the likelihood that the presenters ‘get it right’, but without being visible
to the audience, which is led to believe that this is a corporate rather than a
consultancy project. ‘Authenticity’ does not appear to be a key characteristic of the
situation.
It can be added here that the HR people were also probably not really credible as
representatives of the core groups of the firm. This was an organization dominated
by engineers, and many seemed to see HR and HR projects as somewhat peripheral.
The HR people then had the ungrateful task of delivering messages about the
organizational culture that they did not understand to a group of people who saw
them as non-credible in terms of representing key values around work and business.
The only comfort was that what they saw as the nearest alternative – the consultant
– would have been seen as even more non-credible.
As seen from Chapter 4, working with culture and using culture as a management
control tactic or technique are typically seen as an alternative to bureaucracy.
Control is exercised by values rather than rules and formal hierarchy (Ouchi 1980;
Ray 1986). Bureaucracy is characterized by division of labour – vertically and
horizontally – including the separation of conception and execution, instrumentality,
a limited focus, a strict chain of command, and a focus on following rules and
delivering specific behaviours. The idea of focusing on culture is typically to
encourage wholeness, integration, a wider commitment, the reliance on values and
norms for control, etc. Against the division of labour of bureaucracy there are the
shared values and ideas of organizational culture. It to some degree counteracts or
supplements bureaucracy.
The strong degree of disconnectedness between the various levels and groups
in the culture change programme bears the strong imprint of bureaucracy. Top
managers and the consultant did the thinking; the HR people and middle managers
were supposed to carry out the work with little understanding of the thinking behind
the words they were expected to work with. There was very little integration or
communication between the thinkers and the doers: the HR people were hardly
involved in the planning and did not seem to have any say about who should
be involved in the implementation. When the top managers ‘dumped’ the project
in the hands of the HR people, there seemed to be strict boundaries between the latter
and the former as well as with the consultant. The compliance of the HR people
seemed partly to be grounded in their assumptions that ‘enormous sums’ had been
invested and that they therefore had to proceed with it without raising any doubts
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or trying to get an overview or a stronger input through participation by top
managers or consultants in the implementation of the target culture. In the absence
of a deeper understanding and commitment the HR people took a cautious position,
reducing themselves to the position of ‘post office workers’ supplying the input to
the culture-shaping events.
The negative side of bureaucracy became even more apparent at the next stage,
when the middle managers were supposed to work with culture. They tended to
follow instructions – or in some cases resisted doing so – through the exercises in
the workshop without much understanding of what was behind this or the purpose
of it. The idea that they should be active and reflective and act as carriers of change
did not seem to occur to them. Instead, there was a strong barrier to the conceptions,
ambitions and sense of totality in terms of thinking through what they were doing
and taking the initiative for reducing the gap between ideals and behaviour. The
intentions and reactions of others in the chain seemed to receive limited attention.
We can see here how bureaucratic structures and their effects on all involved quite
effectively counteracted the cultural change work. It is also important to relate here
the outcome to the problem of doing too many things in too short a time, common
in many organizations.
We can thus point to two levels of structural problems undermining the change
efforts. One was how the work was organized or rather not organized: where top
managers, consultant, HR people and middle managers were disconnected and
where the various steps in the handing over of vital tasks in the change project
weakened its potential power. A second level was the underlying bureaucratic
structure and the kind of cultural orientations that it produced, making it very
difficult for the people involved to transcend the division between those who think
and plan and those who execute, without much thinking.

Summary and comment
In this chapter we have looked at the trajectory of the cultural programme as a relay
race. The changing of the baton may be a key element in the problems of getting
any results. The process seems to have suffered from discontinuities between actors
supposed to be central at various stages and the weakening of commitment, focus
and an understanding of what the cultural change should be about. When new actors
got the baton they did not seem to know sufficiently what to do with it, where it came
from, what it should be used for and exactly by whom it should be used.
We have focused on the disconnection of the consultants and the connection of
the HR managers, the disconnection of the latter and the connection of the middle
managers and finally the disconnection of the middle managers and the inability
of the HR managers (or top management) to reconnect to the programme. Parallel
to this we have also shown how top management, after the initial phase, mainly
seemed to have relied on delegation and thought that the intentions would be more
or less automatically realized through people following the designed procedure.
On one level, the apparent problems confirm many normative authors’ convictions
that top or senior managers must be involved and actively encourage or even
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demand middle managers to lead change in their units rather than to drive change
through corporate staff- and consultant-led programmes (e.g. Beer 2000; Heracleous
and Langham 1996; Kotter 1996). But this is perhaps too simplistic. The case shows
how the difficulties of translation of messages make the various restarts taking place
when an actor enters the picture in the next phase of the project quite open and
unpredictable, i.e. when it comes to meanings and the carrying out of routine tasks.
Top and senior managers being active and putting pressure on middle managers
would perhaps help, but what people do with the material they receive is as
important as the force or energy they are exposed to (Latour 1986). Change should
be seen as constantly performed through actors actively reproducing it through
additional force. There is no energy in the trajectory that somehow keeps it alive if
it is not fuelled by a ‘fresh relay’ (Latour 2005: 38). It is thus not only – or perhaps
even mainly – a matter of top and senior actors being highly involved and pushing.
Even more significant are the acts of broader groups: the extent to which others
become enlisted and share something with each other. Their actively making sense
of what is going on and what they could do in this context is crucial and this is not
the simple effect of managerial push.
Orientations and behaviours indicated by the relay race metaphor are quite
common in change work. In many cases, the change of the baton is perhaps less
unfortunate than in our case, but it is very possible that the difficulties indicated by
our study are quite common. Our case raises questions about whether the n-step
image and way of organizing change work is as positive as regularly portrayed.
Perhaps what is needed and would have been beneficial is more overlap between
elements (a reduction of planning/implementation divisions), placing various
actors in a broader context, and broader and interactive sense making and interpretation of what has happened, what is going on and what will happen. Some idea
of phases or milestones and ingredients is presumably necessary, but, as already
said, step thinking has its drawbacks and risks.

9

Hyperculture

In this chapter we further investigate the ideas and expressions of the cultural change
programme, discussing it as a hyperculture – a carved-out set of positive-sounding
statements about values, often decoupled from everyday-life thinking and practices.
We also briefly address ‘real’ or experienced organizational culture – emergent
culture as implicitly expressed in a variety of work situations – and compare the two.
The term ‘hyperculture’ is inspired by certain postmodernists using the term
‘hyperreality’. They emphasize representations of reality which are communicated
and attain interest and thereby, in a sense, become more real than the phenomena
they are supposed to mirror (e.g. Baudrillard 1995; Boorstin 1961). Representations
in the media, including advertising, take the upper hand and matter, socially, more
than other kinds of realities. This centrality of representations may be valid only for
smaller groups – others may be indifferent or even cynical – and then only part of
the time. Employing the term ‘hyperculture’, we address the formulated culture
and the activities to express, reinforce and/or change it in terms of its highly
packaged and thereby very tangible nature and ceremonial talk and as a somewhat
surreal fantasy, with a remote connection to everyday practices, meanings and
experiences. We also emphasize its manufactured and aesthetic nature.
A ‘hyperculture’ is not unreal. It is rather an easily identifiable talk of corporate
culture, portraying culture as clear, strong, homogeneous and convincing. It is
typically either ambiguous in relationship to or detached from the ‘real’ organizational culture – the latter referring to complex and often fragmented organizational
life. A hyperculture is also about specific acts and activities in which culture is
focused. It is typically composed of a set of positive-sounding stated values
circulating in the business press, in consultants’ standard vocabularies and in many
companies’ mission and value statements. We will further explore the concept after
we have looked at the work at TC from this angle and then connect to some relevant
theoretical literature. We begin exploring hyperculture by investigating it as a
package and a manufactured product, after which we discuss its ceremonial aspects
and, finally, consider it as fantasy.
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Culture as an unpacked package
The kind of culture addressed in the cultural change programme has a very distinct
and materially anchored character in the sense that it is written down and is the
focus of very distinct activities. At TC the ‘realness’ of the culture in this sense is
illustrated not only by its frequently being thought of as a package but also by its
very material character as a parcel, including the equipment to be used for the
reinforcement and/or change of culture. ‘Package’ is, in our case, not just a
metaphor.
As shown in the earlier chapters, for some centrally involved people the
tangibility of the culture work was very strong. When the preparations for the design
were handed over to the HR people Hamilton referred to the task in these terms:
Package it, or rather package it and implement it. Well, we weren’t supposed
to implement it by ourselves but rather to give managers, who were supposed
to implement it, a start package in which we explained what it was all about.
Culture is like a parcel, and the supposed cultural change experts appear mainly like
post office workers, seeing to it that the parcels reach those to whom they are
addressed.
The HR people were more or less to assemble the parts of the cultural toolbox
into something that looked like a well-coordinated and tightly knit package. This
contributed to the reification of the ‘culture’ and to the view that ‘we, in HR, had
to take the package and bring it to shore’.
The post office work was scheduled by the kick-off and management meetings,
making delivery times tight. The time pressure was also evident in the recordings
of the two tired top managers in the video, part of the package to be sent to
employees.
At the management meeting the delivery of the parcel was effected as the cultural
toolbox was handed over to people. People took the toolbox and generally seemed
a bit lost. Duncan and Hamilton were running around seeing to it that everyone had
received their toolbox, making sure that no one left without ‘the new culture’.
The overall image and specific vocabulary are worth noting here in some detail:
‘package’, ‘parcel’, ‘distributed’, ‘delivery’, ‘landed here’, ‘bring it to shore’. There
is a high level of consistency, recommended by some authors as important in order
to produce coherence and direction and shared understanding (Marshak, cited in
Palmer et al. 2006). We are, however, not sure that Marshak would recommend post
delivery vocabulary as the most suitable to the creating of cultural change. One
would perhaps assume that this coherent vocabulary would lead to efficient post
office work, but this was not the case. Somehow the reports delivered by the
managers after the workshops were never delivered to the right address.
The new culture is, at least on the level of the espoused, thus quite distinct,
specific, concentrated, simple and thing-like, as indicated by the formulated values
and the produced material. Culture as a parcel including a toolbox and a manual
and a few labels is thus quite the opposite of culture as pictured by scholars of
organizational culture. These portray culture as partly tacit and implicit, associated
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with a set of meanings and understandings that are manifested in different situations
guiding thinking, emotions and actions (Alvesson 2002a; Geertz 1973; Schein
1985). Culture is complex, messy and difficult to understand and grasp. It is the
opposite of a parcel or a thing. We will come back to this, but here restrict our
account to contrast the hyper-qualities in the programme with what we see as a
view of culture grounded in meanings and experiences.
The parcel and post office metaphors suggest a quite severe dose of management
wishful thinking, common in many planning approaches of how to accomplish
change. The logic here assumes that things will work automatically as long as
the post office works according to the design. It seems to be believed that the appeal
of the cultural values expressed will do much of the trick. Middle managers will take
the suggestions to heart, understand the importance of them and try to implement
the managerial expressions and ideals.
Sometimes managers are criticized for focusing only on the formulation part in
trying to create cultural changes, neglecting the implementation phase. In this case,
however, a link between these two parts is advanced, i.e. of the agents of the post
office, HR people, delivering the formulation to the implementers. Still, of course,
this expresses an assumption that the cultural toolbox is self-explanatory, the
vocabulary speaks for itself, there is no or little need of further clarification and
the recipients of the material will refrain from returning it to the sender (at least with
too many demands for clarification). It also assumes that the managers easily
understand and identify with the values expressed by the vocabulary. For the
implementers, the middle managers, it is presumably merely a matter of unpacking
in order to let the new culture install itself like any other software program. Indeed,
the cultural toolbox almost becomes the new culture. It comes close to a parody on
corporate culture.
A particularly interesting aspect related to the post office image is the considerations around using HR instead of the consultants when presenting the cultural
values. We turn to this aspect next.

Culture as manufactured
Even though we for pedagogical reasons occasionally express ourselves straightforwardly, our basic position is social constructionist in the sense that people do not
meet a fixed, given reality but ‘do something with’ it, e.g. construct meanings. We
are not claiming that hyperculture is ‘false’ in relationship to ‘true’ culture.
There are, however, different kinds of constructions. This is clear when we
consider the task of the senior managers and the consultants in our story. To produce
a version of culture that is supposed to be used in order to represent and improve
an organization in public settings is an activity different from efforts to make
sense of, interpret and communicate one’s everyday experiences in less exposed
and formally engineered contexts – even though both activities are matters of
constructions.
In the context of hyperculture we talk about manufacturing a representation of
(projected or targeted) organizational culture – in opposition to other, informal,
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everyday life-based construction efforts. In manufacturing organizational culture
there is the restriction of producing something that is short and accessible and
sounds good. There are clear production rules and constraints for people in the
hyperculture business – consultants, executives and HR staff.1
A big problem in the work with the ‘new culture’ in our case was that the material
– from workshops with managers, etc. – was quite diverse, so getting it down into
five values seemed a quite arbitrary. The logic behind the outcome (‘the culture’)
was less the material indicating the values, meanings and reasoning than the more
or less tacit product expectation – and institutionalized norm – that it should end
with about five values capturing quite a lot. This apparently called for some fairly
brutal interventions and arbitrary moves in sorting and combining input to culture
from various workshops. The idea of manufacturing hyperculture – rather than just
‘discovering’ it – seems indicated.
An interesting paradox is that the culture is something that is invented to a large
degree by the consultant, but to show that the ‘culture’ refers to the values of the
firm the consultant must be disconnected and be replaced by the HR people. Their
problem is that they do not really know what the terms signalling the ‘culture’ stand
for. They assume that the consultant does, but this can be doubted. She probably
could define the terms, but possibly not relate these to the meanings, experiences,
values and beliefs of the people at TC.
Nevertheless, through this arrangement a kind of catch-22 situation is produced.
The person who is thought to be able to present and explain ‘our values’ is excluded
from doing so because of not being ‘one of us’ and thus a poor representative of ‘our
culture’. The persons who are, by top management at least, seen as legitimate
representatives of ‘our culture’ can’t present it, at least not without much uncertainty
and doubt, because they do not know what ‘our culture’ is.
The values are thus disconnected from those supposedly holding and/or wanting
to promote them. This disconnectedness and artificial nature of ‘our values’ really
being a consultancy product with an uncertain relation to ‘us’ can be seen as a key
characteristic of a hyperculture. The continuing loose and ambiguous relation
between the culture and those supposed to be carrying or led by it reinforces the
impression.
We think it is common for firms to rely heavily on consultants and HR staff who
are often not able to attain a deeper understanding of culture and face expectations
of producing something that appears easy and accessible and sounds good – and is
thus often deceptive. We think that a lot of ignorance or poor understanding and
questionable representations are typical for ‘culture experts’ working with hyperculture. Limited competence as well as time constraints and customer demands all
matter here. We will show in Chapter 10 that this was at least the case in TC’s
change programme.
It is important here to underscore the institutionalized nature of ‘corporate
culture’. Broadly shared expectations and norms for the formulation of cultural
values put strong imprints on it.
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Culture talk as ceremony and ritual
An interesting aspect of the cultural work is that it is mainly restricted to a few
situations where it is explicitly addressed. During these events there is much talk
about culture, although with only a minor bearing on any organizational reality
outside these settings, according to many middle managers and employees.
One engineer said that what is important in cultural change is that management
should ‘not just talk about how we should behave because that does not work; they
have to behave differently in order to make us behave differently’ (Dunbar).
Another said similarly that words about how things should work are insufficient in
trying to change the behaviour of employees:
If someone orders me to raise my motivation it will not help at all. If I, on the
other hand, see that something is actually happening and things are really
moving, you see people who are doing something and not just talking, that’s
another thing.
(Holmes)
The statements suggest that those presumably driving the change also need to
behave in accordance with the new values, to ‘walk the talk’ as is commonly
suggested by authors of organizational change. But, according to many interviewees, the values were perceived as remaining at the level of ceremonial talk,
restricted to certain situations where everybody seems to celebrate these values. It
seems more important to carry out the performances scheduled in the cultural
programme rather than work substantially with the cultural values related to
the everyday reality of employees, as considered vital by most authors of change
(Kotter 1996).
Many people remembered that there had been culture meetings and a programme
in circulation in the company but, at the same time, they were scarcely aware of its
particular content nor did they have any particular knowledge about whether it may
have mattered in any respect. ‘At the bigger meetings, they have someone who is
responsible for the culture and they come on the stage and say something but
then it sort of becomes unimportant’ (Henley, engineer). Corporate members then
saw performances such as the kick-off, the management forum and the workshops
as being primarily ceremonial in a negative way. Ceremonies can, of course, also
be positive, inspirational and pride enhancing. Dawson (2003) discusses a manufacturing company using ‘roadshow meetings’ where staff were encouraged to
discuss operations and express concerns about a quality programme. In another
case, that of a bank, a forum or ‘one-day event’ functioned as a way of communicating intentions of change in an inspiring manner. However, absence of observations
and in-depth interviews about what actually happened during these events and how
those involved related to these makes it difficult to assess the possible positive
features and outcomes. In TC similar occasions were weak in terms of any
substantial cognitive, affective or behavioural impacts on employees. Corporate
culture – or at least work on it – appears as an aside.
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Culture work seemingly circulated between specific, orchestrated events and at
(ideal) levels beyond the everyday lives of most employees, including managers.
It remained a senior management-driven set of events with which few employees
identified themselves. One may talk of empty rather than rich and expressive
ceremonialism. CTO Allen, for example, said about the values that ‘It is nothing
that I think about on a daily basis. However, the five basic values are still valid. We
even show them to some of our customers and we also show them to newly recruited
people.’ The values then appear as a signpost, functioning as a flag, waved at specific
extraordinary events. The marketed culture represents something a few of the
managers involved would want to see rather than something realized (we return to
this aspect further in Chapter 10). Culture – and here of course we mean hyperculture – is something that you refer to when you want to give a good impression
to those who are not really familiar with the organization. You may salute it, but
not necessarily pay much attention to it.

Culture as grandiose fantasies about the future
Interestingly, a few managers talked about the new culture as already being in place,
i.e. not as a target culture. Given the perceived distance between the presented and
experienced values of most employees this appears as a fantasy about being a
grandiose organization. The rhetorical appeal of hyperculture thus catches some
people, but – and this is a feature of hyperculture – only in specific situations when
it is in focus. It is a temporary seduction rather than a conviction held consistently.
In the drafts of the target culture created by TC top managers in collaboration with
the consultant and reproduced by the HR people there was a certain mixing of
descriptive and normative elements. Descriptive here refers to top management’s
claims to have captured what existed. In some of the presentations, the kick-off
and management forum, this mixing of managerial ambitions and descriptions of
the existing situation was further pronounced. Going back first to the draft it
indicated the shared values reflecting existing reality. For example, commitment
was seen as our way of working, leadership was described as characterized by trust
and inspiration, communication was placed on a par with sincerity, decision making
was characterized by empowerment and finally the organization structure was
clear and guiding people in their teamwork. If we also turn back to the ‘explanation
of the essence’ of commitment as presented in Chapter 5, the mixing of ambitions
and descriptions may become even more apparent. For example, there was talk
about: ‘Our customers come first; their current and future needs fuel our innovations’, ‘We always deliver; our customer agreements are met on time’, ‘We are
all customer oriented and familiar with our business activities’, ‘We are proud of
our technical expertise and we learn from experience’, etc.
Commitment is thus described as a ‘shared value’ in the organization, i.e. the way
people at Technocom are working, and this means that customers come first, that
we always deliver, etc. This could be understood as not explicitly suggesting aims
but rather claiming to describe existing and actual conditions.2 As we have seen,
the great majority of the employees did not support the claims that this was the
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case. However, for those producing and presenting hyperculture there is a blending
or oscillation between ideals and what most people (including probably themselves,
if encouraged to critical reflection) believe exists.
Since the shared values are symbolically displayed as a jigsaw consisting of a few
pieces that fit nicely together there is a strong suggestion of harmony and fit between
central organizational elements describing the existing organization. The draft
creates an odd feeling. The description is labelled ‘winning culture’ and it presents
the ‘targets’ or what could perhaps be described as wishful managerial thinking of
the ideal organization as something of an existing reality. At the kick-off, CEO
Howard commented on this jigsaw when stating that:
It should all fit together. Someone made a jigsaw puzzle so I can show you that
everything fits together. Hopefully all the other topics we have covered today
will also fit together, all our plans, strategies, business, and the most important
thing is that we, the people here, work together and that we can share this. That
is the key to success.
It seems that Howard is not only presenting aims but also stating how they in fact
are working, turning the managerial wishes into existing reality. The feeling of
talking about something in the future as already being in place is also expressed by
HR manager Duncan:
Part 1 [of the cultural programme] was when the consultant met every manager
globally in workshops and defined what they wanted to retain from the old unit
and what they did not want to retain. We took these results and complemented
them by asking the employees what they wanted so it was not just a managerial
matter. What emerged from this was the five basic values and three drivers: five
jigsaw parts as our basic values, and in the middle of those we have defined our
three drivers, i.e. the heart of our business, that which makes us a bit unique as
compared to our competitors, that which characterizes our business. It’s about
having outstanding customer relations; we have to have good relations with our
customers. Our success builds on our customers’ success. Then it’s our firstclass software technology, that we have a fantastic software technology, and
then we have strong teamwork, that we work a lot in teams – that is important
for us. This is really what constitutes TC. These three parts are the cornerstones
of our business: our employees in terms of teamwork; our technology: what we
sell; and that we have good relations. The three drivers must live in balance with
the shared values. It’s them together that make our target culture.
This quotation is fascinating in a number of ways. The culture ideas are said
to be the heart of our business, something that perhaps distinguishes us from
our competitors, and what characterizes our business. Here we find the essence of
the company followed by an uncertain idea about what may distinguish it from
its competitors (perhaps ‘a bit’). Then follows what is probably standard stuff in
a large number of contemporary business organizations: customer relations,
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technology and teamwork. Here the technology is indicated to be the best: it is both
‘first-class’ and ‘fantastic’, while customer relations are ‘outstanding’ or ‘good’
and teamwork is ‘strong’ and ‘important for us’. Then it is all put together in the
‘target culture’. The account then moves from we are now to what is targeted,
without any apparent awareness of the need for distinction and clarity about the heart
of our business and what we hope to become. There is a kind of projected ‘us’,
transcending any sense of realism, as the current situation, as understood by most
employees, is broadly seen as quite far from an ideal situation, with a tricky
corporate situation and a problematic heritage.
This kind of mixing of claims of what exists and ambitious targets (ideals)
underscores the idea of a hyperculture. It is neither a serious effort to capture
analytically what exists in terms of values, meanings and orientations, nor a
clear ideal (ideology) stimulating improvements, based on clearly recognized
imperfections. It conflates ideals and what exists with ‘target culture’ – used to
signal ideals and values which are clearly not realized, but which are important
to strive for and embrace. Reasoning around target culture – in opposition to
hyperculture – realizes (at least some of) the imperfections of current reality and
focuses on the gap.3 For top managers and consultants eager to confirm the target
position in delivering positive news and developing and maintaining an appealing
picture of a fine organization, there is an inclination to go for what sounds very
good:
To be honest, I think that when TC was created the new CEO thought: ‘Well,
now we have a chance to start a company totally anew and now we are going
to make a real role model company.’ Then he hired a consultant supposed to
participate with the CEO and his leadership team in order to produce a
corporate culture which they presented as: ‘This is the ideal and this is what
we stand for and this is what we are going to work towards.’ But then the daily
reality hits and it turns out to be a paper product – a paper product that
theoretically could have been very good, if it had worked. But it is still a paper
product. Someone has just said ‘This is the way we will have it.’ But people
don’t work like this in their daily work.
(Hamilton)
It is an idealized claim to ‘culture’, much better – more appealing, simple,
straightforward, aesthetic – than the presumably less appetizing cultural orientations
‘really’ characterizing the firm, that is attractive to top management. They prefer
‘hyperculture’ rather than something more complicated and less aesthetic. We will
address this – based on an interpretation of our empirical material rather than the
TC people’s claims about their ‘culture’ – in Chapter 10.

Conclusions
In this chapter we have introduced and developed the concept of hyperculture,
arguably a key issue in understanding a lot of work with managing culture and
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working with organizational change. We have addressed how the TC change
programme can be understood in terms of this concept.
Hyperculture is a set of claims about culture, which is real in the sense that there
are specific documents, a video recording, a specific vocabulary and a set of
activities. The representations claiming to capture culture are clearly there.
Hyperculture may even be said to be more ‘real’ than the values and meanings
expressed in everyday practices. The latter are not so clear, espoused and easily
communicated as hyperculture. Hyperculture is often claimed to be unique for a
specific organization, but tends to be institutionalized. This forms the ‘uniqueness
paradox’ (Martin et al. 1983) – claims to be different are expressed in standardized
ways. The appropriate values are to be found in management writings and the mass
media and turn up in many firms. They are often standard stuff, copied because
they sound good, are easily recognizable, provide legitimacy and have an aesthetic
appeal. Hyperculture overlaps ‘target culture’, but the latter is used to signal ideals,
while hyperculture has a more uncertain status in relationship to what actually
exists, and managers often confuse ideal and reality. This seems to be common for
organizations’ claims about their cultures – indicating a broad relevance of the
concept of hyperculture.
We have in the chapter discussed the cultural work focusing on hyperculture in
terms of:
•
•
•
•
•

post office activities;
manufacturing;
imitation and conformism;
ceremonial talk; and
ideal fantasy creations.

Firstly, the post office activities pointed towards an interpretation of culture
as possible to assemble and package. This package is just waiting to be opened and
automatically installed, perhaps upgrading the existing culture. The idea here is
that, when unpackaged, the new culture is self-explanatory and virtually living its
own life.
Secondly, ‘culture’ is the production of this material that lends itself to packaging
and post office-like activities. Manufacturing hyperculture calls for ‘culture experts’
boiling down a wide diversity of meanings, understandings, value claims and beliefs
into something that is economic, sounds nice and is appealing. A challenge here is
often to deny complexity and accept only a remote connection between various
inputs to the culture definition and the end product.
Thirdly, the element of copying more or less standardized statements about
culture is salient, reflecting the general tendency to isomorphism in organizations
(DiMaggio and Powell 1991).
Fourthly, culture as ceremonial talk refers to how much of the work was
experienced as empty rhetoric without any real substantial bearing on the experienced
reality of both engineers and managers. The idea here is the ideal rhetoric living its
own life as a form of hyperreality or, in this case, hyperculture.
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Fifthly, cultural work portraying an ideal state can be described as a grandiose
fantasy. This fantasy is sometimes blended with the existing reality as if the future
ideal were already realized in the company. People seem to move unreflexively
back and forth between what they see as an ideal world difficult to realize and their
experience of what actually exists. To the extent that the future ideal state is taken
or seen as the present real world, it certainly can be seen as a (primarily) managerial
idealization of the existing reality with limited reality sense.
Culture in this sense – i.e. hyperculture – appears as a cut-out representation that
is loosely related or even quite unrelated to the complex and mixed meanings, ideas
and orientations characterizing organizational everyday life – what most serious
students of culture would refer to as organizational culture. But the purpose of the
hyperculture is perhaps not to capture what goes on or what can realistically be
accomplished; it is rather appreciated and used for its aesthetic appeal and its
elegance at the level of presentation. It is to be used for ‘official’ communication.
This can also be seen in the business for quality management as well. Organizations
usually adopt quality programmes for, as they say, improving intraorganizational
participation, trust and communication. The problem with many of these
programmes is that they remain at the level of the espoused in relation to reaching
deeper cultural levels of meaning and beliefs. However, they do sustain image
building and fantasies of identities of what the organization stands for. Dawson
(2003: 149) states that: ‘it is the rhetoric and bureaucracy of quality management
which requires scrutiny and criticism, if companies and their employees are not to
fall foul of a totally questionable method’. The purpose is to appear good – and this
may make senior managers and consultants dealing with this fine-sounding
vocabulary also feel good about themselves and the fine organization they are
leading (or advising) when talking about it in ceremonial situations. In this way
hyperculture is a better phenomenon to address and focus upon than whatever goes
on out there in the everyday life of an organization, which is the social context for
complex, ambiguous and often far-from-ideal (from a managerial point of view)
cultural manifestations. A great problem is, however, that most employees, at
least in our case-study, may experience organizational life as so contradictory to
hyperculture that the latter creates frustration rather than satisfaction. In this sense
hyperculture does not – as postmodernists like Baudrillard (1981) indicate – make
a great impression on most people and occupy their sense of reality; it only takes
hold with those heavily engaged in working with it. For many, it leads to irritation
rather than inspiration. Their outlook is quite different from that of those
manufacturing, approving, distributing and buying into hyperculture – ‘symbol
workers’ (top managers, consultants, HR staff) at some distance from the majority
of employees whom one tries to reach.
We postpone generalizing from our case until the final chapter, but would like
to emphasize here that hyperculture is a general phenomenon, although we do not
claim that all organizations are ‘doing hyperculture’, nor that it leads to many
negative reactions and confusions at TC. Indeed, the tendency of other organizations
to talk about culture as a fine-sounding set of values and ideals is a prerequisite for
using the expression ‘hyperculture’. There is often some local variation, but the
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publicly available standard for how management in organizations talk about their
uniqueness tends to guide consultants, senior management and HR people setting
up a corporate culture composed of five (plus or minus one) positive values.
Hyperculture then is a matter of broadly shared and easily accessible espoused
ideals, not so much about what is really believed in.
Of course, the observations and ideas put forward here are not only relevant for
work on organizational culture change, but most likely relevant for understanding
management and change projects addressing a range of other issues (where culture
is perhaps only implicitly involved). TQM, knowledge management, HRM policies,
etc. often come out, we imagine, as more real in technologies, programmes, plans
and other representations than in the experiences and practices ‘out there’, amongst
larger groups of employees. Arguably, contemporary organizations have a lot of this
‘hyperquality’, although it is salient mainly for managers, consultants, staff and
other people preoccupied by a particular kind of symbolism.

Part 4

Getting into the substance
of organizational change
work

10 Working with culture vs
culture working on change
workers

A general question is whether people can control organizational culture or whether
organizational culture is controlling people. Can we access and do something about
the deeper aspects of culture? Or are these operating behind our backs? These are
key questions around cultural change programmes far too infrequently raised. We
think our case-study provides good material for illuminating this.
Study of a change project of course tends to focus on an intended change and the
process and outcomes of the change efforts within the explicitly targeted area. So
far we have worked with such a focus, but now we redirect our attention somewhat
and investigate certain non-targeted cultural manifestations that come across in the
organizing processes in various change activities and responses to these. This means
that we do not confine ourselves to the change people try to achieve in terms of
reinforcing or changing value orientations in line with the target culture. Our
approach means that the change activities are not considered in terms of how they
consciously and instrumentally affect culture, but how they non-consciously and
involuntarily express culture. We are here more interested in how a cultural
perspective can illuminate organizational life rather than looking at the change
efforts per se and the failures and successes of these. In other words, we try to study
what the people in action can reveal – often unconsciously or involuntarily – about
the organizational culture. As is often the case with organizational cultures, in TC
it works behind the backs of people, through taken-for-granted orientations and
unreflective ways of working (Alvesson 2002a).
In this chapter we are still interested in the activities and processes around the
change work, but approach this more ‘openly’ and ‘freely’ than previously and do
not stick to the investigation model guiding this study as a whole. Here we relate
the change programme to a broader organizational context. It is thus not seen as an
instrument for change, controlled by managers, but as a non-conscious expression
of organizational culture. Later in the chapter we explore how parts of this nonrecognized culture are reproduced, thereby undermining and counteracting what the
cultural change programme was said to accomplish.
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Concepts of culture
In order to clarify the perhaps easily confusing use of the concepts of culture, we
will make a distinction between three versions:
1

2

3

Hyperculture, as explained in the previous chapter, i.e. brief and idealistic
representations of corporate culture bearing the imprints of consultants and
key managers involved in designing the programme.
Experiences of culture held by organizational members. This refers to what
these members tend to think, feel and pay attention to when accounting for
values and practices associated with corporate culture.
Organizational culture in an ‘anthropological’ sense. This is a more theoretical
and researcher-driven view, where the idea is to describe and interpret the
‘deeper’ or tacit, perhaps non-conscious or non-registered, aspects of culture.
This is a perspective on organizations which draws upon but goes beyond
the ideas of organizational members. This is the view that we described in
Chapter 3.

These three concepts can refer to empirical phenomena that are disconnected or
overlapping to various degrees. Hyperculture may not contradict the experienced
reality of most organizational members to the same degree as in TC, but some
disconnections from and contradictions in relationship to experienced culture
are typical characteristics of hyperculture. Anthropological culture may go hand
in hand with the other two to various degrees, but normally there is a difference.
The aims and logic behind hyperculture, the lived reality and the outcome of
ethnographic work and cultural analysis tend to show some or considerable variation
(see Table 10.1).
Some discrepancies are unavoidable and are characteristic of the inspirational and
promotional purposes of hyperculture, but too profound contradictions lead to
frustration and cynicism and/or change work where change agents have no control
over the change work. The TC case illustrates this.
Table 10.1 Concepts of culture
Hyperculture

Explicit, for semi-public consumption, managementdriven representation
Experienced corporate culture Organizational members’ ideas, values and sentiments
about organizational cultural reality
Anthropological organizational The culture researcher’s ‘thick description’ of in-depth
culture
meanings, based on ethnographic work and cultural
analysis
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The change programme as an expression of organizational
culture
As many interviewees expressed the opinion that the culture change programme was
a paper product remote from their everyday life and the real organizational practices,
one could say that the cultural change programme tells us very little about
organizational culture. It may tell us more about how consultants operate or how
executives live in their own worlds, as seen in studies taking the experiences of
employees more seriously (Dawson 2003; Preece et al. 1999). Arguably, this is a
general phenomenon of considerable relevance for corporate management and
change projects. What is being espoused thus says something about aspirations
and ideals, but less about the shared meanings and values that actually inform
people’s thinking and actions and thus shape organizational practices. Still, how
people worked with the cultural change programme can be seen as offering vital
clues to organizational culture. Talk, events and actions as well as the reception and
interpretations of those targeted for cultural change – mainly engineers and middle
managers – can be seen as cultural manifestations, with effects on the shaping or
rather reproduction of sets of established meanings and understandings, i.e. culture.
Organizing work: top management driven?
An interesting phenomenon that comes through strongly in the critical comments of
the culture programme is the strong emphasis on top managerial behaviour. Cultural
change for some people seemed to be entirely dependent on top management
changing its behaviour. An engineer, Dunbar, was asked about the implementation
of the shared values: ‘The only way that a culture can change from above is when
management acts differently and not only talks about acting differently – not by
writing about it in a booklet.’ It is easy to agree with the opinion that writing about
things in a pamphlet will not lead to much, although some enthusiasts of
organizational discourse – believing in the magic of language use – may dispute this.
Our interest can then focus on managerial actions (or lack thereof). From most
normative points of view, typically embracing managerialist understandings, where
management acts and other people react, this appears self-evident.
We don’t deny the relevance of such viewpoints, but think that considerable
attention should be devoted to how other groups, e.g. middle managers and highly
educated non-managerial employees, think and act (Collins 1998). It is far from
self-evident that middle managers and engineers can’t take the initiative to change,
at least on the local level of projects and work within specific units. There are several
studies of organizational change that suggest that changes, sometimes radical,
emerged primarily as a result of local actions and spontaneous experimentation and
learning from lower-level managers and employees ‘on the floor’ (Beer and Nohria
2000; Palmer et al. 2006). As discussed in Chapter 2 Dawson (2003) shows in a
study of the introduction of TQM that the employees did not really understand the
statistical side of the quality systems and instead of using sophisticated techniques
invented simple numeric measures and group-oriented problem solving such as
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brainstorming. The statistical aspects of TQM were replaced by interpersonal skills,
communications and group relations. There are of course sometimes casualties of
change but employees are seldom just powerless victims of top management
priorities and organizational structures. The large majority of the employees of TC
were civil engineers, highly educated people from a large Swedish technical
university. They were not underpaid immigrants or third world workers in a
sweatshop under a harsh regime. But in our observations and in the interview
accounts about the cultural change programme as a paper product unrelated to
reality, very little came through of the engineers and the middle managers as
resourceful and active subjects, contributing to the formation of an organizational
reality through their values, beliefs, orientations and, partly based on these, actions.
In the change project at TC, employees were passive and reactive. They constructed
an organization in which culture was done by others – senior people – to the
majority, who thought that they must wait and see what top management did before
relating to ideas about values.
We find strong indications of this passivity and avoidance of agency. However,
some nuances are notable here. For example, when asked whether cultural issues
were a concern only for management, an engineer responded:
No, they are not, but it’s matter for them to begin and words do not help in this
case. You have to show how things should work in a way that helps. If someone
orders me to raise my motivation it will not help at all. If I, on the other hand,
see that something is actually happening and things are really moving, you see
people who are doing something and not just talking, that’s another thing.
(Holmes)
Here top management is not seen as the only category responsible for organizational
culture, but the rest of the organization is placed in a follower position. The basic
orientation is one of wait and see. Only when top management clearly demonstrates
something may one consider actively relating to this. We think it is possible to
identify two prototypical interpretations of the cultural change programme:
•

•

Interpretation 1: ‘If they think they have created culture only because we put
values on everyone’s door, well, it will not help if you’re not working actively
with the concepts. I don’t think you create culture like that. Culture is rather
something you see when the different parts of the programme get support and
establish themselves. No, I don’t believe in talk and paper if nothing happens’
(Turner, junior middle manager). This interpretation seems to dominate
strongly among primarily TC junior middle managers and employees. People
are sceptical, cautious and very reluctant to try to contribute with ideas and
initiatives in the organizational culture area.
Interpretation 2: ‘The point is that you plant a seed and then it will work by
itself’ (Anderson, senior middle manager). This interpretation is less based on
the top-down model of the organization and assumes that the cultural change
programme is intended to work as a source of inspiration, to mobilize
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employees broadly in the form of taking responsibility for values and in
bridging the gap between values and behaviours. A positive interpretation
would suggest that the stated values were fairly well grounded in broad
discussions within the firm and that the workshops offered some support with
and inspiration to working actively with these in terms of adjustments,
improvisations and experiments at a local level.
That interpretation 2 seemed to be so uncommon in the firm gives us strong clues
of organizational culture. This can be said to be characterized by hierarchical and
bureaucratic orientations. People take hierarchy and existing work structures as
given. These can perhaps be changed by top management, but not by themselves,
people assume. There are frequent complaints about bad management, invisible
leadership, etc. But this is one-dimensionally ascribed to higher levels in the
organization. Ideas and values promoting local initiative or down–up pressure –
feedback, critique, suggestions, actions – to improve the frustrating situation seem
to be absent, on the whole. Of course there are exceptions, for example Neville’s
co-workers provided suggestions for what he should do.
In this organizational culture, where the assumptions and values mean that agency
is ascribed to top and senior levels and reactivity to oneself (as a lower-level
organizational member), at least when it comes to organizational issues, a change
initiative relying on low-level participants as chief cultural carriers is not likely to
succeed. One can compare this to Heracleous and Langham’s (1996) findings from
a consultancy company, discussed in Chapter 2, in which a governing assumption
about human nature was that people were self-motivated and self-governing agents
acting in an entrepreneurial manner in terms of taking local change initiatives. Since
this assumption and its connection to behaviour and organizational practices were
made visible in the change process the cultural change work could acknowledge that
and thus make the changes more productive. In the TC case, with the absence of
detailed pressure and pre-specification of what to do, and the general open design
in terms of what the workshops should lead to, this kind of assumption was not
absent in the change programme. There was a loosely indicated assumption
of employees being able and willing to be active and reshape the organization. It
did, however, surface only vaguely and incoherently and was not backed up by
broader orientations. It lacked directive power in terms of seriously affecting the
identities and orientations of lower-level middle managers and employees. As with
many change programmes emphasizing participation, it included the paradoxical
combination of being initiated and driven by top management while relying on
people lower in the hierarchy to be activated and engaged (Musson and Duberley
2007). Of course, the former easily undermines the latter.
Bureaucracy
We can add to this point by considering what is being exhibited during the cultural
change programme in relationship to bureaucracy. Contrary to what is commonly
suggested in the business press, pop-management books and even in many social
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science texts, bureaucracy is still a common, perhaps the dominant, organizational
form in one version or another (Adler 1999; Alvesson and Thompson 2005). This,
of course, reflects the considerable advantages of the bureaucratic form. As
indicated in Chapter 4, TC and its parent company were in many ways strongly
characterized by the characteristics of bureaucracy: hierarchy, horizontal division
of labour, disconnected work tasks, separation of conception (planning) and
execution, a strong emphasis on procedures, etc. Of course, this picture needs to be
nuanced. There was no detailed control of the engineers, who had operational
authority over their own work. Rules and standards for how to work did not play a
large role in the execution of labour processes – in TC most employees did
knowledge-intensive work with a fairly high degree of discretion over their work.
There was space for innovation, and in many everyday work situations engineers
were more active and self-directive than they appeared in our case (Rennstam 2007).
Still, the overall organizational form – in particular as it came through in the cultural
change work – bore the imprint of professional bureaucracy.
As we pointed out in Chapter 5, the cultural orientations associated with this
structural form were clearly manifested in the cultural change programme. There
was the division between those who planned and those who executed. People saw
their work mainly in terms of limited and constrained roles. These tended to be
taken for granted: middle managers tended to wait for instructions what to
do. Vague suggestions – such as work with culture – were resisted or led to a very
limited response and then no further initiative. Individuals typically did their own
tasks in the overall chain of labour and took little responsibility for or developed
little interest in what happened before or after they had conducted their own piece
of work. In the change project, those involved exhibited little engagement in the
overall project work. People worked mainly alone and there was not much teamwork in the change programme. Individual managers were supposed to do their
work on their own; there were no efforts to link up groups of people to support
each other and work jointly on the culture theme. (Of course, they worked with
subordinates, but not much with other people expected to lead workshops and
cultural change.) There was also limited interaction between different levels. Middle
managers did not take much initiative in finding out what was the purpose of all
this and how various actors – from top management to lower levels – could interact
in order to make something good happen. Middle managers were understood to
be people who worked on the implementation of ideas decided by senior levels, not
actors participating in organizing processes through initiative and thinking about
strategic and long-term developmental possibilities. This ‘passing-on-the-message’
orientation was very different from what we refer to as everyday reframing as a more
local and active way of working with cultural change (Alvesson 2002a).
The HR people and the managers appeared to work with culture mainly as tasks
to be ticked off after they had been carried out – this was a work style that fitted into
a bureaucratic form, where people carry out procedures irrespective of personal
feelings about them. The problem is, of course, that for values to work people
must believe in them. For managers leading workshops expressing values they do
not adhere to may be counterproductive. And work with cultural change is perhaps
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not best done if treated as if you can do it in certain delimited situations and forget
about it most of the time. Culture work needs to be ‘non-bureaucratic’, at least as
long as it is not about values such as order, control and rule following. (Of course,
some organizational changes are about realizing these ideals, but here the change
work needs to deviate from a ‘bureaucratic’ style and use means such as horror
stories about the dangers of lack of order, discipline, obedience to rules, etc.) But,
as discussed in Chapter 2, most models within the planning approach apply some
form of n-step logic and can thus be seen as more or less bureaucratic, perhaps a
key reason why these models so often fail as guides to accomplish change according
to objectives (Collins 1998). The latter, especially cultural change, normally
involves breaking away from an emphasis on formal rules. Organizational change
usually involves encouraging creative, innovative and experimental activities
(Tsoukas and Chia 2002). This is not to say that a degree of bureaucracy should or
could be avoided; some use of instructions, standards and rules is often necessary,
but it should not be a major element in change work.
At the kick-off for TC, CEO John Howard emphasized that ‘we will have fun’,
but the tone of the speech was formal and diplomatic – with the exception of an
irritated remark about people being late. There was not much fun exhibited here.
Instead the value of neutrality, reason and formality was being communicated.
Rather than a ‘fun’ workplace, a bureaucratic one – typically constrained in terms
of ‘fun-ness’ – is being expressed.
Remote managers claiming to ‘be involved’
The change process also exhibited various indications of managers being invisible
or distanced from lower-level employees. One example of this was that the top
managers, after launching and presenting the project, did not seem to express much
interest in it. The lack of follow-up could be read as a low priority being put on
exercising visible leadership on an on-going basis. Top managers communicated
the importance and claims of commitment to a set of values, but the lack of
persistence and variation in demonstrating this did not improve their credibility in
the eyes of their subordinates. Another example was how middle managers were
also viewed as quite distant. In a workshop we noted the following statements
among subordinates discussing the leadership of Neville as part of a cultural
exercise while he was absent for a short time:
‘What is very good for Neville, I think, is that you talk to him on a regular
basis’, says Marsh, being the first to mention Neville’s name, ‘every second
week or so, just five minutes to chit-chat, tell him what you are doing, what’s
on your mind, so that he gets sort of in touch, so that he stays in touch. If he
doesn’t come to you, you should go to him, just to tell him what is going on,
because sometimes he is very busy and I think it would be very good for him
if you just steal five minutes from him every now and then.’ ‘If he can’, Kerr
says, ‘he should dedicate one day in his calendar, one afternoon, to support, and
talk with everybody . . .’
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When Neville re-entered they all made ‘shh’ jokes and laughed. He said: ‘Leadership and trust. I think from my point of view, what is very important is being
involved without controlling.’ His idea of leadership was more about support and
less about expertise and problem solving. The others then told Neville what they
had been talking about, stressing the idea that they had to tell Neville more about
their problems and that Neville should be more involved in informal activities such
as coffee breaks. Neville then summed up ways in which they could support each
other.
Here Neville emphasized that he believed in being involved and giving a lot of
support to people. But the personnel indicated that they saw him as heavily occupied
by other activities and the valued support would call for some significant changes
to be realized.
We seem to have here an example of the generally quite common discrepancy
between the espoused, which sounds good, and the practices, which appear typically
less positive (Argyris 1982). Even though events such as this encounter may
encourage changes to reduce the distance, the overall picture of the change project
seems to have been that senior managers preached involvement and visible
leadership but then exhibited limited on-going commitment to the very project
supposed to lead to the realization of these ideals.
Scepticism about organizational and HR issues
Another example of how the change programme manifested cultural orientations
rather different from the espoused ideals concerned how organizational changes
were viewed as top managerial initiatives disconnected from the specific work of
the employees:
I think that most of the ideas in the cultural programme are right. I do think that
we have a hell of a job to act in accordance with it. But I think that every step
we take in order to reach it is good. But there has been a tired scepticism since
the years when we were an internal unit within GT. There we went from golden
times to not-so-golden times and had a leadership always telling us how
fantastic everything was. There is tiredness in the organization like: ‘Now
top management thinks we are going to do this but what does it actually mean
to me?’
(Rogers, middle manager)
The understanding of organizational changes was then that these were often
habitual, sloppy, short-sighted and useless and that work with organizational issues
was viewed as negative. A related experience was that change efforts were
understood as HR issues, unrelated to the substantive issues and concerns of other
people:
Managers were supposed to document their workshops and send the results
back to us. But then we ended up in some stagnation and I met managers who
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asked me ‘What really happened with the culture?’ At such times I think ‘Well,
it just became an HR thing.’
(Hamilton)
Ideas and talk about organizational change were seen as unrelated to work and
practice, but strongly connected with superficial ideas and with HR people
and top managers ignorant of and perhaps not interested in ‘substance’. To the
extent that this negative value of work with organizational changes guided people,
there was a negative framing of the cultural change programme from the start and
an inclination to call for evidence that this was serious business before giving it a
chance.
This negative framing was then reproduced and even reinforced through the
experience that the culture project did not become more than an ‘HR thing’ (Legge
1995). One cultural consequence of the project then was the devaluation of this
kind of work and thinking. Generally in corporations, there is some scepticism
against ‘HR things’. In many organizations where culture is viewed as the key thing,
there is no association to HR (Alvesson 1995; Kunda 1992).
The change project as evoking existing task-related priorities
A key motive of the change effort was to encourage the employees to move away
from a narrow technological focus in favour of considering wider concerns
associated with the market and ways of working.
Among the top managers at TC there was one who was less favourably positioned
towards the cultural programme and even used it ‘negatively’, i.e. as a means of
reinforcing a view that the existing technically oriented tasks were what should be
the primary focus in the organization. This manager, Klaus Wolfe, suggested that
one did not accomplish commitment, customer focus and other parts of a cultural
change by the use of a planned cultural programme, instead suggesting that
managers (and engineers) ‘live culture’. Being in charge of very large projects, and
deeply involved in technical development issues, with tough demands on
subordinates, he influenced how some people saw the cultural change. About the
cultural programme Wolfe said:
I don’t believe for a second that you can come up with a programme and only
talk about things; you must live it. If you don’t live it as a manager you can do
whatever programme you want. Maybe you will get some progress on the
surface but at the end you will not move anything, not for a second.
Further, Wolfe criticized this in the management team, saying ‘We must stop the
management tralala [culture programme]’ and that he was ‘getting really upset
about this cultural tralala’.
One manager at Satellite said about Wolfe: ‘We have these ideas about culture
and the cultural workshops but what Wolfe does is completely contrary to that. So
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there are two cultures. There’s Howard’s idealistic culture and there’s Wolfe’s
culture.’ Another manager at Satellite explained similarly: ‘Wolfe doesn’t buy into
it. If he in theory agrees with it, he doesn’t buy into it in practice, so it’s a different
. . . he runs a different culture.’
Although there were mixed views about Wolfe’s style of management, many
seemed to think his way of acting impressed people and had effects:
He has been up here twice and he did a very good PR job on the people who
were working on this project, because he does have breadth of knowledge
and the way he says things means that engineers can associate with him more
than with Howard. [Question: Why?] Because he takes decisions; he makes
decisions. The way he says it the engineer can relate to it; he jumps up and
around shouting; he definitely motivates people.
Engineers seemingly related to the demands and ideas of Wolfe’s emphasis on
the specific work tasks and the technical aspect of the work within the company.
He thus to some extent undermined the change project and, although he was against
its form rather than its substance (the values expressed), his focus on and celebration
of the work tasks and his generally negative view of the cultural change project had
some spillover consequences on the objectives of the change project.
It may appear that Wolfe’s approach – with a strong focus on action and a
powerful (even authoritarian) way of emphasizing his points – could easily be seen
as superior to the one expressed by the cultural change programme, in particular as
most people saw this as too much talk and paper. However, the value of reflection
and trying to lift the focus from immediate accomplishments in existing projects
should not be underestimated. Wolfe’s focus on intraorganizational project work
may also be seen as reinforcing the technological orientation of TC, which, as we
saw in Chapter 5, according to top management and consultancy reports was too
strong, at the expense of market and customer values.

Unintentional reinforcement of existing culture
The cultural change work seemingly accomplished a relatively weak impact, if it
achieved any impact at all, in terms of changing what most people in TC perceived
to be the existing culture. Did this mean that it had no effects? Not necessarily. It
would seem as if the cultural change programme in unintended ways reinforced
the existing organizational culture and to some extent counteracted the espoused
objectives. In this section we elaborate upon this, perhaps for some change-minded
people, paradoxical result. If we emphasize the ‘deeper’ aspects of culture – which
are not necessarily what people in an organization recognize as culture – then it is
difficult not to be caught and be guided by them (Alvesson 2002a; Schein 1985).
This is the case even if one believes that one is engaged in the business of changing
culture.
In terms of our three concepts of culture, one could say that ‘anthropological’
organizational culture puts a strong imprint on and runs the show behind the backs
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Hyperculture

Change effort

Experienced corporate culture

Counter-change force

Anthropological organizational culture
Figure 10.1 Levels of culture

of those trying to push for hyperculture. Non-conscious assumptions and meanings
portrayed by this cultural understanding also influence the experiences and views
of organizational members to ‘wait and see’ and towards disinclination to take the
initiative (see Figure 10.1).
The overall objective of the change programme was to improve the organization.
An important element of the culture concerned scepticism about organizational
issues and organizational ‘knowledge’. As said, broad groups of managers and
employees viewed organizational initiatives and change efforts as superficial. Work
with development of the organization, value talk and HR was viewed as soft, fluffy
and of limited value and relevance. These meanings informed the reception of the
change programme and contributed to its lack of success, but were also reinforced
by experiences and meanings ascribed to the programme. The majority of the TC
employees appear to have got their views confirmed and reinforced. The outcome
of this was increasing scepticism against efforts to work with organizational issues
and additional difficulties in doing so in a successful way. A downvaluing of
organizational work meant decreased capacity to do so. In this way the change
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programme backfired. Experiences of earlier change programmes played a major
role in accounting for the success or failure of subsequent ones (Dawson 2003;
Palmer et al. 2006).
Related to this was the view of managers as distant and invisible and ‘leadership’
as generally weak. One idea behind the change programme was to improve leadership and reinforce the trust in managers. There were some discussions around
leadership that may have led to increased understanding and perhaps feedback for
development. In the case that we followed in detail, the exchange of views between
Neville’s espoused value of being involved and the subordinates’ perception of him
not being so was probably productive. Discussions like these are often valuable.
However, given the frequent references to the change programme as a paper product
and top and many senior middle managers as not doing anything visible in line with
the espoused values, one effect of the change programme on organizational culture
thus seemed to be to produce or reinforce meanings and assumptions around top
management as detached from work and not very credible. We got the impression
that many people seemed to think that top and many senior middle managers were
superficial and inclined to wishful thinking and appeared to be out of touch with
what went on in the organization at the level of production.
Other aspects of the reproduction of the existing ideas, meanings and beliefs
may in more subtle ways have worked against the intentions and aims of the change
project. As said, the beliefs and orientations associated with a technocraticinstrumental and bureaucratic work style characterized the change project. This
work went against objectives such as teamwork, commitment and customer
orientation, all calling for a more social and flexible orientation to work, in which
considerations wider than just focusing on one’s own piece of work were vital.
The relationship between intentions, actual cultural manifestations and cultural
consequences was, however, probably weaker and more indirect here, as it was
restricted to a small group. Even though it is questionable whether a bureaucracyimpregnated way of trying to accomplish change had any significant consequences
in terms of organizational culture, one can note that the key group supposed to drive
cultural change was guided by and reproduced orientations that were out of line with
the direction of this change.
The non-emotional, non-expressive, asocial, constrained commitment signalled
in some of the acts of top managers trying to communicate cultural values probably
did not appear as very convincing, but may not have counteracted the intended
ideals. These were not about creating the kind of original and colourful hooplahoopla culture of a sect-like nature that characterizes firms with ‘very strong’
corporate cultures and a special climate and style. (This surfaced to some extent in
CEO Howard’s talk of having ‘fun’.) Nevertheless, when the cultural change
activities showed managers with ‘poker faces’, these encouraged other orientations
than those openly propagated by the change effort.
Our overall assessment is that, even though many of the elements of reproduction
of the existing culture did not directly run against the cultural change programme,
parts of these stood at odds with the change ideals and sometimes even tended
towards the direction of reinforcing what it was supposed to change. It is difficult
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to assess the significance of this, but we can note that there was at least a nonnegligible element of guiding thinking, feeling and values in another direction than
the one espoused in the change project.

Conclusions
In this chapter we have addressed the general (re)production of cultural meaning
in the change programme. This means that we are less interested in what was
accomplished in terms of goal achievement (or failure) and more interested in the
meaning creation outside, independent of and occasionally in contradiction to
the change programme and its targeted values. We have asked what the events,
actions and interpretations around cultural change activities tell us about the
organization from an anthropological-cultural perspective.
Existing culture is here defined as the meanings, beliefs and values played out in
various everyday situations, guiding organizational members in a variety of
situations (see Chapter 3). This is a bit more specific and oriented towards everyday
practice than what most people focusing on cultural change have in mind, in
particular if they subscribe to a hyperculture view on culture. Hyperculture can,
in principle, connect with and change these cultural manifestations. Values
signalling explicit ideals rather than the values people live by may trigger moves
closer to the former, making hyperculture less remote from the values, beliefs and
meanings actually guiding people at work. But this does not seem to have been the
case with the change programme we have studied. Most employees saw it as remote
from how the organization worked and there were not many signs of reduced gaps.
A key feature of the organization, in the context here studied, seems to have been
the passivity of most actors. People seldom referred to a ‘we’ or reasoned as if
they themselves as members of collectives or as departmental managers put any
imprints on the organization. Even a manager like Rogers referred to how ‘it’ was,
not what he or others did. He even said that the ‘project I am working does not
act according to these values’. It can be noted that he did not say that ‘we do not act
according to these values’. His formulation indicated that the project lived a life of
its own determined by something above the heads, minds and hearts of the project
members. Of course, in a relatively large organization like TC one can’t expect
a group of engineers or a manager to have a significant impact on the entire
organization. But one individual or group may influence the values, ideas and
meanings being imprinted on the specific projects and other processes they were
participating in. Culture is ‘made’ from below and locally as much as or more than
from above. This of course fuels cultural variety within organizations. Ways of
working are not just mechanical effects of overall corporate structures or cultures
or top management decisions, but are to some extent created by the people directly
involved. In our case, these were managers and engineers doing knowledgeintensive work, not workers on an assembly line. One could have expected them,
in principle, to be sufficiently resourceful and motivated to raise their voices and
try to influence the organization in various ways. But employees, even many middle
managers, seemed to believe in managerialism in the sense that the important
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things came from top and more senior managers and the rest were followers.
Bureaucracy and managerialism then were key features of organizational culture,
and crucial in understanding the problems of getting the change programme moving
beyond hyperculture.
The impression is of an organization characterized by fairly rigid boundaries
between levels. These were not just structural features, but very much a matter of
people having developed cultural orientations around doing predefined engineering
work and limiting the work accordingly. Managers in most cases seemed to
view themselves as foremen, administrators and project managers, with rather
limited work domains. They seemed more inclined to complain about corporate
culture and top management than see themselves as exercising influence in various
directions and as potentially forming productive relations with top managers and,
through this, being active producers of organizational reality. Again, this can be seen
as characterizing a bureaucratic culture and managerialist thinking.
This culture was being manifested during the change work and formed a kind
of organizational paradigmatic background (Heracleous and Langham 1996;
Pfeffer 1992) which was not really addressed, and presumably not clearly recognized, by the people at TC. These orientations and in particular the passivity
and limited area of responsibility of most employees counteracted the possibility
of the cultural change programme being inspirational or creating a wave or a
flow in the organization, as indicated to be the idea or hope of the architects of
the programme. The combination of a weak change programme and, perhaps even
more vital, a strong but unacknowledged orientation towards managerialist
assumptions and bureaucratic inertia seem to have contributed to the limited effects
of the programme.
Although the cultural change programme had limited effects, at least in terms
of the stated objectives, it may have had other, non-anticipated and unwanted,
effects. We have the interesting paradox that the cultural change programme to a
degree produced what it was intended to improve: lack of trust in management and
a view of leadership as absent. It to some extent reinforced and fuelled the beliefs
and orientations it was supposed to counteract: scepticism and negative assumptions. Low confidence in top and many senior middle managers seems to have
been segmented rather than changed. The programme also led many people in the
company to feel confirmed in their views about work on organizational issues
being superficial – it was about talk and paper products. These were seen as ‘HR
things’ rather than related to work practices. Organizational knowledge was soft
and fluffy and led nowhere. Although we can only speculate on this, the other side
of this is that technical knowledge appeared as even more real and valuable.
Humanistic ideas around culture, values, participation and people issues lose
against values such as those propagated by ‘action men’ such as Wolfe. It seems
likely that the value hierarchy of an engineer-driven organizational culture was
reinforced.
A major idea in this chapter is the distinction between three concepts of culture:
hyperculture, experienced corporate culture and anthropological culture. We think
it is vital to encourage researchers and practitioners interested in understanding and
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working with changes to consider the deeper aspects indicated by our third concept.
Otherwise the risk is high of one-sided concentration on ‘surface work’, circling
around hyperculture, while the cultural forces in operation are much more profound
and do their powerful work undetected.

11 Working with change

In this chapter we extend the discussion of change work by addressing the sense
making, work activities and identities of those involved. After some initial
comments on the value of in-depth studies we discuss the problems of a technocratic
approach to change. Another key feature is how non-recognized organizational
culture working behind the backs of people plays a key role in the change efforts.

An exceptionally unfortunate and/or a typical case?
In this book we argue that, in order to assess change programmes, in-depth and
micro-oriented studies are called for and there is a shortage of such cases (Helms
Mills 2003; Tsoukas and Chia 2002).1 Quite often, in cases coming close to the
‘ideal’, there are varied views on what happened and what were the outcomes in
terms of consequences and the value of these (e.g. Badham et al. 2003; Helms Mills
2003). It seems fairly common with change initiatives that are started with energy
and enthusiasm, but where the level of commitment soon drops and where
sometimes the entire change project is dropped (Amundsen 2003; Jackall 1988).
Many efforts to change organizational culture have been essentially unsuccessful
(Ogbonna and Wilkinson 2003; Siehl 1985). There is thus no reason to assume that
this case should be exceptional – it seems to fall within the spectrum of fairly typical
or at least not very untypical cases.
But some readers may think that the case presented in this book is not a
very interesting or relevant one, believing that it was unexceptionally badly
conceptualized and/or executed and therefore of little interest. The reader wanting
positive examples and assuming that organizational change efforts are often rational
and lead to positive outcomes may feel disappointed – and think that there is little
to learn from the case. However, we have a strong feeling that there is a tendency
to overreport intentions, designs and good cases or to portray cases that are open to
quite different interpretations in a positive light. Dawson (2003: 174) suggests for
example that success stories ‘are often post hoc rationalized accounts constructed
to convey a preferred message to an intended audience’. This seems to be the case
at least outside academic studies, but also, when academics try to provide principles
and recipes on for example how to accomplish change, they tend to report highly
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successful cases (although a few clearly failed cases with horror-story qualities are
also popular) (e.g. Beer 2000; Beer and Nohria 2000). Of the cases of organizational
culture change reviewed in Brown (1995) and Palmer et al. (2006), most addressed
objectives, design and process up to implementation. So far everything looked good,
but it is what happened then that is perhaps of most interest, assuming that we
are interested in studying those involved in the process as mediators rather than
just intermediaries (Latour 2005). In terms of good cases, one can assume that
companies are more likely to let researchers and journalists in if they have
something they perceive to be positive to show. They are, of course, more likely to
communicate these themselves through various intended audiences. A vital part of
management is to manage image; organizational culture is not just a matter of
internal operations, but is also a major aspect of marketing and image building
(Hatch and Schultz 2002). The business press typically focus new CEOs and/or
new initiatives in the early phase and have little patience to see what happens after
a time, when possible effects may start to materialize. In addition there is a tendency
for top managers, consultants and others involved to perceive projects they have
been responsible for and identify with in a positive light. As these are overrepresented in writings and presentations on changes, their self-serving bias may
lead to ambiguous change efforts being not only presented but also understood in
a positive way. In the current case, we can note that the managers responsible for
the change programme were (or expressed themselves as) more positive about the
programme than the majority of the people we talked to. The claims for success and
failure are thus usually part of the political process of any organizational change
(Jackall 1988; Pettigrew et al. 2001).
That there are more positive cases in circulation in public than less successful
ones does not mean that the latter are uncommon. As discussed in Chapter 2, it is
suggested that more than two-thirds of most change initiatives fail (Beer and Nohria
2000; Sorge and van Witteloostuijn 2004). The fairly few careful studies give the
impression of more failed than successful change projects, although of course many
are not so easy to categorize in terms of success and failure.
That our study portrays an organization having great problems in matching the
rational and idealistic views of organizational change in management textbooks
may tell us more about the shortcomings of the latter than the specific faults in the
specific case. We think that there is a lot to learn from so-called failures, not least
through the multitude of experiences of what presumably went wrong and where
things were less or more problematic. This constitutes a rich source for the further
understanding and managing of organizational change.
As said at the beginning of this book, there is no reason to assume that TC should
be inferior to other organizations in its (in)capacity or ambition to carry out these
kinds of projects. TC is part of a very large, internationally leading firm, is seen as
an attractive employer and hardly attracts or employs below-standard professionals
or managers. In terms of the rationality and thoughtfulness of the design of the
change programme, it should perhaps once more be pointed out that this was a)
grounded in a number of studies, workshops involving large groups of managers,
and consultants’ reports, and b) relatively thoroughly checked and approved by
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other consultants. In this sense one could say that the change programme was quite
ambitiously planned and even quality-checked. The general design does not deviate
much from that of many other programmes. A few key values, a mission statement,
talks by the CEO, workshops and some educational material typically developed
and distributed by a mix of top management, consultants and HR staff seem to be
close to standard in the cultural change business and organizational change in
general (e.g. Ogbonna and Harris 1998).
Given the fairly good anchoring in investigations of experienced problems and
opinions about current and desired conditions, one could have imagined that the
change programme would engage managers and employees.
One of the authors presented the case to a group of managers in a workshop, who
confirmed that this was not atypical. As one person said, ‘It ends like this every
bloody time!’
All this makes the case well worth taking seriously. We don’t think, however,
that what we can learn from it in terms of more generally and theoretically relevant
conclusions is a matter of whether it was less well planned and/or executed than
many other cases. All cases provide a basis for interpretations and discussions of
broader significance. Whether a case is more or less successful than the average one
has very little to do with how cases can be used for the production of insights about
organizational change. In this case we think that a) our careful following of the
entire process and the specific actions – and inactions – of the people involved or
uninvolved and b) our broader interpretation of the targeted values in relationship
to the unacknowledged organizational culture context in which this takes place
offer interesting results.

On the re-engineering of engineering culture
Much of the knowledge created in this study concerns difficulties in the case project,
but this can also be turned into something more ‘positive’ through emphasizing
what it is important to pay attention to in change work. We’ll start, however, with
the ‘negative’ aspects.
Problems with a technocratic approach
To sum up from the previous chapters we may say that a common thread in much
of the organizational cultural change literature is trivialization. Culture is deprived
of some of what makes it important in organizational life for the benefit of
convenient handling (Alvesson 2002a; Heracleous and Langham 1996). The
assumption seems to be that culture to a large extent could be managed – or at least
significantly improved – by the culture change programme. The design indicates a
grand technocratic approach expressing a managerial tool view on culture, where
people and the cultural toolbox are seen as simple transporters, or intermediaries,
of the initial force of change (Latour 2005). This grand technocratic approach
overlaps with what Palmer et al. (2006) refer to as director and navigator images
of change: the manager is in control and is showing direction. As said in previous
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chapters, there are also more humanistic, OD-type ingredients in the design, but
these are less prominent, partly owing to the inability and unwillingness of many
organizational members to act upon them. We will come back to this issue.
This approach, as indicated by our case, has the following problematic features:
•
•
•
•
•

managerialism;
big bites;
quick fix;
emphasis on planning and design work;
limited expressiveness.

We have addressed these elements before, so a repetition and minor supplementation are sufficient here. Mainly we want to pull together, summarize and clearly
show a common but problematic ‘configuration’ of cultural change work.
Managerialism refers to a strong emphasis on managers being in charge,
possessing a superior overview, knowledge and authority (Alvesson and Willmott
1996). The manager and management knowledge are supposed to do the trick. With
the correct decision, design and inputs from management, the followers as
intermediaries will deliver the results (Latour 2005). In our case there is talk of
cascading the changes down the hierarchical level through progressively involving
more middle managers and employees in the proposed changes through the workshops and seminars. The cascade method is fairly common and often the preferred
way to accomplish organizational change (Dawson 2003). However, our case
suggests that contextual features, such as the strong expectation that top managers
would take the initiative and be central and in control throughout the project, made
such a method less appropriate.
Big bites refer to the inclination to assume that complex and messy phenomena
can be condensed into a few boxes and thus be dealt with. Issues like leadership,
teamwork and customer orientation are immensely complex and difficult, but when
transformed into a few words in hyperculture these qualities are lost and they emerge
as ideals or characteristics to be dealt with.
Related to this is the belief in quick fixes. Of course, it is important not to ascribe
too much naivety to managers and consultants here. Most realize that the issues at
stake are difficult and call for long-term work. But still there is a strong adherence
to the assumption that considerable progress – starting a wave – can be accomplished through rapid and limited interventions.
Another key characteristic of a grand technocratic approach is the lack of
emotionality and expressiveness. A technocratic view downplays and marginalizes
the organization as an emotional and social arena. The use of abstract words, neutral
and uninspired verbal performances, and a lack of rich examples grounded in
organizational history and practice (‘stories’) all contribute to ‘thinness’ in terms
of expressiveness and emotional appeal.
A final key and more overall element is a strong emphasis on planning and
design, while there are insufficient attention and resources devoted to process. This
is not uncommon. Much writing within organizational change emphasizes the
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planning and designs aspects (see models of change in OD, Heracleous and
Langham 1996; Robbins 2003). There is also typically a lack of sensitivity in
process work. This view of planning and design as the heavy and important part
and the implementation process as straightforward and easy is at odds with an
understanding of the unpredictability of meaning constructions. Our case supports
the importance of sensitively following and working with the expectations and
interpretations of those supposed to be influenced and/or stimulated.
This discussion of a bias in planning/design vs implementation/process is in
itself, however, not unproblematic. One could argue that a thought model dividing
up the work in planning and execution is misleading. Thinking very much in
terms of steps may be problematic here. People also produce and reproduce an
organization and express cultural meanings – of a changing or reproducing kind –
when they plan for future change work. How they talk about, act and pay attention
to themes in particular ways frames the cultural orientations of those who are present
(Forester 2003). Rather than assuming a rigid distinction between planning and
implementation it may be better to see the ongoing process and the open-ended
ways of expressing and interacting as crucial. Even if people seemingly stick to
prepared scripts – and in our case they did to a large extent – this is an expression
of an interpretation of a plan or design rather than pure implementation. But even
so they acted as mediators when transforming the programme to a marginal
existence (Latour 2005). Another possibility could have been to broadly follow the
script but do so in a more lively and engaged way and adapt more to the situation
through, for example, engaging in horizontal interaction in order to make sense of
the cultural efforts and their accompanying material. Still another could be to
improvise more, e.g. if the stated values did not seem to work.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the process approach, largely in contrast to a
technocratic approach to change, acknowledges the importance of considering
(middle) managerial meaning constructions in change processes. Some writers
emphasize how meaning and managerial sense making generally are sustained by
various form of conversations in organizations. Conversations facilitate interpretations and the emergence of managerial intersubjectivity and are usually
regarded as supporting organizational change (Balogun and Johnson 2004; Barrett
et al. 1995; Ford and Ford 1995; Heracleous and Barrett 2001). In our case it seems
as if such a form of sense-making practice was quite limited, both vertically and
horizontally. In particular, conversations facilitating interpretations of the change
efforts were limited after the design had been developed and decided upon by senior
managers in agreement with the consultant. Of course, part of the problem here
was the lack of effort from those who initiated the project to work with sense giving,
to try to explain, convince and encourage other people to understand and grasp the
ideas and objectives. Management can be seen as a matter of working with
understanding (Sandberg and Targama 2007).
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The organization of change work: beyond steps – and on to
identities
Change work as passing on the baton
As seen in Chapter 8, interruptions, disconnections and discontinuities apparently
characterized the trajectory, adding further to experiences of fragmentation and
lack of consistency, determinacy and endurance among several of the persons
involved. It seems as if those involved passed the project on to each other expecting
the ideas to materialize automatically through the next person in line doing what
was needed.
At one level, people seemed to share some understanding of who was to
implement the ideas that had been produced. All adapted to their role in the chain,
at least on a superficial level. But just scratching below the surface gives another
picture. Here we find a disparity of meaning between the people participating
and problems of translation, leading to the next set of actors involved seemingly
understanding the project work and their own role quite differently from how others
saw it. This can be understood in terms of a differentiated cultural background –
sub-cultures – within the organization (Martin 2002; Van Maanen and Barley 1984;
Young 1989). One can also emphasize the act of translating the change programme
when a new subject encountered it (Latour 1986). Such acts of translation are guided
by the cultural orientations of those supposed to work with and do something with
an idea, an instruction or a work task, and in many situations cultural differentiation
associated with division of labour and other conditions feeding into diversity means
that people will effect the translation in ways others do not expect – in particular
those who are at a considerable social and cultural distance (as top managers,
consultants and staff were in the case of our study).
We can reconstruct the interpretative positions of the four major groups/actors
involved in the change work – the strategic architects (top managers), the consultant,
the facilitators (HR people) and the implementers (middle managers) – as follows.
We will divide the last group into two categories: the positive/compliant group
and the sceptics. It is worth noting that we examined several different groups
of employees involved in the change efforts. Most studies of organizational
change with a social and cultural orientation typically emphasize middle-managerial
sense making (Balogun and Johnson 2004) and/or the experiences of shop floor
employees (Dawson 2003). Considering a variety of different groups may give a
richer and perhaps more nuanced picture of the complexities surrounding
organizational change efforts.
We now turn to some accounts of the cultural change programme from the various
participants’ points of view, as reconstructed by us, formulated in slightly ironic
ways:
•

Strategic architects. For these people creating change is about careful planning
based on qualified knowledge input through consultancy support and internal
workshops. The decision about which cultural values to strive for is of utmost
importance. It is also crucial to have a design for implementation. This process
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•

•

•

then has to be kicked off. Having done so, top management can rely on the HR
people and the middle managers to implement it. The HR people are needed
to make it credible that these are ‘our’ values, not just something invented by
a consultant. Some following up may be needed to check that everything is
going to plan. But if there is a lack of time to do so, it is not a great problem.
Middle levels will make sure that change is produced. Strategic architects do
not interfere with details and process. They plan, decide, give instructions and
set the ball rolling. The strategic architect starts the wave.
The consultant gets the task from the strategic architects to assist in developing
a new culture. The consultant wants to make the client satisfied. She conducts
seminars with the senior and middle managers and gets a large number of
proposals concerning what should be suggested as guiding values. It is the
managerial world and the interests of the client (top management) that are
important – the rest of the organization is peripheral. Having worked with the
CTO and developed a proposal, the consultant gets the message that the client
will not be using her for the next stages. Being perhaps disappointed with this,
the consultant is less willing to spend more time helping the client’s HR people
with what is now their task.
The facilitators. Creating change, for the HR people, is ensuring that the
intentions and objectives of top management are carried out by middle
managers. These need some instructions and some material aiding them in
their work. For the facilitators it is vital that the instructions are clear and that
this material is available and used. It is less important that the HR people,
concentrating on their limited part of the entire process, fully understand the
content of the change process. It is outside their mandate to question whether
there are alternative ways of organizing the change work, even though they are
uncertain about their competence and might have benefited from further
consultancy assistance. Instructions from top management and the imperatives
of the large sum of money already invested in the design make compliance
reasonable. As delivery persons – operating the post office – they should not
interfere too much with the senders and receivers of the messages.
The compliant implementers. From the position of middle managers (and
to some extent their subordinates), creating cultural change is a strategic idea
of top management that also seems to be very much an HR project. The
implementers were instructed to spend half a day going through a set of exercises about culture. This session was somewhat hard to follow: stated values
were often seen as vague and difficult to grasp. The people participating
sometimes had problems coming up with ideas and suggestions. A part of
the exercise was to fill in answers to various questions. These were sent to
HR. Not much more really happened. There was no direct response to this
or further instructions on what to do. So the theme tended to be dropped.
The implementers view themselves as information gatherers (more than
implementers). What is done with the information is for senior management
to decide. One does one’s duties – and when the task is done it can be ticked
off without too much further concern.
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•

The non-implementers. Creating cultural change is another idea of the people
at the top of the organization, in close affiliation with consultants and HR
people. The idea is, like previous examples of organizational ‘change’, loosely
coupled to technical work and expresses the desire of new managers to do
something about the organization. But time is limited and what is important is
to do real work and deliver. The change programme will divert attention from
more urgent tasks. The non-implementers find working with culture and
organization soft and fluffy. This is another ‘HR thing’ – nothing important.

As can be seen, there is thus a divergence of meanings around who is central and
who is going to do what. The picture that emerges here is quite complex and, in
contrast to that of many authors adhering to a more interpretative approach to change
(Balogun and Johnson 2004; Barrett et al. 1995), significantly more diverse in terms
of various actors’ sense making. The strategic architects rely on the facilitators and
implementers to carry out the work. The implementers see the others as providing
guidelines and providing instructions for further work. The facilitators wait for the
other two groups to do more, feeling that they can do little to influence any group.
The architects see the cultural change as an eye-opener and a wave – some initial
triggers are supposed to do the trick here. The facilitators rely on the design and the
technical equipment (cultural toolbox) to do it – and view the carrying out of
instructions as the key element in cultural work. The implementers see cultural
work as driven by the top management (perceived as more than just architects) and
wait for further initiatives and guidelines and instructions after going through the
first exercise and sending the information to HR. Nobody involved appeared to see
him- or herself as a significant change agent: this job was ascribed to somebody else,
but for most it seems to have been unclear who.
Following the change of baton metaphor somewhat further, one could say that
the various baton carriers held various views of the meaning of the baton itself (i.e.
what do these values mean?), and also of their and the others’ role in carrying it.
The middle managers (‘the implementers’) thought they had handed over the
baton to others, while the others (HR or top management) did not realize this. It
was somehow dropped in the process and not really picked up again. In this sense,
people did not just stick to a poor image of change work; they also acted quite
poorly based on it.
An alternative view: change work as a football game
An alternative image for the change work could be a football game. Here everybody
is assumed to be engaged and active all the time. Participants have an overview of
what goes on and are prepared to support others: with action, advice, encouragement
and perhaps instructions. A football game is very different from a relay race, where
people mainly are doing their part and are not supposed to interfere with the others.
While there are clearly defined steps in a relay race, a football game can’t be divided
up in this way.
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A major problem with change work in line with the football metaphor is that it
implies much more engagement, time and resources than work based on the relay
race image. And in the real world, people’s time and attention are taken up by
endless tasks and commitments. In particular, senior managers must rely to a
considerable degree on delegation. The football image does not imply that everybody should be equally involved all the time and devote most of their attention to
the change programme. This is seldom possible. But mentally they need to be
prepared to at least occasionally keep an eye on what is happening and be prepared,
when needed, to become more actively involved, at least for a short period. Focusing
on a limited, concentrated contribution and forgetting about what happens before
or after leads to problems. For managers seeing themselves as producers of the
game, making preparations, picking the team, developing a strategy, instructing
players, having the kick-off and then leaving and hoping for a good end result is a
very risky way of dealing with change management. In terms of allocation of time,
perhaps less work on preparation and more time spent following the processes
would have been a good idea, i.e. more action and less decision rationality might
have been beneficial (Brunsson 1985). For people supposed to work more on the
detail of operational matters, some earlier involvement in reasoning, decision
making, etc. might also appear necessary.
All this goes to some extent against popular ideas of delegation of tasks and
step thinking in change management. At least our case warns against too much
delegation – decoupling of the senior actors – and assuming that the following of
clearly differentiated steps ensures progress.

Identities in change work
Ineffective change work is not just a matter of simple misunderstandings or lack of
clarification of expectations (roles). It is an effect of ‘mis-logics’, i.e. different
logics – or on-going sense-making projects (cf. Weick 1995) – not corresponding
and the dynamic interaction creating breakdowns and unintended effects.
In our case, the actors involved seemed to shape their respective parts of the
overall project guided by four key aspects, the combination of which formed a
particular organizational logic:
1
2
3
4

the overall meaning of the project;
their own situated identities, e.g. how they defined themselves in this context;
ascriptions of positions to others (roles); and
their own models of how the organizational world looked and their own
(limited) place in it.

1 Diverse and disconnected meanings of the programme
The various people supposed to be central in the cultural change work conceptualized this in quite different ways. For top managers, it was – at least in the later
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stages of the project and in retrospect – a wave and an eye-opener, HR people tended
to view it as a parcel, and middle managers related to the change work as a tick-off
task and in many cases, like their subordinates, viewed it as a sign of hypocrisy,
as they saw divergence between the values preached and actual organizational
practices.
For top managers, the cultural programme was seen as an inspiration to rethink
the business, to create awareness of the corporate situation, to create a positive
atmosphere and possibly to transform the organization. The CEO emphasized
having fun and the CTO emphasized the ideal of creating a positive force, a wave.
This ambition backfired, and in the hands of HR the programme became rather
a matter of distributing instructions and tools. The HR people described the project
as ‘landing on their table’.
Middle managers expected that top managers would carry the cultural change.
Managers were not viewed as acting as role models in terms of embodying and
enacting the claimed values. There was little committed activity promoting the
cultural change project in terms of pushing, persuading, reminding, preaching,
reporting or setting schedules for various acts and activities in line with the
cherished values.
As the culture programme moved from top management and the consultant it
went through a meaning translation from a wave and an eye-opener to a parcel – a
package to be distributed and later collected. When it reached the middle managers
as an input in the workshops it became translated into a tick-off activity, which also,
amongst large groups, was seen as another indicator of top management hypocrisy.
The last meaning may to some extent be an outcome of the earlier translation in the
process and the resulting perceived disconnectedness between management talk
and their actions.
2 and 3 Situated identities and view of others
People’s actions were informed by the positions they were coming from, expressing
different identities and with these related sub-cultural meanings. Sometimes this led
to quite contrary assumptions of what people were supposed to do in relationship
to others. The strategic architects assumed that they had done their job when they
sparked off the change work, but were believed by their subordinates to be the
people who would follow up what the latter reported and direct the process over
time. The implementers saw themselves as ticking off activities, while the top
actors viewed them as the key actors in an eye-opening wave. Table 11.1 gives an
overview of the situated identities of the key actors and the identities (roles) ascribed
to others.
There are clear discrepancies and misfits here. Generally the views of self and
others do not align, and they account for unexpected translations of work tasks at
various steps of the chain of work tasks. One could say that the interdefinitions of
the actors (Callon 1986), e.g. the involvement of a series of actors by establishing
their identities and the links between them, were ineffective. Expected roles were
unclear and these contradicted the identities of people.
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Table 11.1 Situated identity constructions of key actors
Category

Self-view

View/expectation of others

Top managers
Consultant
HR people
Middle managers
(compliant)
Middle managers
(non-compliant)

Initiators
Change agent
Post office workers
Subordinates (instruction
followers)
Engineers/project leaders
working on vital tasks**

Drivers of change, hypocrites
Designer of programme
Implementation experts*
Culture carriers
Culture carriers

* View of top management. For middle managers, HR people were probably seen as peripheral
administrators.
** View of those resisting working with the cultural change programme.

4 Models of the organizational world
The contradiction between bureaucracy and culture can be related to fundamentally
different themes or modes of organizing. One can make a further parallel with
Latour’s (1986) two models here, as this is not just helpful for illuminating what is
happening – local translations as part of the transformations – but also grasps
problematical forms of local thinking about how the world functions. Generally in
organizations, carrying out work often fits bureaucracy and the diffusion model –
which is related to the grand technocratic approach to change, mentioned earlier in
the chapter. This approach may be relevant in highly structured and predefined
work. But in other cases, such as working with culture, the translation model
captures the work and the difficulties much better. This kind of work is open-ended
and ‘meaning sensitive’ – subtle interpretations and translations become crucial
here.
This open and meaning-sensitive character of the work means that action
becomes strongly influenced by the specific identities of those involved. The
meanings of the various actors did not supplement each other – new translations
were often out of tune with those conducted by others involved. It seems that all
involved worked according to the principles of bureaucracy: separation of
conception and execution and horizontal division of labour. In one sense this was
built on shared meanings and the mobilization of a set of complementary identities.
But, as said, different actors viewed and associated with the programme differently.
The different ‘sub-cultures’ of the HR people and the low-level employees
intervened here, as is not uncommon in change projects (Martin 2002; Martin
and Meyerson 1988; Van Maanen and Barley 1985). The top managers largely
failed to actively enlist middle managers and others potentially interested and
engaged in terms of facilitating the development of roles and identities aligned
with change efforts (Callon 1986). The top managers assumed that their initial force
would be picked up and carried on as a cascade model down through the organization – the power of hierarchy and bureaucracy would imply diffusion and cultural
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change. But, for others, bureaucracy implied conducting narrowly defined, specific
tasks carried out in an instrumental way. Acting on this model was one element in
the transformation of the eye-opening wave to a parcel and a tick-off activity as well
as in activities contributing to the perceived discrepancy between the talk-and-paper
and ‘real’ changes. Bureaucracy-induced identities were not helpful here.

The organizational context of change work
The bureaucratic undoing of culture work
Elements of bureaucratic culture are thus a key aspect of the context of change
work. We can see how a bureaucracy-paradigmatic framework in various subtle
ways guides actors and obstructs their achievement of effective work processes and
persuasive communication. The most salient examples are a strong orientation
towards taking the vertical and horizontal division of labour seriously and the view
of culture work as following prescribed procedures. We can connect here to the
previous discussion of limited sense making and interpretative activities both
vertically and horizontally. Most of the participating groups refrained from
engaging in conversations or other activities that would help them to better
understand the prescribed change efforts, which is vital according to most authors
(Balogun and Johnson 2004; Barrett et al. 1995; Ford and Ford 1995).
We thus see a certain passivity on the part of all but the senior managers. This is
indeed remarkable, given all the literature on organizational participation in most
OD models of change and decision making in general and human motivation
stressing aspects such as the ‘need’ to take responsibility, influencing the work
situation (Hurley et al. 1992; McGregor 1960; Weisboard 1987). And one would
perhaps assume that the list of values could spark some interest and engagement.
Of course, in TC, qualities such as being active and taking the initiative were salient
in a lot of individual engineering work (Rennstam 2007), but not in the somewhat
broader aspect of work organization that was of concern in the change work. Aspects
concerning human beings as oriented towards being co-constructors of reality also
to some extent would lead one to assume a higher level of interest and agency.
Francis and Sinclair (2003), for example, refer to how subordinates in an industrial
organization were able to create new understandings of the subject matters
introduced by management and also to ‘shape the interpretive frames of their
immediate managers’. They also claim that ‘all organizational actors had some
ability to manage meanings’ (p. 703). It is hard not to agree with this, but in the case
of the change work at TC many people did not do much to manage their meanings
in a way that led to the shaping of the interpretative frames of their superiors. The
baton metaphor illustrates the absence of this in vital respects.
We can of course interpret the responses or rather lack of strong responses in
terms of resistance, as previously indicated (Knights and Vurdubakis 1994; Palmer
et al. 2006; Prasad and Prasad 2000). The cultural change programme may be
viewed as an example of management control and positive engagement in that it
could lead to higher levels of commitment, demand and self-constraints. At the
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workshop we noted jokes about commitment meaning working harder and longer
hours. The clearest example of resistance was produced by a senior manager, Wolfe,
becoming quite agitated and demanding that ‘the cultural tralala must be stopped’.
And one could perhaps see not only those managers not setting up the workshops
but also the lack of engagement in many cases plus the comments about nothing
happening except talk in terms of resistance. We do not want to push this aspect too
far. People generally supported the values highlighted in the change project
(although many had problems understanding what they meant). We see uncertainty
and confusion as more significant than resistance in our case.
Irrespective of how one assesses the degree of resistance, the way a bureaucracy
forms an interpretative framework guiding people on how to think about, give
meaning to and respond to various elements in the work is worth emphasizing. The
generally relevant point here concerns the significance of how an organizational
culture provides a framework which gives particular meanings to intentions,
messages, roles, events and acts – meanings that can be quite removed from those
assumed and espoused by the architects and facilitators and that can lead to
unanticipated outcomes. The logic of a change project may be radically remade by
the various people involved and, as this process may be undetected by change
initiators and facilitators, the ideas informing these actors’ actions may be quite
different from what top managers expect.
Cultural change as an unintended expression and reproduction of
organizational culture
A general insight in culture thinking is that people tend to be constrained by their
cultural framework in their view of the world and their habitual ways of acting. It
is very difficult to fully transcend or neglect culture, even though in contemporary
society and business there is enough plurality of groups and ideas to avoid a fixed
and constrained world view associated with an isolated society. Clearly a lot of the
thinking and action in our case had an impact on the existing culture in respects
rarely intended by the change-minded people involved in the project.
To repeat the major issues, the background of the project was a widespread
perception of a narrow and self-indulgent technology orientation, socially introvert
personnel and low trust in management. The aim was to try to do something about
this, but fairly little was accomplished and there are signs of the project in some
ways resulting in the opposite of what was aimed for: technology knowledge was
strengthened in relationship to the ‘softer’ knowledge advocated in the programme
and there were signs of even lower trust in top managers. At the least there was an
undermining or contradiction of the espoused ideal, and what was being implicitly
expressed and picked up by organizational members was, for example, limited
commitment, lack of inspiration, people not taking empowerment seriously in the
change programme (‘Wait and see if things improve’) and not much teamwork
visible amongst those working with change. We should not exaggerate these
aspects, but just say that there are reasons to take seriously the possibility of a
change project reinforcing what it is supposed to change.
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Table 11.2 Levels of culture
Ascribed ‘bad’ cultural
features (experienced
culture)

Hyperculture (targets
for cultural change)

Outcome of programme

Narrow technology
orientation

Customer orientation

Reinforced view of nontechnical work as ‘fluffy’
(an HR thing)

Lack of teamwork,
socially introvert
organization

Teamwork,
communication

Reproduced division of
labour mentality

Invisible leadership,
low trust in managers

Visible leadership

Limited confidence in
management

Distrust in changes
Meanings and expectations of ‘anthropological
culture’ intervening: managerialist thinking
and bureaucratic mentality

One way of understanding the process in a condensed way is expressed in
Table 11.2.
Such reinforcement of the existing at the expense of what was aimed for can of
course occur through change efforts producing resistance and struggle and if those
opposed to the change win then a strengthening of certain ‘conservative’
orientations and patterns may occur (Smircich 1983b; Sörgärde 2006). Perhaps
more novel and interesting is that the change work in itself, apart from ‘external’
resistance and conflict, can carry elements in which ‘non-recognized’
(anthropological) culture is active and counteracts the intentions and espoused
objectives. In our case the programme was contradicted not so much by
organizational participants in situations outside the programme but primarily within
the culture programme, through the acts of those engaged in it.
A problem is that most people active in change work assume – perhaps after
input from consultants and thorough analysis – that they have got it right and that
cultural change means that others should change. This easily misses key dimensions
of culture ‘outside’ what is targeted that nevertheless are highly relevant and that
in various ways interfere with the efforts to get full acceptance for and commitment
to the values and ideas targeted. To repeat, culture is best understood as an
interconnected and complex set of meanings, values and orientations of which
organizational members are not fully aware (Alvesson 2002a; Fitzgerald 1988;
Schein 1985). As such it is difficult to effectively slice and package and then focus
a few abstracted elements for re-targeting.
Of course, it is hardly necessary or productive to try to address all possible aspects
of culture in change work – or in the routine management/leadership of which
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cultural awareness and the reproduction or strengthening of common meanings and
orientations are crucial. It is, however, important to work with a wider set of cultural
considerations than just the targeted values. Based on our case in Chapter 10 we
argued for a differentiation between various levels or ‘types’ of culture: hyperculture, experienced corporate culture and anthropological organizational culture.
While change advocates may be most interested in targeted culture (typically
similar to hyperculture), other people may invoke and be guided by other understandings. Grasping the experiences and meanings of employees outside the specific
core area targeted is important, as they may determine responses. In the TC case,
most employees were positive to the ideas and values summarized as hyperculture
(as targets worth striving for), but other meanings triggered scepticism and passivity
and led to the view of the change programme as a ‘paper product’. Anthropological
culture throws additional light on this and helps us understand the context and
dynamics behind these responses. Understanding culture on this level is difficult,
but grasping the elements that influence the specific themes in focus is necessary.
Otherwise, the risk of the surface change efforts being undermined by much
stronger, unrecognized forces is high. If one is unfortunate, as in the TC case, the
result may be a reinforcement of the orientations that were targeted for change. A
‘wait-and-see’ culture, where people complain but are passive in terms of trying to
improve the organization, becomes reinforced.

Conclusions
There is a great interest in seemingly successful cases of organizational change,
but it is equally if not more valuable to learn from ‘negative’ or ambiguous cases –
not least because change efforts often lead to unexpected outcomes. There is a
desire for people involved in change projects to present these as successful,
for psychological and political reasons. This underscores the need to focus on
organizational change in depth and elaborate carefully on the micro-processes
involved.
The case-study, backed up by literature reviews and broader considerations,
points to the following fallacies in change work:
•
•

•

•

a domination of managerialism, i.e. the belief that management is the central
and superior actor and its intentions and acts will drive outcomes;
an overemphasis on planning and design and a neglect of energy, resources,
attention and sensitivity in the process of ‘implementation’ or working with the
transformation project;
a tendency to reify the organization and assume that the organization and its
members respond in a unitary way, leading to a neglect of the need to consider
and work with the diversities of meanings;
the translating of complex phenomena like leadership and teamwork into
seemingly simple representations, which hides the complex and multifaceted
qualities of those phenomena and gives a false impression of what can easily
be dealt with;
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•

•

a belief in the quick fix, where rather limited instructions, resources and time
are supposed to bring about great improvements, whether these are seen in
terms of an eye-opener (a major aim) or cultural transformation into new values
and practices (a huge aim);
an underestimation of the need for expressiveness and capturing the hearts and
imaginations of people, party connected to an overreliance on planning and
instrumentalism.

Another key point, partly related to the issue of overemphasis on planning and
design, concerns the overall images of organizational change work. We have
identified a kind of ‘root metaphor’ (not explicitly expressed) of change work as a
passing on of the baton. This is not directly recommended by, but fairly well in line
with, much of the normative literature on organizational change, emphasizing the
steps that successful projects must go through (so called n-step thinking). This is
clearly problematic in many cases, as it neglects the need for interaction and
involvement of the various authors dealing with the unexpected, typically characterizing change work. It definitively underplays the need for on-going clarification
of meaning, including the need to revise and re-synchronize understandings
amongst the actors involved. We suggest the football game root metaphor as a better
way of conceptualizing change work. It points to how key actors are involved during
the entire process, seeing what is happening and intervening when necessary.
Another partly related issue concerns the importance of paying attention to the
identities of the people involved in change work. (Roles are important, but we move
one step deeper and focus less on external expectations and more on self-image.)
The actors involved seemed to shape their respective parts of the overall project
guided by how they defined themselves in the context of the change project. Crucial
here are the actors’:
•
•
•
•

understanding of the overall meaning of the project;
own situated identities, e.g. how they defined themselves in this context;
ascriptions of positions to others; and
own models of how the organizational world looked and their own (limited)
place in it.

Behind these meanings and identities in the context of the change work is the
organizational cultural context. Organizational culture works to a high degree nonconsciously, behind the backs of people’s identities, informing them in terms of
thinking and acting. Our case shows how bureaucratic meanings and beliefs affected
organizational members in ways that created severe decoupling and disconnections
in terms of the sense making of the key actors. Overreliance on hierarchy, division
of labour and rigid distinctions between roles and job tasks followed.
Change work needs not only to address the substance (ideals, values, practices)
of what is supposed to be changed, but also to include the management of meaning
and understanding of the roles and identities of those to be mobilized in the work.
For those who are initiators or key actors in other ways this means sense giving
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(managing understanding and influencing identities) (Alvesson and Willmott 2002;
Sandberg and Targama 2007). Such work includes efforts to aid the majority in
making sense of how they productively can see key dimensions of change work,
e.g. division of labour, initiative and cooperation, in relationship to themselves.
Considering these subtle aspects is not always easy – the unfortunate people at
TC are not alone in missing this.

12 Lessons for cultural change
actors and others

In this final chapter we will more explicitly address issues of practical relevance
for practitioners interested in change management: top and middle managers,
management consultants, HR staff, etc. We refrain from producing lists of n-steps
to take or technical recipes for how to do things. There is more than enough of this
already and we are more interested in themes for reflection and encouraging thinking
through the pitfalls and complexities of change work. We proceed from our case,
but broaden our approach.
This chapter is divided into three parts. The first concerns traps and we discuss
four of these: hyperculture, symbolic anorexia, an over-focus on values and a denial
of ignorance. The second goes through the images of the change programme held
by a variety of actors. We discuss various images of change projects and the need
for and possibility of developing a shared view and a common language around the
specific change project. The third part more directly tries to offer lessons, through
indicating not just traps to escape, but also themes worthy of more ‘positive’
attention.

Some potential traps in work with organizational cultures
Having mainly addressed issues around understanding the dynamics of organizational culture, including how assumptions and meanings operate non-consciously,
we now continue with addressing how change workers can deal with problems in
working with culture and cultural change. Suggested ideas have a bearing on what
to try to steer around.
Hyperculture
One problem with work on culture is that it is difficult to capture values and
meanings. As seen in the case, there was considerable ambiguity about what the
values were supposed to represent and also how they related to all the ideas and
proposals expressed in workshops and consultancy interviews forming the input to
the formulation of the five values.
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The point of the hyperculture is, however, probably not a matter of precise
representation; the idea is more to have something to work with or possibly to have
something to present in activities around organizational culture. As such it needs
to look good and be easy to present. It needs to be packageable. So people seem to
think.
Hyperculture tends to follow the examples of others and use the labels and themes
currently popular in the business press and corporate visions, representations of
corporate cultures being circulated at a particular time (Heracleous and Barrett
2001). As this facilitates pedagogy and legitimacy,– a heavy dose of following
standards makes stated values easy to recognize and, as others are expressing these
values, people are more inclined to perceive them as right.
So far so good. The problem with hyperculture is that it tends to be disconnected
from the specific organizational context it is supposed to refer to. This contributes
to our understanding of why the cultural ideal and vocabulary remained at the
‘distanced’ symbolic level, coexisting for a while with other (more highly prioritized)
organizational activities, but did not really make people think through their everyday
experiences and how work was done in relationship to the (target or hyper-) culture.
An additional problem with hyperculture is that it suggests the possibility of ‘big
bites’: it uses a set of very broad and multidimensional terms which cover almost
‘everything’. This makes them appear to be addressing important and legitimate
issues, but they risk covering everything and nothing, i.e. to be lacking focus,
direction and connection to meaning and experiences in everyday work. This
overlaps with a tendency for people in organizations to want to accomplish too
much in change projects (Dawson 2003).
While hyperculture may be good for some consultants and communication
specialists producing documents with the right vocabulary and for top managers
giving public speeches, it has some drawbacks when it is the claimed substance
of change projects and potential learning and development. Here perhaps it is
more appropriate to try to put into words more locally grounded and concretely
experienced themes – although it is often very difficult to capture these and
formulate them briefly.
Symbolic anorexia
Another key issue, salient in the TC case but also in many other organizations, is
the absence of the use of a symbolically rich material in the change work. As
explored in Chapter 3, culture as a theoretical concept is about shared meanings and
symbols. Symbolism is of interest as it summarizes and expresses meaning in a rich
and condensed way (Morgan et al. 1983). Symbols can be events, actions, material
objects, expressions and stories. These make things specific, appeal to experience,
illustrate abstractions and are often easy to remember. They often appeal to the
entire person: not just brains, but also emotions and fantasy (Alvesson and Berg
1992; Frost et al. 1985; Jaeger and Selznick 1964).
We have labelled this somewhat impoverished practice symbolic anorexia. One
could imagine actors telling horror or success stories with a clear relevance for the
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organization, perhaps picked up on the organizational grapevine or from other
familiar organizations similar to TC (e.g. competitors); or workshops being prepared
and framed in ways consistent with the message, which might call for other social
and temporal spaces for interaction than the common ones; or messages about
commitment and trust in leadership being accompanied by engaged, lively and
personal appearances. (Of course, not everyone is capable of appearing charismatic
– and this is probably not very important – but presumably everyone has personal
examples from their life history of something relevant for underscoring a specific
message of a value.) Credible and pedagogical examples that capture something in
a way that appeals to experience and thus ‘sticks’ are vital.
There is a problem with symbolic effectiveness in that it is tempting and easy to
use the standard examples that are circling around. One example could be the story
of the railway companies that thought their business was running trains rather than
fulfilling people’s needs for transport and therefore were lost when cars and then
aeroplanes came along. Another could be the example of a person in the Middle
Ages seeing two men cutting stones. ‘What are you doing?’ he asked them. The
first responded, ‘I am a stone-cutter.’ The other said, ‘I am building a cathedral.’
Such stories are often powerful and seductive – for people who have not heard
them before. They may not be so locally relevant and thus not connect to the experiences of the people in the organization. There is a risk that the use of symbolism
might come close to the problems with hyperculture, as already pointed out. It may
be wise to try to use symbolism that is locally relevant and with a reasonably clear
connection to local practices.
The limited value of values
Our third flag in this section concerns the use of values. Most practitioners and
many researchers view values as the key element in organizational cultures (see for
example Barrett et al. 1995; Heracleous and Langham 1996; Schein 1985). We
believe that values are less valuable than most people seem to think in understanding and influencing culture. This is not to say that values are irrelevant. They are
indispensable in work with organizational culture and the change of it. But there
are some basic shortcomings. We think this is well illustrated in our case. Here
statements about values often lead to two types of responses: 1) they sound good
and, as everybody seems to agree, there are difficulties in getting any further (yes,
customer orientation is a good thing); 2) they sound good, but any closer scrutiny
leads to problems and uncertainties (yes, our customers should come first, but what
does this actually mean?).
Values are normally framed in such ways that they sound good (occasionally
bad) and it is too easy to agree with the good things (and disagree with the bad).
The problem is that it is the conflictual relationship between various good things
that needs to be sorted out – priorities need to be set – and within the focus on a
specific value this is easily lost from sight. Customer orientation, yes – but does
this mean that technology orientation should be downplayed? Improved leadership,
yes – but would this lead to non-managerial employees receiving less attention
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(less status, less resources for development, etc.) and being trained to obey the
leader?
Another and perhaps more important aspect concerns meaning. Values tend to
sidestep this issue. But meaning is crucial and should perhaps be upgraded in
management, leadership and change work (Sandberg and Targama 2007), including
at the expense of the theme of values. That customer orientation, visible leadership,
trust in management, teamwork, etc. are valuable is one thing; more crucial is to
sort out the meaning of these values, seldom investigated even in studies claiming
to take a more social constructionist view, as suggested in Chapter 2. As became
clear in the workshop discussion at Satellite, not only was the degree of customer
orientation of the unit difficult to sort out and agree upon, but so too was what is
actually meant by a ‘customer’. This appears to be much more fundamental than
the degree of customer orientation, as the latter is totally meaningless without a
shared understanding of the former. And an understanding of a customer is not just
a matter of identifying the category (or bodies) one is addressing; presumably some
deeper understanding of the meaning of this group – when finally identified – is
significant. How, more precisely, are customers defined and what does it mean to
be oriented towards them?
Similar questions can be raised about leadership, as discussed in Chapter 2.The
meaning of leadership needs to be clarified before one tries to make leadership more
visible, which is regularly suggested as significant in change literature. Is it about
managers popping up occasionally, engaging in small talk with people? Or is it
about something much more distinct, like the charismatic leader pointing at the
overall direction of the organization and inspiring the masses with engaging talk?
Or is it about taking command, making decisions and, if necessary, being tough?
In other words, is ‘visible leadership’ a matter of managers being more visible, e.g.
being around chatting with co-workers and showing an interest in them, or is it a
specific type of act – ‘leadership’ – that should be more visible? Is it about frequent
small talk and meetings or big and clear acts? Or is it generally about fixing things,
i.e. making certain that the preconditions for employees being able to do their work
are there? As leadership (and teamwork and other possible good things) can be
given a wide variety of different meanings, a clear idea of what it is supposed to be
about – and here the concept of meaning is crucial – should precede and possibly
receive more attention than values.
Other important themes perhaps calling for a focus on meanings and understandings rather than values are managerialism and bureaucracy. We have tried to
show the significance of assumptions and expectations about senior managers being
active and others passively waiting and seeing before following a change and people
viewing themselves as functioning within their place in organizational formal
structure (‘box thinking’). That managerialism and bureaucratic culture inform how
people relate to their organization is about meaning, not necessarily that they value
managerialism and bureaucracy. Actually, they may even devalue these, but still
see them as natural and as guiding principles to be followed. A value focus thus
draws attention away from profound cultural phenomena around understanding,
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meanings and beliefs, difficult to grasp in terms of what is seen as good and leading
to positive outcomes, i.e. values.
This is of course not to say that value talk is unrelated to efforts to clarify meaning,
but the latter is typically underplayed and may occasionally be neglected. One can
imagine situations where people agree upon for example customer orientation as
the value, but may interpret this in totally different ways, indicating that there is
actually profound disagreement about what this means.
Working with culture as an ‘it’ rather than ‘we’
When a group of people set out to change culture, do they then try to change it
or others or do they also include themselves in the change project? In the TC case,
there were few, if any, references to people acknowledging any need to think
through and change their own values and meanings. This is probably very common.
The principal thought model seems to be: top management, perhaps together
with a consultant, have spotted what needs to be changed – the challenge is to get
the targeted mass of people to be transformed into the appropriate set of values and
beliefs.
There are many examples on this in the business press, sometimes re-reported
also in otherwise thoughtful books (e.g. Palmer et al. 2006). A popular example
is to report the story that a new CEO starts the job, discovers enormous problems,
finds out how to deal with them and then launches a large-scale and fantastic change
programme holding the promise of great transformation and great success. He
came, he saw, he acted and improvement followed (perhaps). All this happens quite
quickly and one must admire the speed, self-confidence, insightfulness and forcefulness that the new CEO and his or her helpers can mobilize (see Beer and Nohria
2000).
We could, of course, also produce a hero story like the one above, based on TC.
John Howard became CEO of TC, a former R & D unit of a large high-tech firm.
The unit now had to stand on its own feet. John thought deeply about the situation
with his closest managers. Based on their own insights and a number of measurements and studies within the firm it was clear to them that there were major problems
in terms of a narrow focus on technology at the expense of interest in customers and
markets. There were also signs of problems with leadership – it was weak and
invisible – and with teamwork. Action was to be taken immediately. A consultant
from a leading management firm was used, a task force was organized and a number
of workshops with managers at various levels were launched. A change programme
making all employees aware of the new corporate situation and engaging them in
realizing values crucial for success and survival was started . . . About here most
business press reports, and those textbooks drawing upon these, stop and they offer
no knowledge of what happens after the start-up phase.
Of course, in some cases, there may be a group of exceptionally insightful people
who have seen the light and embarked on a journey to show it to the larger groups
in need of new guiding principles in the form of assumptions, values and ideas. But
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perhaps more often the difference between change agents and others is not so selfevident and the former group might also benefit from modesty and engaging in
struggles with their own taken-for-granted assumptions and values in use.
Addressing culture change as a matter of ‘We need to change’ – including those
taking the initiative and pushing for change – rather than ‘they’ or ‘it’ (the rest of
the organization) – being targeted for change is probably helpful here. Cultural
change may productively be seen as a transformation process involving an
organizational collective, and even those who have thought more about it and who
are in positions responsible for driving change are included in this collective.
Changing culture can therefore be read as changing ourselves. Steps on how to
improve the others may be valuable, but as the TC story indicates it is very much
those who are supposed to lead the journey to a better organizational culture who
need to think through, challenge and revise their own assumptions, beliefs and
meanings (just consider their ideas around hierarchy, technocracy, the relay racelike change work, the post office metaphor, etc.).
Limited knowledge
Our last point indicates the final trap that we want to address: self-confidence
combined with ignorance in the case of those doing change work. Generally, and
we base this view on a number of in-depth studies, it is our impression that many
key actors in organizations have surprisingly little knowledge of what goes on or
what they themselves actually are up to (e.g. Alvesson and Sveningsson 2003).
One obvious example in our case was how most of those involved thought that
someone else should carry the cultural change. Another was the belief held by top
management that the HR people were experts on cultural change projects.
Despite the overwhelming indications of the misfortunes of the change
programme, key people thought it was in vital respects successful:
A valuable thing with the cultural programme was the feedback that we
received. We in the senior management group could see all the action plans
from groups compiled in a helpful way. So we saw what people were proud
about, what they were frustrated about, where we were insufficient. This gave
us a very good picture of the situation in the company.
(Allen, CTO)
In a meeting with two of the people responsible for the implementation work,
Aldridge and Duncan, some time after the workshops, they started somewhat
cautiously by saying that they had understood that most people in the organization
viewed the programme in a positive light and that it was broadly seen as successful.
After we had diplomatically reported the much more negative views of most people,
they retreated from their first position, saying that they knew about the problems,
and emphasized that they had not been involved from the start and had actually
only participated to a modest degree in the programme.
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On the whole, there were many other instances of limited awareness of what
was going on, from Neville’s belief (in stark contrast to that of his subordinates)
that he had an involved and supportive leadership style, to most employees having
problems in understanding what the values included in what we refer to as
hyperculture actually referred to. In general, the problem of ignorance is, of course,
fundamental, but it is relevant to point to situations where listening would be helpful.
Invoking modesty and curiosity, opening up channels for feedback and critique,
checking assumptions as far as possible and trying to be close to those targeted for
‘improvement’ and listening to their views and meanings all seem important in
order to reduce the chance of change work becoming a fantasy project.
It seems to be a good guess that many of the heroic new CEOs seeing bad
practices and embarking on the journey to a superior organization, as portrayed in
the business literature, have jumped to conclusions prematurely and that their
change journeys might a) be revised or cancelled or b) be less fantastic when more
is learned about the corporation and its situation. But as most writers are not
following the journeys for very long, this is seldom documented and might not fit
into the hero/success or scapegoat/failure stories that are most popularly produced
(and perhaps read about).
We saw a glimpse of this in TC when, some time after the starting of the cultural
change, the CEO, John Howard, met some customers complaining about a delivery
not being on time. John became upset and worried and launched a new programme
focusing on time schedules, which suddenly appeared more important than the more
general ideals focused in the corporate culture formulations. One may suspect that
John is not the only new CEO unable to stick to the direction he had pointed out for
the entire organization. We may guess that not a few of the heroic CEOs reported
to have launched bold change projects shortly after starting their employment may
not have stuck to these after a time, when new issues turned up and they had broader
experience of their new corporations.

On the basic images of change
A key question for change projects is how all those who are supposed to play an
active role in the work define and understand the basic nature of the project. What
is it, at a more fundamental level, about? We do not have the objectives or
procedures in mind, but the overall definition and understanding of the character of
the change project.
As suggested in Chapter 11 we think that efforts to produce clarity and agreement
– to reduce unrecognized variety – are necessary here. The confusion and diversity
of meanings seen at TC illustrate this.
As seen from Chapter 2, some literature addresses this in terms of the image
of the change manager. As reviewed in Chapter 2, Palmer et al. (2006) combine two
dimensions. One is whether the manager is in control or merely contributes to the
shaping of the change process. The other is the outcomes of this, where three
positions are identified: predictable, partly predictable and unpredictable. They then
point out six images: director, navigator, caretaker, coach, interpreter and nurturer.
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This framework is valuable, but gives more emphasis to the single, solitary manager
in charge, supposedly running the project – or in the more modest versions
(caretaker, interpreter, nurturer) still playing a key role. Our contribution is different,
as we think that the collective nature of change work and the views of those targeted
need to be taken seriously. As also discussed in Chapter 2, others address the nature
of change from the dimensions of planned or emergent and incremental or radical.
These are of course often treated as objective characteristics, but are perhaps
often best addressed in terms of the various people involved and their understandings, as noted in Chapter 2 (‘Images of organizational change’, p. 18). Sörgärde
(2006) for example studied a firm where those responsible for the change effort
thought that this was a matter of moderate adjustment and improvement
of structure while those targeted thought the change revolutionary and an attack
on the integrity and identity of the organization. Of course, such varied meanings
make the entire project impossible, but even less extremely diverse meanings may
create problems.
We will follow this line of thinking and look at the meanings that various groups
of people held in relationship to the change programme. We don’t think that most
people necessarily had one clear and consistent image. They may have had more,
oscillated between these or changed image over time. They may in retrospect have
reinvented their images of earlier stages according to how the change efforts were
experienced by themselves and others. It is important to consider both more stable
and fluctuating meanings.
Transformation, eye-opener and wave
The images expressed by the change managers included those of fundamental
transformation project and eye-opener. These indicate quite diverse aims, the first
being far-reaching and radical and implying the organization would be functioning
in new ways, the second being more a kind of inspiration for rethinking. The latter
surfaced at the end of the project: ‘This was thought very much to be an impulse to
the organization, an eye-opener’ (Allen). But the earlier emphasis on workshop
leaders reporting their results and talk of careful following up indicate a higher
level of ambition, which somehow was dropped.
The expressed view of the change as a wave concerned not the purpose, but the
way it was supposed to work. Some powerful and inspirational acts were supposed
to start a movement and then people were expected to be engaged and to continue
the change work:
The basic idea was to transfer a new way of thinking down the organization
and also to encourage suggestions from below. The idea was to create a kind
of wave within the company like ‘Yes, we understand that this is a challenge
and that this is business that we shall commit ourselves to.’
(Aldridge)
The wave can be seen as the opposite to the top-down implementation of change,
where the force of the change initiative is supposed to create the dynamic.
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The eye-opener and wave images were presented in interviews after the change
programme was active and may reflect a desire to adjust the views of the purpose
and logic to the quite meagre outcomes. The impression was that top management
in the planning and start-up phases, and possibly throughout the active change work,
saw the programme as a basic transformation project, turning an internal R & D unit
with bureaucratic managers into a market-oriented business run by leaders.
Presumably a clarification of revisions of the basic view of the change programme
would have been beneficial.
Quite different images were those of post delivery, held by HR in particular, and
the carrying out of instructions and ticking them off, as held by many middle
managers.
The diversity of images amongst various change managers was thus profound.
Of course, an extreme optimist might believe that an eye-opening exercise would
lead to radical transformation, more or less the idea with Marshak’s (2002)
metaphor of change as ‘liberate and re-create’, and the idea of a message in a bottle
may be a synthesis of the wave and post delivery views but the confusions and
contradictions involved are worth emphasizing. When the wave hits the post office
the movement stops.
These images are then contradicted by the images reported by those targeted for
change. Here we can note images such as:
•

•

Hypocrisy – hard selling of an untrustworthy ideal: ‘You don’t live the way
you learn. Managers say “We shall have this corporate culture”, but they don’t
work like that in their daily work, not from the management part at all. I really
think this material [the cultural programme] is very good, I’m not critical
towards that, but I’m critical towards the way they push it. It feels like they
shove it down the throat of people like “Don’t do what I do but what I say”’
(Price, middle manager).
Show for the people: ‘We had our kick-offs as we became an independent
company and managers said “We have a new corporate culture”, but they didn’t
tell us what it was about so it all came to nothing. There was no substance to
it. They talked extensively but without substance, and you didn’t get any the
wiser about it. They created some sort of ideal image that we don’t have. We
have a very long way to go there. It feels like they are not really working
according to it but that it is some kind of show for the people’ (Price, middle
manager).

While these meanings are negative and emphasize deception and manipulation,
others see the change activities as less morally problematic but more weak and
empty:
•

Empty ritual: ‘At the bigger meetings, they have someone who is responsible
for the culture and they come on the stage and say something but then it sort
of becomes unimportant’ (Henley, engineer). This was underscored by the low
status of culture issues in the organization. These were viewed as unimportant
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reshuffling within the organization: ‘At GT [the parent company] one can
say that corporate culture issues have an extremely low status among the
technicians, because as long as I have been working at GT every organizational
change has meant that they only take the deck of cards and re-sort among the
existing managers’ (Cook, engineer). This image was also expressed in
statements about the change programme referring only to talk and paper, with
no action, or to good ideals far removed from reality.
We can thus point to the various images used – or at least suggested – by the
people involved. Change managers and others then held or developed images as
shown in Table 12.1.
These images emerged from the field and may be quite specific to our case. But
they still say quite a lot about the problems around diverse meanings and the need
to take seriously the images held on change management – by all involved, not least
those to be operated upon.
The images guiding how people relate to change programmes and their
communication around these are thus key elements in the process and a major source
of the failure in our case. It is important to clarify one’s own view, confront it with
that of other significant people and develop a joint understanding – or at least reduce
variation and clarify alternative understandings. Coherent communication appears
vital. Otherwise the confusions of messages emerging from the transformation,
eye-opener and post office views may easily fuel the more negative images. A
problem here is that this calls for some on-going work and close scrutiny of how
images change. As said, images are not necessarily static and coherent; they are
often emergent, multiple and shifting (Dawson 2003). There are therefore good
reasons to re-synchronize understandings of what goes on and the various roles of
those involved. In terms of translation, Callon (1986) suggests that, in order to
create a process that actors agree upon, i.e. enlist key actors, it is important to take
seriously and negotiate the terms of commitment and engagement with these,
making them develop interests and identities aligned with the change process. This
Table 12.1 The images used
Image

Held by

Transformation process
Eye-opener
Wave

Initiators of the change effort

Post office
Tick-off activities

Administrators of the change work
and many junior managers

Managerial hypocrisy
Show
Paper product
Far-fetched utopia
Meaningless reshuffling

Most employees, including several
middle managers
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would support the self-image of the change manager as an interpreter and educator
(Lawrence et al. 2006; Palmer et al. 2006).

What can be learned? Fifteen lessons for cultural change
projects
We will now address some practical implications for organizational cultural change
work – and to some extent for change work in general and for management more
broadly. Some general suggestions for business performance, as discussed in
Chapter 2, may be seen as relevant here. Beer (2000) claims that the following
organizational behaviours lead to high performance: coordination between functions,
businesses and regions, commitment to consumer needs, competence in the function
most critical for success, communications that engage people in honest dialogue,
and creativity in both technical and administrative areas. Heracleous and Langham
(1996) suggest four significant issues in successful change management: visible
and clear leadership, clear communication, involvement of employees in the
planning phase and developing new skills. Beer and Nohria (2000) claim to
have cracked the code for successful change by suggesting a combination of E- and
O-type changes, i.e. focusing upon both pure economic conditions and organizational capabilities. It is, of course, difficult to object to these quite general
prescriptions. Like most efforts to identify key variables, they refer to themes framed
in such a way that they are by definition important and seeming to bring about
favourable outcomes. They would not stand the ‘negativity’ test, i.e. it would not
make sense to claim the opposite, to argue for unclear communication, disinterest
in customer needs and neglect of creativity. And if the unfortunate change people
in TC had been better at accomplishing for example coordination, commitment,
competence, communication and creativity, recommended by Beer and Nohria
(and most others in the advice business), the change project would by definition have
been perceived in a more positive way.
In terms of the use of principles for change work, it is common and perhaps too
easy to produce suggestions where the positive outcome is already present in the
words used to accomplish this (cf. Sandelands and Drazin 1989). The action and
the outcome are confused – and the statements become tautological. As seen from
Chapter 3, Beer (2000) suggests principles such as mobilizing energy for change,
developing a new compelling vision and identifying barriers to implementing the
new direction (examples of barriers would be for example ‘unclear strategy’, ‘an
ineffective top team’, ‘poor coordination’ and ‘inadequate leadership’). Similarly,
Kotter (1996) suggests that in order to produce change it is important to establish
a sense of urgency, create guiding coalitions, develop and communicate a clear
vision and strategy, empower employees, generate and consolidate short-term wins
and anchor new approaches in existing culture (counteracting ‘no urgency’, ‘poor
guides’, ‘fuzzy vision and strategy’, ‘neglect of change progression, potential
barriers and existing culture’). Connecting to the OD approaches, Robbins (2003:
566) suggests that the following values should accompany change: ‘respect
for people’, ‘trust and support’, ‘power equalization’, ‘confrontation’ in terms of
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openly discussing problems, and ‘participation’ (issues to be confronted include
‘disrespect’, ‘mistrust and lack of support’, ‘hierarchical relations’, and ‘closed and
secret change processes’). These suggestions and issues of change may intuitively
sound helpful, but do not necessarily say more than do something positive and get
rid of the bad stuff. They are not necessarily very helpful in drawing attention to
what it is important to focus upon: an interest in strategy, people, power,
communication and engagement, which is perhaps not very surprising (after all,
what else could one be interested in?).
Having expressed this scepticism, we realize that we may have painted ourselves
into a corner. We probably also deserve critique when trying to express a few lessons
of relevance for practical work with changes. We try, however, to be a bit more
cautious than is common and don’t claim to provide a recipe for how to work
successfully. As many commentators on change suggest, there are no easy or
universally valid truths in the business of organizational change. But we do think
that our case – combined with general knowledge about organizational cultures and
change projects – indicates the importance of seriously considering the issues below.
We divide them into five overall themes: framing context, organizing change
work(ers), content, tactics and process.
Framing context
1

2

3

See organizational transformation as a matter of self-transformations including
everybody, not just those to be ‘worked upon’ for improvement. The entire
organization is then included in the change process; it is not just a matter of an
enlightened elite getting the organization or ‘them’ to change. People active in
changing need to think through their ideas, beliefs and meanings – avoiding
assuming that they have got it right and now it is a matter of getting others to
transform. This assumption is common in the practitioner-oriented change
literature.
Work with moderate (realistic) aims and proceed from the experiences of
existing culture, realizing that only some progress can be made within the near
future. Avoid getting caught in a huge gap between ideals and reality. As seen
throughout the book, there is an assumption in much of the practitioner-oriented
literature that top and senior managers can direct change. However, the basis
of cultural change should be the meanings and orientations of the large group
of employees, not the dream worlds of senior managers and consultants with
little contact with the meanings and orientations expressed in everyday
organizational life.
There is a need for endurance and a long-term view. Culture is a slow-moving
phenomenon; persistence in coming back to, varying and pushing for the ideas,
meanings and ideals that are advocated is an absolute must. Quick fixes do not
work. Of course the more persistent and enduring the approach, the better the
aims make sense, given sustained effort. (So points 2 and 3 correspond.)
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Organizing change work(ers)
4

5

6

7

Cultural change work calls for accepting the need for integration of conceptualization and implementation and on-going follow-up work. Change work calls
for those involved to consider the whole project – division of labour, commonly
advanced in much change literature (Ghoshal and Bartlett 1996; Kotter 1996;
Lawrence et al. 2006), leads to unanticipated problems.
It is important not only to manage and clarify the roles and relationships
between those engaged in change work but also to address their identities.
People need to clarify how they view themselves in the specific context of the
change programme and make sure that this view is understood by others. Callon
and Latour (1981) suggest ‘enlisting key actors’ by clarifying terms of
involvement such as roles and identities of participants. Role expectations need
to be aligned with identities and discrepancies clarified.
Equally important, and related to identity clarification, is the theme of
developing and, when called for, revising the basic image of the change
programme. Is it an eye-opener or a profound transformation effort? Is it
manager driven and unitary or is it supposed to include local initiative and
variation? Coherence in communication needs to be thought through here and,
as far as possible, accomplished. The success of the change work is presumably
partly a matter of a number of people having a broadly similar view of what
the work is basically about.
There is a need for a strong sense of a ‘we’ in change work – if those promoting
and seen as symbolizing the cultural change are viewed as outsiders or on the
periphery of an organization, then the change project’s credibility and
experienced relevance will be questioned. In particular it is important to avoid
a negative symbolism being ascribed to those working with organizational and
cultural change.1 If large groups of employees have low confidence in for
example senior executives, HR people or consultants and see these as
‘peripheral’ or outsiders, at the same time as they are viewed as central in the
change work, then this will not be convincing. It may, as in our case, easily be
interpreted as another ‘HR thing’. An obvious solution would be to ask some
typical employees or middle managers to work with the project, together with
HR people, consultant and senior managers. This would suggest that the project
is of concern also for people belonging to and symbolizing ‘us’ – the broad,
core groups in the firm – and not only people easily viewed as outside the group
that most people identify with.

Content
8

Avoid the self-evidently good. Cultural change work is in vital respects
facilitated by a critique of some dominant, existing orientations and the
proposal of something controversial. Promoting the self-evidently good – such
as quality, customer orientation, growth, respect for people, etc. – easily leads
to no effects (yawn). Instead what tends to shake people up a bit and spark
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9

discussion and questioning has a better chance of leading somewhere (e.g. ‘We
believe in the well-run-machine bureaucracy’). Once again this relates to the
theme of being careful about hyperculture.
Focus on meanings, rather than – or at least more than – values. Many writers
on change discuss the importance of having credos and values of organizational
change that reach beyond the everyday lives of employees in order to trigger
creative tensions and subsequent action on the part of employees (Ghoshal
and Bartlett 1996; Kotter 1996; Senge 1996). It is, of course, important to
have some idea of the change direction, but we think that a one-sided focus on
values easily invokes a preference for ideals rather than what is realized
and what people mean – the projection of an ideal world confused with what
exists (hyperculture). The meaning and understanding of the basic elements of
organizational culture that are targeted for rethinking need to be clarified. Ask
questions such as ‘What is going on here?’ and ‘What is wrong with this place?’
before seeking ideals. Clarifying problematic assumptions and wishful thinking
calls for investigations and self-critique around meanings.

Tactics
10 Combine pushing and dialogue. In order to create both push and pull, paying
close attention to the interplay between central agents – who are highly
committed – and others is vital. Selected other groups need to be called upon
to contribute, convince, inspire and remind larger groups (and to report back
and take seriously the views of these larger groups). These selected others must
be mobilized and encouraged to mobilize themselves. But they may need input
and some push. Follow-up meetings with a mix of pushing and dialogue are
important here. This amounts to something beyond what many authors of
organizational change refer to as clear and one-sided communication of visions,
strategy or direction of change efforts to core groups (Beer 2000; Kotter 1996).
In addition, we address issues of intimate and frequent interaction, in terms of
dialogue, sense giving and sense making, reporting, follow-up and feedback,
in and between various core groups in order to support encouragement for
changes. Reminding and ‘nagging’ also appear important. The relay race here
offers an ‘anti-model’ or negative example.
11 Working with organizational culture calls for skilful work with emotions and
symbolism – the formulation of messages that appeal not only to reason and
intellect but also to emotion and imagination is important. Formulated in
negative terms, this means that cultural thinness/symbolic anorexia must be
avoided. It also calls for a level of expressiveness and emotionality that is at
odds with a bureaucratic style. We are not suggesting that cultural work calls
for charismatic performances or singing-and-dancing sessions. But the idea of
targeting values goes beyond the instrumental working through of procedures
and calls for a higher level of demonstrated enthusiasm to be credible and have
a chance of ‘sticking’. To just follow the flow contingent upon a bureaucratic
cultural mentality does not seem to be effective in this kind of project.
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Process
12 It is important to take seriously the local sense making that takes place in
organizations during change. Cultural change efforts call for connecting to
people’s experiences in a positive sense. This means that one should ground
ideas and ideals in the local organizational context and try to avoid the repetition
of standard formulas. The temptation to follow the example and style of others
and produce hyperculture should be resisted. Expressed differently, it means
another trade-off than that which seems to be common between ideas, meanings
and values close to experience on the one hand and what sounds good in semipublic statements on the other. (See also point 8 above.)
13 Pay careful attention to process and ‘reception’. Here it is important to draw
attention to meaning and sense making from a variety of actors involved in the
change efforts. This exploration suggests that how the messages about change
are interpreted and made sense of by various groups of employees must be
carefully followed and listened to. Learning and adapting are crucial. Revisiting
plans, reviewing the process and revising the ideas and roles of those active are
important ingredients. Cultural change work can’t follow a rationally decided
design. This is an area with very strong limits to rationality – close attention to
process is called for. For this reason a model strictly dividing up the change
work in planning and implementation is problematic.
14 Keep cultural themes on the agenda. There is a need for on-going work. Avoid
‘ticking off’ culture work – ‘now over to something else’. Leadership partly
means putting important things on the agenda – and keeping them there
(Kotter 1999). Of course, many of the ‘conventional’ tasks of managers can be
ticked off, and certain types of change projects dealing with technical and
administrative systems may include more of such elements than cultural change
efforts. Cultural themes like values and meanings are not discrete, permanent,
easy to grasp or in other ways possible to package and deal with once and for
all or for a time, as suggested in the literature on change that emphasizes a list
of successive steps (n-step thinking). Values and meanings are slippery,
uncertain, vague and sensitive to drifting. They call for continuous attention
and explicit and symbolic work. This does not mean that a lot of time needs to
be allocated to ‘value talk’ and the discussion and clarification of meaning.
But to (briefly) point to, remind, illustrate and bring the issues on track at
various times is important in order to drive cultural change. Using cultural
change-facilitating language is, of course, by definition important.
Finally
15 Be careful with engaging in change projects. It is merely a myth that change is
always good, and senior managers frequently have unrealistic assumptions and
expectations. They start too many projects and too many are soon dropped or
carried out weakly (Amundsen 2003; Dawson 2003; Jackall 1988). The result
is often cynicism, waste of time and the institutionalization of negative
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expectations and a ‘wait-and-see-if-something-is-happening’ thinking. This
makes change more difficult next time. Managers often produce ‘wait-andsee’ cultures – and complain about the scepticism and inertia resulting from
this. Better change work often calls for fewer change work initiatives. There
is a large mass media- and consultancy-driven change management industry
propagating the need for drastic changes and promises of great accomplishments if the ‘right’ change model or change consultant is used. A new fashion
introduces a gap between the ideal and what exists. Critical and selective
responses to these are indicated. Fewer and – as more thinking, effort, energy
and resources can be put into these – probably better change projects are to be
recommended. We do confess, however, that it is not easy to know when to
embark on a change journey. Frequently, one discovers too late that other
important and urgent tasks are undermining the change project and this leads
to mainly negative consequences. An insightful manager may think: ‘I know
that only one out of three change initiatives will lead anywhere, but I don’t
know which.’ Perhaps our book has given a modest input to thinking and
reflection, increasing the likelihood of a reasonably successful change project.

Notes

2 Organizational change
1

For other reviews see Burke (2002); Collins (1998); Dawson (2003); Hughes (2006);
Journal of Organizational Change Management (2005), 18; Palmer et al. (2006);
Pettigrew et al. (2001); Preece et al. (1999); Tsoukas (2005); Weick and Quinn (1999).

3 Organizational culture and change
1

A related problem with organizational culture change is that many authors have an
interest in the subject matter, meaning that they promote a particular view. Consultants
and managers with an interest in consultancy tend to emphasize the great opportunities
to change culture, while academic ‘purists’, eager to maintain an academic, perhaps
anthropological, perspective, may be inclined to stick to a view making culture stand
above efforts to manipulate it. Of course this overlaps the theoretical definition of culture,
but adds to this the personal position of the academic, tending to lead to a pro-change or
anti-change view in terms of the possibilities of planned change.

4 The case – and how we studied it
1

The name of the company and the names of all persons from the case mentioned
throughout the book have been made anonymous for reasons of confidentiality.

5 A cultural change project I: background, objectives and design
1

2

This might, of course, indicate a more sophisticated, ‘anthropological’ understanding of
culture as an interpretative perspective of culture by which everything – leadership,
organizational structure, technology and administrative systems – includes a cultural
dimension. Culture is then seen as a metaphor for organization, drawing attention to the
cultural meaning aspect of virtually every phenomenon from products and budgets to
the understanding of competitors and customers (Smircich 1983a). Accordingly one
cannot, in contrast to a (more) functionalist framework, single out something as ‘outside
culture’ (Alvesson 2002a). Culture is not everything, but everything that is part of a
social context includes a cultural aspect or dimension of socially shared and expressed
meaning. Our impression is that this is not what most managers have in mind when they
tend to give corporate culture a very broad meaning and sometimes summarize all kinds
of organizational ‘soft’ issues under the culture label.
We refer to middle managers as those managers being in between top executives
(sometimes top managers) and the other employees, mainly engineers. Sometimes we
refer to middle managers as either senior or junior depending on their hierarchical
position. A senior middle position consists of responsibility for one or several departments.
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3

Junior managers are responsible for a work group or several smaller work groups within
a department.
The initial cultural design actually consisted of six values rather than the five mentioned
by Allen. The HR people dropped one later in the process.

8 Disconnected work: cultural change efforts decoupled
1

As explained in Chapter 5, the process of developing a cultural change originated during
spring Year 1. The Excellence consultant, Ridge, took charge of the development
during autumn Year 1 in order to develop a design for a cultural change. As Excellence
was disconnected in December Year 1 the design was placed in the hands of the HR
people. They were assigned the task of formulating a culture change programme to be
presented to the organization in January and February.

9 Hyperculture
1

2

3

There are, of course, also rules for others, including anthropologists and other culture
researchers (like ourselves), on how to talk about culture, but these tend to be looser and
are not constrained to a few stated values. The rule for qualitative researchers is to not
reduce culture to a few characteristics. The rules for academics writing about culture are
of less interest to us here.
Of course, claims of these being existing values do not rule out that there may be
variations and imperfect realization of work practices based on the values. One could
imagine something in between ideals and what is realized – something believed in and
partly realized. One could for example say that everybody seriously strives to increase
the job satisfaction of the employees and that this is an ideal actually guiding managers
and others without necessarily being realized fully. In the present case there is no clear
indication that this is what people in TC have in mind – the fluctuation is between ideals
(targets) and claims of what exists without much explanation or nuances.
Hyper- and target culture are similar in the sense that they express simplified, goodsounding, for semi-public consumption versions of ‘culture’, but differ in the sense that
target culture refers to ideals and objectives, something to strive for, while hyperculture
indicates a representation of what exists or is at least unclear about any possible
discrepancy between the existing and the ideal (objectives).

11 Working with change
1

Exceptions include Dawson (2003), Heracleous and Langham (1996) and Preece et al.
(1999).

12 Lessons for cultural change actors and others
1

For example, in a study of the establishment of Total Quality Leadership (TQL) practices
in the American Navy, Barrett et al. (1995) reported that one of the local commanders
implementing the change interpreted the TQL initiative as motivated by higher
commanders’ interest in climbing up the hierarchy, rather than expressing genuine
interest in TQL. This cynicism about the motives of the change efforts initially resulted
in some lack of commitment and frustration on the part of local commanders.
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